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ABSTRACT
The nineteenth century transatlantic slave trade had significant social, political,
and economic ramifications for the coastal West African environments. As Britain
pressured European and American imperial powers to join in anti-slave trading
endeavors in the early portion of the nineteenth century, the slave trade was directed
to areas such as the Rio Pongo in coastal Guinea, where imperial and national powers
were scarce, and both legal and contraband trade could continue to succeed. In these
situations, foreign traders were able to integrate themselves into local networks, gaining
access to social and material capital, and creating a new class of transnational trading
families that would direct the evolution of local social and political landscapes.
This dissertation employs an interdisciplinary framework to investigate the
variation among slave trading villages of the nineteenth century Rio Pongo.
Archaeological excavations, documentary records, and oral traditions are examined to
determine how historical factors affect daily life and political organization at these slave
trading sites. Specifically, results from excavations conducted from 2016-2017 at the
village of Gambia and oral traditions collected there are compared to archaeological
information gathered in 2013 at the villages of Bangalan, Farenya, and Sanya Paulia in a
consideration of wider-scale intercultural interactions. Looking at the ways in which
material and architectural remains, contextualized through a historical lens, can indicate
the intentional signaling of cultural and ethnic identities, I argue that transnational
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trading elites (and their families) manipulated their perceived identities towards a
polarized “native” or “other” as a defensive mechanism and adaptive means to
experience continued success in transatlantic slaving endeavors under the gaze of antislavery patrols. I explore how such manipulations contribute to variation in intra- and
inter-site dynamics during the period of occupation, and consequently the variation in
these dynamics affects the development and transmission of an institutionalized
memory of the slave trade among local residents, contributing to an increasing
discourse of the African Diaspora.
.
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PREFACE
Middle Passage1
Jesús, Estrella, Esperanza, Mercy:
Sails flashing to the wind like weapons,
sharks following the moans the fever and the dying;
horror the corposant and compass rose.
Middle Passage:
voyage through death
to life upon these shores.
“10 April 1800—
Blacks rebellious. Crew uneasy. Our linguist says
their moaning is a prayer for death,
ours and their own. Some try to starve themselves.
Lost three this morning leaped with crazy laughter
to the waiting sharks, sang as they went under.”
Desire, Adventure, Tartar, Ann:
Standing to America, bringing home
black gold, black ivory, black seed.
Deep in the festering hold thy father lies,
of his bones New England pews are made,
those are altar lights that were his eyes.
Jesus Saviour Pilot Me
Over Life’s Tempestuous Sea

1

Hayden, Robert. 1962 [2006] “Middle Passage.” The Wadsworth Anthology of Poetry,
edited by Jay Parini. Boston: The Thomson Corporation.
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We pray that Thou wilt grant, O Lord,
safe passage to our vessels bringing
heathen souls unto Thy chastening.
Jesus Saviour
“8 bells. I cannot sleep, for I am sick
with fear, but writing eases fear a little
since still my eyes can see these words take shape
upon the page & so I write, as one
would turn to exorcism. 4 days scudding,
but now the sea is calm again. Misfortune
follows in our wake like sharks (our grinning
tutelary gods). Which one of us
has killed an albatross? A plague among
our blacks—Ophthalmia: blindness—& we
have jettisoned the blind to no avail.
It spreads, the terrifying sickness spreads.
Its claws have scratched sight from the Capt.'s eyes
& there is blindness in the fo’c’sle
& we must sail 3 weeks before we come
to port.”
What port awaits us, Davy Jones’
or home? I’ve heard of slavers drifting, drifting,
playthings of wind and storm and chance, their crews
gone blind, the jungle hatred
crawling up on deck.
Thou Who Walked On Galilee
“Deponent further sayeth The Bella J
left the Guinea Coast
with cargo of five hundred blacks and odd
for the barracoons of Florida:
“That there was hardly room ’tween-decks for half
the sweltering cattle stowed spoon-fashion there;
that some went mad of thirst and tore their flesh
and sucked the blood:
“That Crew and Captain lusted with the comeliest
of the savage girls kept naked in the cabins;
that there was one they called The Guinea Rose
and they cast lots and fought to lie with her:
xi

“That when the Bo’s’n piped all hands, the flames
spreading from starboard already were beyond
control, the negroes howling and their chains
entangled with the flames:
“That the burning blacks could not be reached,
that the Crew abandoned ship,
leaving their shrieking negresses behind,
that the Captain perished drunken with the wenches:
“Further Deponent sayeth not.”
Pilot Oh Pilot Me
II
Aye, lad, and I have seen those factories,
Gambia, Rio Pongo, Calabar;
have watched the artful mongos baiting traps
of war wherein the victor and the vanquished
Were caught as prizes for our barracoons.
Have seen the nigger kings whose vanity
and greed turned wild black hides of Fellatah,
Mandingo, Ibo, Kru to gold for us.
And there was one—King Anthracite we named him—
fetish face beneath French parasols
of brass and orange velvet, impudent mouth
whose cups were carven skulls of enemies:
He’d honor us with drum and feast and conjo
and palm-oil-glistening wenches deft in love,
and for tin crowns that shone with paste,
red calico and German-silver trinkets
Would have the drums talk war and send
his warriors to burn the sleeping villages
and kill the sick and old and lead the young
in coffles to our factories.
Twenty years a trader, twenty years,
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for there was wealth aplenty to be harvested
from those black fields, and I’d be trading still
but for the fevers melting down my bones.
III
Shuttles in the rocking loom of history,
the dark ships move, the dark ships move,
their bright ironical names
like jests of kindness on a murderer’s mouth;
plough through thrashing glister toward
fata morgana’s lucent melting shore,
weave toward New World littorals that are
mirage and myth and actual shore.
Voyage through death,
voyage whose chartings are unlove.
A charnel stench, effluvium of living death
spreads outward from the hold,
where the living and the dead, the horribly dying,
lie interlocked, lie foul with blood and excrement.
Deep in the festering hold thy father lies,
the corpse of mercy rots with him,
rats eat love’s rotten gelid eyes.
But, oh, the living look at you
with human eyes whose suffering accuses you,
whose hatred reaches through the swill of dark
to strike you like a leper’s claw.
You cannot stare that hatred down
or chain the fear that stalks the watches
and breathes on you its fetid scorching breath;
cannot kill the deep immortal human wish,
the timeless will.
“But for the storm that flung up barriers
of wind and wave, The Amistad, señores,
would have reached the port of Príncipe in two,
three days at most; but for the storm we should
have been prepared for what befell.
Swift as the puma’s leap it came. There was
that interval of moonless calm filled only
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with the water’s and the rigging’s usual sounds,
then sudden movement, blows and snarling cries
and they had fallen on us with machete
and marlinspike. It was as though the very
air, the night itself were striking us.
Exhausted by the rigors of the storm,
we were no match for them. Our men went down
before the murderous Africans. Our loyal
Celestino ran from below with gun
and lantern and I saw, before the caneknife’s wounding flash, Cinquez,
that surly brute who calls himself a prince,
directing, urging on the ghastly work.
He hacked the poor mulatto down, and then
he turned on me. The decks were slippery
when daylight finally came. It sickens me
to think of what I saw, of how these apes
threw overboard the butchered bodies of
our men, true Christians all, like so much jetsam.
Enough, enough. The rest is quickly told:
Cinquez was forced to spare the two of us
you see to steer the ship to Africa,
and we like phantoms doomed to rove the sea
voyaged east by day and west by night,
deceiving them, hoping for rescue,
prisoners on our own vessel, till
at length we drifted to the shores of this
your land, America, where we were freed
from our unspeakable misery. Now we
demand, good sirs, the extradition of
Cinquez and his accomplices to La
Havana. And it distresses us to know
there are so many here who seem inclined
to justify the mutiny of these blacks.
We find it paradoxical indeed
that you whose wealth, whose tree of liberty
are rooted in the labor of your slaves
should suffer the august John Quincy Adams
to speak with so much passion of the right
of chattel slaves to kill their lawful masters
and with his Roman rhetoric weave a hero’s
garland for Cinquez. I tell you that
we are determined to return to Cuba
with our slaves and there see justice done. Cinquez—
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or let us say ‘the Prince’—Cinquez shall die.”
The deep immortal human wish,
the timeless will:
Cinquez its deathless primaveral image,
life that transfigures many lives.
Voyage through death
to life upon these shores.
.
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CHAPTER 1
“THIS UNFORTUNATE AND DISCOURAGING STATE OF THINGS”: AN
INTRODUCTION
“We never had slaves here.” “Slavery was only done by the white men.” “Those
villages are too small; they didn’t sell slaves there.” “Slavery ended in 1807; why haven’t
Guinea’s economy and infrastructural systems recovered yet?”.
Misperceptions of the transatlantic slave trade are rampant on a global scale,
incorporating misunderstandings of its scope, duration, expanse, and participants. The
above quotes include observations I overheard during my time conducting research in
Guinea, made by both visitors and residents alike, in both formal and informal settings.
While many of these observations are indicative of a deeper lack of understanding by
the general populous of the slave trade overall, perhaps they do signal as well the need
to increase not only the quantity of research done on West African slave trade sites, but
the depth of questions we ask as well. In broadening the types and format of inquiries
into features of the nineteenth century transatlantic slave trade, we can increase our
knowledge base of the of the effects the trade had upon local, regional, national, and
global networks, and how such effects have continued to influence societies today.
The research completed as a part of this dissertation seeks to contribute to an
understanding of how participation in the illicit slave trade has affected local social,
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political, and economic landscapes during the nineteenth century in the Rio Pongo
region of coastal West Africa. For centuries, European traders have impacted the African
cultural landscape, initiating consequences that played major roles in shaping new
identities, group memory, and trade relations (see e.g. DeCorse 2001, Haour 2011, Kelly
et al. 2015, Lovejoy 2003, MacEachern 2011, Monroe 2014, Stahl 2008). This influence
did not end with the abolition of the slave trade by European and North American
countries in the early nineteenth century, rather it prompted traders to explore new
networks and develop more secluded trading establishments (Kelly 2006, 2011). This
pattern is seen in coastal Guinea, where tidewater routes provide access to the interior,
as in the Rio Pongo region; despite 1807 and 1808 declarations by European powers and
the United States to prohibit the exportation of slaves from the African continent
(Bethell 2009, Thomas 1999), the area continued to serve as a principle location from
which Americans and Europeans obtained slaves to transport to the New World
(Mouser 2013). During this time of the nineteenth century slave trade, European and
American traders had considerable experience building upon centuries of these
interactions and were skilled at observing and manipulating contact situations with local
polities not yet enmeshed in European trading networks (Kelly 1997). Throughout the
end of the 18th century, traders were not interested in less visible areas like the Rio
Pongo, organized by decentralized small-scale chiefdoms that contrasted the larger
state-level societies, and lacked large indigenous trade centers (Hawthone 2003, Klein
2001, Robertshaw and Duncan 2008). Ironically, it was this same geographical
“invisibility”, as well as the established trade routes to the inland Futa Djallon region
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(Fields-Black 2008) that attracted traders to the region after the slave trade was
abolished (Wallman et al. 2014). When they entered the interior, slave traders became
integrated into the local networks, taking advantage of the “landlord-stranger”
relationship in which foreign traders married into local elite families and paid tribute to
local chiefs in exchange for access to territory, commodities, and trade networks
(Brooks 1993; Fields-Black 2008; Kelly 2011; Mouser 1973, 1975).
1.1 RESEARCH TIMELINE
Despite the rich history of the Guinean coast and its integral contributions in
shaping the socio-political climate of the present-day Atlantic (Fields-Black 2008,
Mouser 2013), little archaeological research has been done in the area (Kelly 2011). In
an effort to close this gap, in 2013 I worked on a multinational team of archaeologists,
led by Dr. Kenneth Kelly , and co-directed by Rector El Hadj Fall (then of the University
of Nelson Mandela, Conakry), with the support of the Guinean Ministry of Culture and
National Heritage, as we investigated how the illicit slave trade affected local social
networks by analyzing artifacts and architectural remains of the historical occupation
uncovered through excavations of major sites at Bangalan, Farenya, and Sanya Paulia,
village settlements located in the Rio Pongo region on Guinea's coast. We confirmed the
locations of several documented trading lodges and identified the presence of
interactions between diverse cultural groups, evidenced through the variety of material
culture and architectural remains, such as construction materials, imported trading
goods, and locally produced products. Furthermore, our work demonstrated that
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archaeological features of the historical period remain intact today, confirming the
ability for future archaeological investigations to successfully access information of the
past, and paving the way for this dissertation research. (Kelly et al. 2015)
This dissertation builds upon that research conducted during the 2013 field
season, with a particular focus on the integration of a fourth site of interest that had not
yet been archaeologically investigated. During a pedestrian survey of the historic site of
Gambia in 2013, we identified structure remnants and evidence of a nineteenth century
occupation. Despite obvious surface remains and historical documentation that ties the
site to historically well-known traders Edward Jousiffe and Théodore Canot, local
residents do not claim any historical recollection of the trader’s occupancy, but instead
have alternative explanations for the architectural remnants present. This pattern
differs greatly from the sites of Farenya, Bangalan, and Sanya Paulia (added to UNESCO's
list of sites associated with the Slave Trade Routes in October 2014 as a result of our
2013 fieldwork) whose residents are well acquainted with the historical traders through
oral traditions and local lore (Kelly and Fall 2015). Indeed, during several initial visits at
the sites that were to be investigated in 2013, we were given site tours by local
residents in which they indicated key historic locations known to be associated with the
slave trade occupation (in several instances mentioning names of specific traders) and
even made suggestions as to where we should conduct excavations.
To address these discrepancies, I engaged archaeological, documentary, and oral
historical research at the village of Gambia over the course of two field seasons. From
January through April 2016, and November 2016 through June 2017, I collaborated with
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local residents and national organizations to investigate the participation of the historic
village of Gambia in the nineteenth century transatlantic slave trade. These endeavors
included several months of archaeological excavations at multiple areas, the collection
and translation of oral histories from local residents and village descendants, and a deep
survey of documentary material. As a major component of this research methodology,
research results were frequently shared with local residents and site visitors, formal and
informal presentations were given to local communities and urban academic
institutions, and a museum exhibit was created at the Musée Nationale in the capital
city to inform local residents on the activities of the transatlantic slave trade in Guinea,
as well as highlighting the importance of heritage preservation.
The research that has been conducted throughout this dissertation is situated
within a diverse body of anthropological and archaeological theory, and draws from
studies of enslavement, entanglement, heritage, and memory within the West African
Diaspora. To represent a more holistically rounded perspective of the African Diaspora,
anthropological and archaeological evidence on both sides of the Atlantic has been
surveyed (Agorsah 2011, Haviser and MacDonald 2006, Kelly 2013, Lane and MacDonald
2011, Posnansky 2004, Singleton 2001, Stahl 2004), with a particular focus on obtaining
evidence from West Africa (Ogundiran and Falola 2007). I agree with recent studies that
have highlighted the condition that there is not simply one history to the eastern side of
the Atlantic, but multiple, varied, and sometimes even contrasting, histories (Lane and
MacDonald 2011: 7, Pikirayi 2006). It follows then, that the period of the illicit slave
trade itself is similarly comprised of varying situations and responses to local pressures.
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The archaeological sites at Farenya, Bangalan, Sanya Paulia, and Gambia in the Rio
Pongo region of western Guinea offer unique opportunities to contribute to the breadth
of knowledge in the illicit slave trade through an interrogation of the African past,
adding an additional layer to our understanding of an already very complex time.
1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DISSERTATION CHAPTER OUTLINES
The major goal of this dissertation study was to investigate cultural, social,
economic, and political factors that contribute to variation in sites associated with the
nineteenth century slave trade in coastal Guinea. I am interested not only in how this
intra-site variation was caused during the installation of Euro-American traders and their
occupation of slave trading factories, but also how it manifests in the creation of
institutionalized memory that is passed down through generations in the form of oral
historical accounts. Taking into account the information gathered from Bangalan,
Farenya, and Sanya Paulia, as compared to that of Gambia, the major and driving
research questions of this dissertation ask, what conditions could explain such a
dramatic discrepancy between the presence of material evidence and lack of oral
recognition among local residents and descendants? What could be the potential
causality of such extreme variation in the oral historical memorialization among sites
that are geographically and temporally similar? How did the social, political, and
economic situations vary across sites during the nineteenth century slave trade
occupations? And finally, how did traders of the Rio Pongo continue to experience great
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success throughout the nineteenth century slave trade under the strict gaze of British
surveillance?
The following chapters present the research that was conducted in an attempt to
answer the questions outlined above, the data collected as components of that
research, and the conclusions drawn as a summation of data results. The organization of
this research is outlined in Chapter Two, which explains the methodological tools and
techniques that were employed throughout all facets of data collection and recovery. In
Chapter Two the overall timeline of the complete research project is described in
greater detail, and the project research goals are clearly restated. The rest of the
chapter is then divided into three main sections according to research stages: data
collection, data post-processing, and data dissemination. In the first of these stages,
archaeological investigations are explained through descriptions of the composition of
the data collection and excavation teams, how excavation sites were identified and
delineated, what techniques and methods were employed in field excavations, and how
such excavations were recorded and documented. This section also covers the
methodological approaches that were used in conducting formal and informal
interviews of local residents, and how oral historical accounts were recorded. The
second section deals with the treatment of data, mostly archaeological materials, after
they have been recovered in field excavations, and describes the laboratory methods
employed in cleaning, analyzing, and cataloging material culture. Finally, Chapter Two
describes the ways in which the information generated from this research has been
shared with local, national, and global communities.
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With an understanding of the methodological approaches employed, Chapter
Three then situates the guiding research questions within theoretical perspectives
relevant to the Rio Pongo environment of the nineteenth century, particularly focusing
on notions of intercultural interactions and identity theory. The chapter begins with an
outline of key concepts, constructs, and terminology employed by anthropologists and
archaeologists who study areas representing spaces of multi-cultural and multi-ethnic
interactions. I then continue on to use these concepts in describing an evolution of
theoretical approaches to intercultural interactions in the academic sector, and consider
how these approaches apply (or in some cases don’t) to historic sites of the Rio Pongo
region.
Chapter Four sets the stage for discussing the specific localities of Rio Pongo
slave trade sites by providing a detailed historical background of the area. This
background begins with brief descriptions of the regional climate and geography,
allowing the reader to imagine the conditions faced by regional occupants. The next
three sections of the chapter discuss the phases of human occupation in the region in
relation to slave trade settlements; the first demonstrating early migrations into the
region prior to European arrival, the second identifies the emergence of the
transatlantic slave trade on a regional scale, and the third highlights global (with a focus
on British legal approaches) attempts at an abolition of the slave trade. In order to
consider the material culture procured from the archaeological sites investigated in this
dissertation research, I then provide microhistories of the establishments managed and
operated by several traders of the Rio Pongo region. In an effort to bridge the past and
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present, I continue the microhistories beyond the nineteenth century slave trade to
discuss the transitions after slavery to and through French colonization, and finish the
historical background with a description of mid-twentieth century Guinean
independence and how it contributed to the evolution of the modern political climate of
the country.
With both theoretical and historical backgrounds complete, and a description of
the toolkit that was employed in research endeavors, Chapter Five presents the tangible
archaeological and oral historical data recovered from Gambia through two seasons of
fieldwork. After a brief review of data collection and analysis techniques, I begin with a
summary of the excavations conducted in 2013, providing a base for comparison of the
newly conducted 2016 and 2017 excavations at Gambia. I then delve into deep
descriptions of excavation unit results across six unique archaeological zones, including
architectural features and artifacts recovered. These results include tables and analysis
of recovered artifact collections, maps of selected areas, photos of loci of import, and
considerations of distribution and use of space. I then continue on to discuss the data
produced from the collection of oral historical accounts as well, demonstrating how oral
accounts intersect with the archaeological and documentary record, and highlight some
of the key themes that have emerged through communications with local residents and
descendants.
In Chapter Six I address the specific and unique condition of the existence of
multinational leading trading families in the Rio Pongo. Specifically, I consider how the
emergence of the multinational family unit and associated identities contribute to the
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generation of a diverse trading class in the region, disrupting the familial system and
reformatting complex networks that rely on real and fictive kinship ties. Providing both
examples of and exceptions to these multinational and multi-ethnic structures in the Rio
Pongo region, I explore the persistence of these groups as multi-sited families
throughout and across the Atlantic. I then demonstrate how such multinational
identities simultaneously serve as a resistive aid against both competition and
contestation from regional adversaries, and provide a protective defense against British
surveillance and raids.
Finally, Chapter Seven brings together both background information and newly
gathered data to provide conclusions to the original questions this dissertation sought
to address. I show how the degree of integration into the local community, whether
through embracing a multinational family unit or other means, results in variation in an
archaeological and historic perception of sites of the nineteenth century slave trade in
the Rio Pongo, and how this degree of integration may affect the variation of social,
political, and economic situations across occupations. I then discuss how strong reliance
on local networks, as evidenced through the archaeological findings, facilitated the
continued success of traders in the Rio Pongo despite strong British efforts to ensure the
cessation of the trade. Finally, I demonstrate how variation in the creation and
transmission of institutionalized memory of the slave trade occupations at specific
individual sites may vary depending not only on discrepancies of economic and social
status of the leading traders, but are also strongly affected by lived experiences of
descendant communities that occur long beyond the occurrence of the original event in
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question. After presenting the conclusions derived by this dissertation research, I finish
with a glance to the future, outlining what future work should be done to continue
along the trajectory of increasing our understanding of the great complexities of the
transatlantic slave trade as it existed in nineteenth century Guinea.
1.3 TRAVEL GUIDES FOR THE JOURNEY
There are a few items of note I would like to highlight for consideration
throughout this dissertation. While it may seem a simple difference, for the past four
years of research I have faced frequent confusion and misunderstandings regarding the
main historic village of inquiry of this project, Gambia. Both local audiences and
academic institutions alike have on more than one occasion mistakenly believed this
research to have been conducted in The Gambia (a small country surrounded by
Senegal) rather than a village in the Rio Pongo; as such, in presentations and
publications I typically try to avoid using the village name in titles to minimize confusion.
For the purposes of this dissertation, all uses of “Gambia” will refer to the historic site of
the Rio Pongo village, unless otherwise specified.
Along a similar vein, the reader may notice variations in spellings of names of
individuals and places throughout the document. Across oral traditions and historical
documentation (and in some cases even modern references) produced by individuals of
varying cultural-linguistic and educational backgrounds, people and places are often
spelled phonetically, generating a multitude of textual presentations. To further
complicate the issue, in many instances British Naval accounts are produced based on
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information gathered from a secondary source and translated, rather than from the
individual of question themselves, resulting in variations of pronunciations of particular
names, which are then recorded as such. To the degree possible, in this dissertation I
maintain uniform spellings throughout my own commentary, but transpose directly the
spellings as presented in documentary or oral sources (when indicated). Names of
towns (Bangalan, Sanya Paulia, Farenya, and Gambia) are written as spelled today by
contemporary residents of the villages. For names of individuals, I have opted to use the
spellings that I believe would have represented how they would have been referred to
by historic populations at the time of the site’s occupation (e.g. Edward Joseph is spelled
throughout as Edward Jousiffe).
Finally, I would like to highlight my intention to incorporate a wide variety of
source material, beyond the standard commonly cited Western literature. All too often,
researchers are limited in scope to a cyclically informing literature, produced and
consumed by a restricted audience. Whenever possible I referenced sources produced
by African and European scholars and embraced the diversity presented by texts
produced outside of typical academic setting.
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CHAPTER 2
OF EQUAL PARTS KETCHUP AND SUNSCREEN: METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS
EMPLOYED FOR DATA RECOVERY
Despite the multitude of documented important historic sites and resources in
Guinea, and the exponentially greater quantity of sites that are undocumented or
unknown, there has been extremely little archaeological work done in the country.
Given this situation, not only is there no developed regional methodology to consider
when designing an archaeological research plan, but there is also a heightened need to
generate and share clear documentation of methodological protocol employed by any
project conducted in the region. Such documentation will contribute to the creation of a
regionally applicable methodology, particularly important now at a time when the
nation is attempting to further archaeological education through the creation of a
Masters of Archaeology program at the Université Générale Lansana Conté, which if
developed, will be the first and only archaeology degree program in the country.
Presenting a clear methodological description is equally important in maintaining the
transparency necessary to address the political challenge of balancing the network of
knowledge production and exchange, countering a colonialist science that has hindered
international archaeologies of Africa since the field’s beginnings (Jopela and Fredriksen
2015, Posnansky 1996, Shepherd 2002). Particularly in a region like the Rio Pongo, which
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attributes a great deal of its slave-trade era notoriety to the protection provided by the
“hidden” nature of the sites, it is critical that the methodologies directing investigations
do not too remain in the shadows.
This chapter discusses the methods employed during the 2016 and 2017 field
seasons conducted as part of this dissertation research. The majority of methods
employed (except where otherwise noted) followed the protocol of the initial 2013
excavations to facilitate regional data comparisons for this and future projects, and also
to simplify notation systems for artifacts deposited at the national museum. In this
chapter, I will begin by providing a summary timeline of the various components of this
research project, including fieldwork, artifact analyses, and research dissemination. The
following portion will be divided into two parts: part one explores all methods of data
collection engaged throughout the project, and part two discusses post-processing and
dissemination. In part one, the methodological approaches included in fieldwork will
commence with an explanation of how sites were located and identified, drawing on
consultation with local residents, pedestrian surveys, metal detection, and shovel test
pits. This will lead into a discussion of excavation and field documentation protocol,
including a description of field terminology and consideration of language usage and
barriers. The section on field methodology will incorporate GPS and transit mapping
techniques employed as well. I will then move on to discuss data collected through
documentary research conducted at Guinean national and local archives, as well as
those uncovered in on-line databases and collections. Finally, part one will conclude
with a description of the collection of oral histories and local interviews.
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Part two of this chapter looks at the techniques of processing the data collected,
beginning with artifact analysis, transcription of recorded interviews, and geospatial
analysis through the creation of localized maps from total station data. I will then
discuss modes of data dissemination, which thus far have included the creation of a
temporary exhibit at the Musée National in Conakry, local talks in the capital and
remote villages, public presentations and conferences, and publications. I will conclude
the chapter with a reflection on how these specific methodologies have affected
research development, and how the interplay of various data media contributes to tell
the story of the slave trade activities at Gambia.
2.1 PROJECT TIMELINE
I initially became involved in the Rio Pongo Archaeological Research Project in
January 2013, when I travelled to Guinea as a graduate assistant to Dr. Kenneth Kelly of
the University of South Carolina. This was the first major fieldwork initiative of the
project, following Dr. Kelly’s exploratory reconnaissance survey investigations of 2006
and 2012 (Kelly 2006, Kelly et al. 2015). Comprising an international archaeological team
of Dr. Kenneth Kelly, Dr. Diane Wallman (then of University of South Carolina), Vincent
Rousseau (then of Université Laval, Québec), and myself, accompanied by cultural
anthropology professor and heritage specialist ElHadj Fall (then Rector of Université
Nelson Mandela, Conakry), we conducted three months of archaeological investigations
in three villages of the Rio Pongo region of coastal Guinea: Bangalan, Farenya, and
Sanya Paulia. During this time, we also provided archaeological instruction, in the form
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of a series of two- to three-week long field schools, to Guinean students from several of
the nation’s leading universities.
As I participated in this initial research endeavor during a semester-long hiatus of
my Master’s program, I did not return to investigations of Rio Pongo sites until the fall of
2015, after I had finalized my Master’s thesis and completed a significant portion of
coursework for my doctoral studies. At this point I refamiliarized myself with the prior
work we had done in 2013, and began conducting background research on
geographically and temporally similar archaeological projects to prepare grant proposals
seeking to fund my intended research. Unfortunately, 2015 would turn out to be the
midpoint of the Ebola outbreak that brought severe devastation to Guinea, Sierra
Leone, and Libera, and posed significant challenges and setbacks to my research
endeavors. In April of 2015 I received notification that a Fulbright application I
submitted, despite positive reviews from the Guinean Embassy, was not awarded as
Guinea had suspended their participation in Fulbright due to Ebola containment efforts.
I was, however, awarded several small grants from the Ceny-Walker Institute, the
Institute for African American Research, and a SPARC grant from the Office of the Vice
President for Research, and was able to use these grants to fund a short research trip
from January through April of 20162. During this trip I conducted archaeological
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Original intentions had been to begin this research trip earlier in the Fall, however due
to concerns of travel safety from the Study Abroad Office, the start date of the research
trip was delayed. I amassed a great deal of paperwork and presented information to an
advisory panel at the Office of Study Abroad (none of whom had any knowledge or
experience of life in West Africa) and eventually gained approval for travel, though at
that point I had passed the opportunity for booking Fall travel. This was particularly
frustrating, and was a challenge that only arose due to my having received university16

excavations at the site of Gambia, collected oral histories from local residents, washed
and analyzed artifacts recovered, and established crucial networking connections the
would prove to be invaluable in continuing future research. During the summer and
early fall of 2016 I processed field forms and organized data collected. I was also
awarded a Fulbright research grant in the late spring of 2016, and spent the summer
preparing for an additional research trip. I returned to Guinea for a second field season
at Gambia from November 2016 through June 20173, which included excavations,
documentary and oral historical research, artifact processing, and the creation of a
temporary exhibit at the Musée Nationale. At the conclusion of this final research trip,
all materials were deposited at the museum, and it is not currently clear whether
further excavations will be conducted at Gambia.
2.2 REVIEW OF RESEARCH GOALS
All of the methodologies employed in the course of this project were selected
and engaged because of their perceived ability to address the specific research
questions posed in my dissertation. An overarching theme this dissertation seeks to

sponsored funding; had I been using only external grants, I would not have required the
University’s approval for travel. I believe this policy is truly a detrimental roadblock to
graduate students, and should be reconsidered in the future.
3
On my third field season in 2016-2017 I confirmed prior hypotheses (and suggested
advice from other scholars and local residents) that archaeological work cannot be done
in Guinea during the rainy season (May-October). My experience in both Conakry and
the Bakoro in May and June of 2017 provided first-hand account of the ferocity and
frequency of the storms; not only would the persistent lightning yield dangerous
working conditions, but torrential rains compromise the integrity of soil strata, and
roads rapidly become impassable, causing an isolation that would inhibit the ability to
get to adequate medical care should an emergency arise.
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contribute to addresses how a continuation of the slave trade into the “illicit” era period
affected local communities in terms of their social, political, and economic environs.
One way I am attempting to get at such information is to compare archaeological and
oral historical data collected from Gambia with the similar data collected from the sites
of Bangalan, Farenya, and Sanya Paulia, in the hopes of establishing patterns (or
deviations from those patterns) to determine what variety is present among slave trade
sites of the time and region. A second guiding research question of this dissertation
investigates how these “hidden” places serve to promote and encourage consumerism
of material and human resources. How do localities protected from the anti-slavery
gaze, such as those of the Rio Pongo region, respond to dynamic international markets?
What tools or characteristics help to ensure that such communities continue to thrive in
constantly changing and (re)developing global network systems?
2.3 COMPOSITION OF DATA COLLECTION TEAM
While it is often said that it takes a village to raise a child, it seems quite
apparent that it takes that and more to raise a dissertation. In 2016 and 2017, I was
assisted by interested students from Guinean universities, employees of national
institutions, and members of local communities. Arriving in Guinea in January of 2016, I
was about to embark on my first independently directed archaeological field research
project. Anxious at the prospect of having to teach archaeological methodology to
novices and still conduct a significant quantity of research in a limited three-month
season, I sought to minimize the time required for instruction by finding assistants with
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some similar archaeological experience. Fortunately, I was able to reconnect with three
students who had participated in our archaeological field school in 2013, and retained a
great deal of the archaeological instruction they had received. Fodé Issa Sylla, Edmond
Soumaoro, and Mamadou Aliou Diallo, who had each completed three weeks of field
school in 2013, were hired as field assistants for the 2016 research season, and
accompanied me during the research conducted at Gambia from January through April.
After about two weeks of refamiliarization with excavation techniques, they were able
to direct unit excavations and oversee local village resident volunteers.

Figure 2.1 Mamadou Diallo, Fodé Issa Sylla, and Edmond Soumaoro work collaboratively
to measure a level closing and document on-going excavation observations.
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Reflecting on experiences from the 2016 season, I adjusted my strategy in
amassing a research team for 2017 excavations. Rather than import labor in the form of
assistants from Conakry, I decided to hire residents from Bakoro to assist in fieldwork.
Following local cultural customs, as advised by my assistant and translator from the
Musée Nationale, I made a formal request to the village chief for recommendations for
laborers.
Introducing new and limited employment opportunities into notably
impoverished communities can serve as an impetus for social conflict by creating
unequal access to monetary resources. In an attempt to avoid such a negative impact in
Bakoro, where I was wishing to continue a long-term relationship, I carefully negotiated
the social circumstances by conducting all business dealings through the village chief, so
that it became his decision, not mine, who would be eligible for the work opportunities.
After asking the chief for recommendations for employees, I offered my suggested daily
salary and employment conditions; the chief returned that evening informing me that
he had selected two young men (later in the season increased to four) and that they had
accepted my terms. At the end of each research period I presented the chief with the
income for the labor completed, and he in turn distributed it to the workers. I believe it
highly likely that a portion of the salary was kept for the chief to be redistributed for
village needs, but was told by B. Diallo of the museum that it would be inappropriate to
inquire about such redistribution. Whether it was inappropriate because I was foreign,
female, or simply due to standard protocol was unclear. These interactions reiterated
the need to constantly reflect on my daily interactions, reminding me that there were
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likely many cultural underpinnings affecting my relationships and exchanges of which I
was often unaware.
For the first several weeks of excavations I worked with two assistants from
Bakoro, Moussa Soumah and Amadou Camara, providing archaeological training while
supervising excavation labor. At first, training was very intensive, and supervision was
extremely fastidious; many residents of rural villages such as Bakoro have extremely
limited access to educational resources, and as such have not been taught many
mathematical, scientific, and literary constructs, adding an additional layer of
complexity to standard training. After several weeks, however, they became extremely
proficient in archaeological techniques, and I was confident in permitting both assistants
to supervise unit excavation, and teach the techniques they had mastered to newly
hired additional assistants. By hiring local labor as opposed to importing students from
Conakry as I had done in 2016, I noticed an increased level of acceptance by local
community residents. The men I employed in the field shared their experiences at night
with family and other community members, residents demonstrated an increased trust
in my presence and research goals, and we received an onslaught of intrigued visitors at
the site. In this way, if we are not able to provide the necessary training to create a force
of Guinean archaeologists, I was still able to facilitate the contribution of Bakoro
residents to the rediscovery of their own local history. Artifacts recovered by village
archaeological assistants and their experiences were included in the public exhibit at the
National Museum in Conakry, and their stories were shared on a national platform.
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As a major secondary goal of my Fulbright initiative was to create an
archaeological exhibit of artifacts recovered from the Rio Pongo sites, I thought it
important to include staff from the museum in excavation research, and help them to
gain firsthand archaeological experience, in order to facilitate more nuanced exhibit
interpretations. On every 2017 field season research trip out to Gambia, I was
accompanied by one of the National Museum Staff: Stageur (trainee) Sekou Diallo,
Stageur Martine Sarah, and former Assistant Director Boubacar Diallo. Each of these
staff members participated in all aspects of field investigations, including survey,

Figure 2.2 Visitors Ouma Sylla (daughter of the chief of Bakoro) and Moussa Soumah
(patriarch of our lodging house) visit the site and help screen for artifacts.
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excavation, screening, artifact processing, and mapping, and since have been able to
incorporate their experiences in their exhibit interpretations to the public.
Finally, in both the 2016 and 2017 field seasons volunteers from local villages,
including Bakoro, Sanya Paulia, and Bangalan, contributed to project research as well.
Many began as interested visitors who stopped by the site to check out what we were
doing, and, their interest piqued, stayed for several hours to watch our work or help
screen. Often times these visits became much more significant than simple observatory
sessions, as visitors hypothesized as to the functions of particular artifacts, shared their
knowledge of local history, or conveyed their ancestral connections to the surrounding
territory. Several of these visits were followed up by official or unofficial interviews, and
led to a more detailed understanding of the use of the village landscape throughout
history.
2.4 SITE IDENTIFICATION AND DELINEATION
The loci that I have excavated thus far at Gambia have been selected in
consultation with observations by the 2013 team, local residents, and historical
documents. In 2013, we first decided to explore the Gambia site based on references
from Théodore Canot, who describes establishing a trading post in the village after
separating business ties with nearby trader Joseph Ormond of Bangalan. In April of
2013, near the end of the field season, I toured the Gambia site with Dr. Kenneth Kelly,
and led by Mohammed Sylla, the chief of neighboring modern-day village of Bakoro.
Sylla indicated possible locations of interest for further explorations, surface features
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known by himself and other village elders that they believe relate to historical
occupations. We flagged, photographed, and mapped these locations so that they might
be relocated on return in the next phase of the project.
When I first returned to Gambia in 2016, I relocated all areas of interest
identified in 2013, verifying GPS coordinates, physical markers, and sketched maps. This
relocation tour was done in consultation with a group of male elders (the “village
authorities”), the village Chief Sylla, and my archaeological assistants. During this tour, I
casually interrogated the men who accompanied us regarding the local history, paying
particular focus to names mentioned in Canot’s journal. I asked if there might be any
additional areas of interest that the Bakoro residents were aware of that we may not
have yet indicated on our maps, and was brought to several clearings and small mounds
where dense quantities of surface artifacts supported their suggestions that such
locations held historical importance. At each of these locations GPS points were
recorded, and flagging tape was attached to a tree in the area to facilitate our return for
future investigations.
After this informal large group tour, I later conducted a more directed pedestrian
tour with my three archaeological assistants (alumni of the 2013 Rio Pongo
Archaeological Field School) and two local villagers who assisted in clearing dense brush.
We began at areas indicated by the Bakoro residents on the informal tour, and explored
radial areas beyond each of those points of interest in the hope of discovering additional
surface features or remains.
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We employed metal detection techniques for two reasons in identifying
potential sites of interest. Firstly, much of the local landscape has been repeatedly
cultivated for decades, if not over a century, resulting in the presence of a high density
of surface artifacts. This high presence of artifacts can create a weighted perception that
such areas are more often associated with historical occupations, and may cause one to
overlook areas where surface artifacts are not present. For that reason, metal detection
was extremely beneficial in areas where surface features or artifacts were not present,
but some other factor (geographic location, proximity to water, etc.) indicated a spot to
be a likely candidate for a historical occupation. In several locations (particularly those in
currently wooded landscapes) we identified potential sites for future excavation
through this use of metal detection. Secondly, we also used the metal detector to
delineate individual loci or zones, or at least determine the extent of immediate artifact
scatter. After identifying the central point of an area of interest, we engaged metal
detection to determine how far sub-surface metal artifacts continued beyond the
immediate excavation units.
Finally, in 2016 and 2017 shovel test pits were also dug as a method of site
location. In my initial dissertation design, I had proposed to conduct a shovel test survey
across the entire site. As it became apparent after conducting our pedestrian survey
that the complete site potentially expands 1800 square meters, or more, with the
majority of that being incredibly densely vegetated forest, I realized a site wide shovel
test system would not be feasible. Instead, we conducted shovel tests in a similar
manner to metal detection, to delineate specific loci or areas. Shovel tests were
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conducted in the Sentinelle, Habitation, and Village zones in order to identify artifact
scatter distributions. Shovel tests were dug as square holes with 30cm edges, until
sterile soil or a depth of 1m was reached. Artifacts were collected and processed with all
other excavation collections. At each shovel test, the archaeologist recorded geographic
coordinates, depth until sterile soil, and what objects, if any, were recovered. In
addition to assisting in site delineation, these shovel tests were also helpful for looking
at artifact distribution over large occupation spaces.
2.5 EXCAVATIONS
As mentioned above, all excavations for the 2016 and 2017 field seasons at
Gambia followed the protocol employed in the 2013 work conducted at Bangalan,
Farenya, and Sanya Paulia, in the attempt to facilitate future comparative studies and
establish a baseline regional methodology. All areas of interest were categorized into
spatial zones across the village site, and then excavations of one or more individual loci
were investigated within each zone. The zones established at the Gambia site are
Sentinelle, Habitation, Village, Jetty, Alanoufaya, and Sidibé. Zone names were
determined based on either descriptive characteristics (in the case of the first four) or
on familial associations as provided by local residents (in the case of the last two). In
2016, I established an arbitrary datum and grid system in the highest elevation of the
Sentinelle zone, where the first excavations took place, to facilitate future mapping
work. With the exception of Village and Sidibé, all zones were mapped on the same grid
system; the Village, roughly 460m west of the main site datum, and 40m higher in
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elevation, and Sidibé, roughly 480m north and separated by extremely dense
vegetation, were each assigned their own site datum. In post-processing of geographical
data, points taken at a permanent residential structure have been used to merge the
maps of all the lower elevation zones.
In establishing excavations, units were dug as rectangular trenches, varying in
size from 1m x 1m to 1m x 6m. Whenever possible, units were oriented on cardinal
directions, with several exceptions made for those exploring irregularly shaped mounds,
encountering arboreal interference, etc., in which case these units were aligned on
intermediary directions. A unit datum was established in the highest corner of each

Figure 2.3 Fodé Issa Sylla and Edmond Soumaoro conducting excavations at the
Sentinelle zone. Photo taken by author.
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excavation, from which elevations were taken at the open and close of every level. All
measurements in fieldwork were taken in metric, on tapes and rulers that were printed
in only metric to minimize the chance for recording error. Metric measurements provide
the dual benefit of more closely matching the methodology of neighboring West African
archaeological sites, as well as facilitating work for local assistants and students, who
have been exposed to only the metric system in the French education system of Guinea.
Unit levels were excavated following natural changes in soil color or texture, excepting
in cases when changes did not appear for a significant depth, in which case arbitrary
levels of 10 or 20 centimeters were used. Levels were numbered sequentially, numbers
increasing with depth.

Figure 2.4 Fodé Issa Sylla screening soil at the Jean Illi mound. Photo taken by author.
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Screening
Soil excavated was dry screened through 1/8-inch mesh to maximize artifact
collection. In a few units where significant deposits of structural fill were discovered, soil
was sampled at a 50% rate, with alternating buckets dumped and screened, to expedite
excavation of large mound areas. Any instances of such selective soil sampling were
noted on field forms.
Flotation
The soils in most loci were highly acidic, resulting in faunal preservation levels
ranging from extremely poor to nonexistent. In the rare instances where faunal or
botanical specimens were recovered, a soil sample was taken for flotation. If the

Figure 2.5 Edmond Soumaoro running flotation of a soil sample. Photo taken by author.
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specimen was recovered from an identifiable feature with delineated boundaries, the
entirety of the feature was collected and subjected to flotation; if the specimen was
recovered in screening a larger level, a one bucket sample was collected from the
nearest estimated location of where the faunal specimen had been pulled. For the
execution of the flotation process, samples were carried, in the buckets in which they
had been collected, to a nearby creek, where the freshwater current provided the
pressure necessary to agitate the soil. The “flotation tank” was created by cutting the
bottom off a small plastic basin, and screwing metal screen in its place. Soil was poured,
in small batches, into the basin, which was then repeatedly, and slowly, partially
submerged into the water, allowing the small air bubbles formed by the resubmersion
to agitate the soil, and the current of the marigot to wash away the soil particles that
filtered through the screen. Once all soil particles were filtered out, a thin cloth mesh
was dipped in the water and pulled underneath and wrapped around the light fraction
of the sample, and the heavy fraction remaining on the float screen was emptied out
onto another piece of cloth mesh. The heavy and light fractions were then placed on a
drying table in the sun, and left to dry for three days.
While flotation is typically done to collect faunal and botanical samples, on
several occasions we floated soil samples to test the bead recovery rate in areas
believed to have high concentrations. In two levels of an excavation unit at the
Complexe loci very high quantities of beads were identified. In each of these levels, we
took a one bucket sample, carefully sifted the soil by hand on the regular 1/8-inch
screens, recovered all artifacts observed (including beads), and collected all the post-
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screened soil in a bucket below. This screened soil was then floated following our
normal flotation protocol, to recover additional small beads not seen in the field. Results
from this flotation will be discussed further in Chapter Five.
2.6 FIELD DOCUMENTATION
Field Forms
Documentation is often seen as the linchpin of an archaeological project,
considering, as the idiom goes, you can’t dig a site twice. During 2016 and 2017
investigations, field recording was given considerable attention, and any documentation
completed by assistants was closely monitored. Each field season began with a one- to
two-week training period, during which assistants were taught field terminology,
archaeological techniques, and methodological practices for data recording.
As previously mentioned, in most methodological aspects the archaeological
investigations of 2016 and 2017 attempted to mirror those of the initial 2013 field
season as closely as possible. To this effect, I used the same field recording forms, so
that data from all three field seasons can be entered into the same catalog system, and
be easily compared. One variation I employed in 2016 and 2017, however, was to record
all field data in French. The quantity of American and Canadian members of the
archaeology team in 2013 ensured that there was always an English speaker available to
record field observations, and the short tenured nature of field school students
rendered teaching data observation techniques difficult. As the sole English speaker
present during the two field seasons in which I collected dissertation data, and in order
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Figure 2.6 Page 1 of Unit/Level Record Form
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Figure 2.7 Page 2 of Unit/Level Record Form
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to facilitate my ability to multi-task and maintain availability to visitors, it quickly
became necessary to have trained assistants capable of maintaining detailed and
accurate field records. For that reason, all paperwork forms for the 2016 and 2017 field
work are printed in French, and all notes taken, by myself and others, were in the same
language4. Additionally, recording field notes in French contributes to the goal of
maintaining research transparency (as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter) to
increase the possibility of equal access to data, research goals, and project methodology
by local and national communities in Guinea. For that reason, I will go through the
various field forms as they are printed in French, providing English translations and
terminology descriptions.
While the 2013 field season included excavations at three different village sites,
the 2016 and 2017 consisted of excavations exclusively conducted at Gambia, and is
reflected as such in the first field of each level record form, Site (Site). The next, Zone
(Area), was filled with one of the six excavation areas established at Gambia, including
Sentinelle, Habitation, Village, Jetty, Alanoufaya, and Sidibé. Lieu (Locus) identifies a
further specifically identified location within the larger area, while Unité # (Unit) is used
in cases where multiple units were excavated within one locus, and such units were
assigned alphabetical designations to avoid confusion with level numbers. Excavateurs
(Excavators) lists the initials of all individuals digging and screening for the context

4

The only exception being the description of Munsell colors; as the color descriptions in
the Munsell book are all printed in English, and given that there are hundreds of
different color combinations, it was much more efficient to have assistants copy the
color descriptions directly from the Munsell pages.
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indicated. Niveau # (Level) was assigned sequentially, increasing with the depth of the
unit. Quad (Quad) is recorded only in cases when a different quadrants or areas of a
level are dug or screened separately, in which case nomenclature such as N ½, S ½, or
Interior, Exterior were employed. Coordinats (Coordinates) indicate the Northing and
Easting of the southwest corner of each unit. In most cases these coordinates were left
blank on field forms, and were filled in during post-processing of data, as the majority of
the mapping was conducted after excavations were completed. Datum (Datum)
indicates the corner of each excavation unit where the line level is attached for
measuring the opening and closing depths of each level. Typically, the corner with the
highest elevation was selected, and a string was attached to a chaining pin firmly
planted in the indicated corner; exceptions to this protocol were made when there were
obstructions at the highest elevated corner (such as large immovable rocks, trees,
disturbed soil, etc.) and the chaining pin was offset from the corner and correspondingly
noted on the fieldwork form. A line level was attached to the string on the chaining pin
to ensure depths were taken from a standard 0 elevation. Date Commencé (Date
Begun) and Date Fini (Date Finished) list the dates that each level was opened and
closed. Typically, an effort was made to finish all levels on the same day they were
begun to maintain consistency in excavation and documentation procedures, but
occasionally, particularly in excavation units of greater length, or those in which features
were identified, levels required multiple days to be completed.
The main tool by which a level was excavated is selected in the Method
d’Excavation (Method of Excavation) field, with the options being either à pelle (by
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shovel) or à truelle (by trowel), and the taille de tamis (screen size) was recorded at the
end of this line. For 2016 and 2017 excavations at Gambia, the screen size used was
always 1/8 inch. On the following line, the Type de Niveau (Level Type) was recorded as
either Naturelle (Naturelle) or Abitraire (Arbitrary); in the case of arbitrary levels, the
Intervalle (Interval) selected, in centimeters, was recorded. The Profondeur Commencé
(Depth Begun) and Profondeur Fini (Depth Finished) was recorded at the center and
each of the four corners for every level: NE, nord-est (northeast), NO, nord-ouest
(northwest), SE, sud-est (southeast), SO, sud-ouest (southwest), and C, centre (center).
As the units are all oriented along cardinal directions, the corners, therefore, are all
located on intermediary directions. In cases where the orientation of units varied from
the normal protocol, the corner labels on the unit/level record form were adjusted and
indicated in the notes field on the form. For depths taken at the center of units,
estimations of center were made for units two meters long or less; for those greater
than two meters in length, a measuring tape was used to measure distance to the
central point to ensure consistency across levels throughout the unit. Description du sol
(Description of soil) included Munsell value and Couleur (Color). While all paperwork
was completed in French by myself or field assistants, Munsell values and color
descriptions were copied verbatim in English from the Munsell book. While an effort
was made to teach color translations (to those interested5) it was not feasible in the

5

The rural situation of the Gambia site, and nearby village of Bakoro, from where the
2017 field assistants hailed, in combination with educational and financial limitations,
contributes to a linguistic isolation of its residents. All residents of Bakoro speak Susu,
the native language of the cultural group of the same name; I would estimate roughly
25% (nearly exclusively male) speak novice to intermediate French, and 0% speak
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project timescale to teach all possible color combinations listed in the Munsell book;
direct English copying was substantially more efficient.
The second half of the Unit/Level Record form consists of descriptive categories
with increased possibility of variation in answers. Description/ Texture du sol
(Description/ Texture of soil) notes granular inclusion of soil (silt, sand, clay, etc.) and
degree of compaction. Features Trouvés (Features Found) notes the presence or
absence of archaeological or geological features within a given level; in cases where
features were identified, a separate feature form was completed (see below).
Matériaux récupérés (aux champs) (Materials recovered in the field) provides a location
for the recorder to list all artifact categories recovered in digging or screening, including
any unique objects of note, and includes # Total de sacs (total number of bags) to
ensure all artifact bags are accounted for when items are analyzed in the laboratory.
Occasionally some artifacts were sampled (such as charcoal, large quantities of shell or
brick, etc.) or intentionally left in the field, as indicated by the line for Matériaux mises
au rebut (Materials discarded). When samples of these discarded items are taken, it is
indicated in Échantillons: Flottation ou Autre (Samples: Flotation or Other); if the
sample is taken for a purpose or test other than flotation the reason in listed on this

English (excepting the rare visiting relative who has traveled or studied abroad). While
several residents expressed great interest in learning English, I often attempted to
convey that, in terms of personal benefit, learning or improving French speaking
capacity would be of dramatically greater value. In those instances when I did provide
English tutoring or instruction, I attempted to prioritize a vocabulary that would be most
beneficial in future multilingual and intercultural interactions, i.e., not Munsell color
descriptions.
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line6, along with the Taille (size) of the sample and # de sacs (# of bags). Any additional
description or commentary regarding field samples taken was listed under Autres
Notations (Other notes). Finally, a checkmark was placed to indicate whether
Photographes (Photographs) were taken in either the O [Oui] (Y [Yes]) or N [Non] (N
[No]) space. At the bottom of the form the recorder identifies him/herself as Écrit par
(Written by) as well as the Date (Date) the form was completed.
On the reverse side of the Unit/ Level Record form are some brief instructions
for the recorder: S’il vous plait attacher (avec FS# au coin supérieur à droit): (Please
attach (with the FS # in the top right corner): Vue de plan de sondage (Plan view of
excavation), Profile du mur (Wall profile), Croquis d’artefacts diagnostics (Sketch of
diagnostic artifacts), and then the recorder could indicate Nombreux de pages attachés
(Number of pages attached). The rest of the page is open for the recorder to document
any Commentaires Supplémentaires (Additional Comments) they feel necessary to
describe anything noteworthy regarding the process of excavation, objects or soils
discovered, or simply provide explanations for excavation decisions. Sandwiched within
this commentary section is 12 x 12cm grid where the recorder can make quick informal
sketches to illustrate anything described in the comments section.
In the top right corner of both sides of the Unit/Level Record form is a space to
indicate the FS# (Field Specimen) of the level. Field Specimen numbers were assigned as
a context ID number for every unique collection sample. These collections can either
refer to levels or features of a unit, surface artifact collections from particular locations,

6

In 2016 and 2017, only flotation samples were taken from field excavations.
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soil samples, etc. The FS number for a particular field specimen is indicated on every
document associated with that collection, and is also attached to every artifact that has
been entered into the site catalog. In this way, the FS number is able to pull together all
connected elements of specimen. FS numbers are assigned sequentially and
continuously throughout excavation of the entire site, and are recorded immediately in
an FS log to ensure no duplication occurs. In order to allow for one continuous catalog
for all Rio Pongo sites, in 2016 and 2017 I continued along the sequence of FS numbers
that had been assigned during the 2013 excavations. Currently, the Rio Pongo
Archaeological Project site FS numbers are assigned as follows:
FS 0000-0199: Bangalan 2013
FS 0200-0499: Farenya 2013
FS 0500-0599: Sanya Paulia 2013
FS 0600-0799: Gambia 2016
FS 0800-0999: Gambia 2017
Feature Record forms share much of the same terminology as the Unit/ Level
Record forms, and were used only in those instances in which features were discovered
through the process of excavation. Typically, when a feature was identified, the level
being excavated was halted in-progress, and feature was excavated first and assigned its
own unique FS#. Depending on depth and consistency of a feature, it may have been
excavated in multiple levels; if this was the case, a separate Feature Record form was
completed for each level of the feature. If a feature was suspected to have been
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Figure 2.8 Feature Form.
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associated with food preparation, consumption, or discard, a soil sample was taken for
flotation to recover potential faunal remains.
Site Mapping and Documentation
At the beginning of the 2016 field season, I established the Gambia site datum at
the highest elevation of the Sentinelle, the first area selected for excavation. At this
location a large nail, indicated with pink flagging tape, was driven into the ground.7 As
the zones selected for excavation were scattered across the expanse of the historic site
at fairly significant distances, and it was unclear whether time would permit for
excavations of all areas of interest, transit mapping was postponed until after the
excavation of all units was completed8. In the meantime, GPS coordinates were taken at
every major location of interest with a Garmin ETrex handheld GPS.9 At the conclusion

7

Unfortunately, between the 2016 and 2017 field seasons the datum nail was removed
by a well-meaning resident who mistakenly thought it had accidently been left behind.
He presented the nail to me upon my return for the 2017 field season, proudly
proclaiming that he had kept it safe throughout the rainy season waiting for my arrival.
Despite valiant attempts at explaining archaeological protocol to local residents, as the
field is entirely foreign to the rural villages of the Rio Pongo, it is common for many
individuals to misunderstand our intentions and practices.
8
In both 2016 and 2017 field seasons, field assistants made extraordinary progress in
acquiring and mastering archaeological techniques, and by the conclusion of each field
season I felt confident in leaving one assistant in charge of directing excavations of the
final unit of the season while I collected transit mapping data with another assistant.
9
As an aside, I learned the critical importance of always carrying the GPS unit on my
person early on during the 2016 field season after “losing” the location of a possible
mound structure identified on an early survey. Having dropped my backpack (with GPS
inside) to facilitate bushwhacking through an uncleared forest with no paths, assistant
Fodé Issa Sylla and I stumbled upon a large mound that we believed could be the
remains of a possible structure. Leaving the area to find the rest of our survey team, we
had planned to return to the area with the team and my GPS to save the location for
future archaeological investigations. Unfortunately, we were not able to relocate the
mound, and consequently conducted no archaeological investigations to confirm
whether or not it was indeed structural remains.
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of each field season, all GPS points were retaken in a single session to minimize risk of
instrument error.
In collecting total station data, I used a Northwest NTS02B Reflectorless Total
Station. All geographic points shot with the total station were saved in a file on the
instrument itself, and were also copied by hand into a field notebook to prevent against
potential data loss in the case of instrument malfunction. In each archaeological area,
coordinates and elevations were taken from all corners of each unit excavated, as well
as of any unexcavated identifiable surface features. Once these points of interest were
recorded, additional points were taken to obtain extensive data in order to generate
topographic maps of the site.

Figure 2.9 Author teaching Mamadou Diallo how to use the Northwest total station.
Photo taken by Edmond Soumaoro.
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In many areas of the Gambia site, dense forest made total station mapping
extremely difficult, particularly in the collection of requisite data for the generation of
topographic maps. All areas immediately adjacent to excavation units and any identified
surrounding surface features were cleared of large vegetation debris prior to mapping
to ensure clear and easy access to all key points. For areas of topographic data
collection, however, it would not have been extremely efficient to clear large section of
forest; occasionally narrow transects were cleared to allow topographic data collection
for areas immediately adjacent to excavation units or surface remains, but large scale
topographic maps of the entire site were not attempted.
2.7 DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR?: COLLECTION OF ORAL HISTORICAL ACCOUNTS
“Who should know the history of a place better than the families who have lived
there?" (Personal communication, AlHassan Sidibé, spring 2017). Archaeologists in many
regions of Africa have sought to include oral histories and oral traditions since the
beginnings of historical archaeology on the continent, juxtaposing oral accounts with
documentary records and archaeological evidence (Schmidt 2013). Following this trend,
oral historical contributions played a key role in expanding my knowledge of the Rio
Pongo regional history, and in some instances even contributed guidance to the
placement of excavation units. I use the broader umbrella of oral historical accounts to
incorporate both oral histories, first-hand descriptions of events observed in one’s own
lifetime, and oral traditions, histories that have been passed on from generation to
generation. In the case of interviews conducted among Rio Pongo residents, the two
were often intricately intertwined in a single recount, rendering it difficult to determine
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the boundaries between the oral history and oral tradition. Hearing the historical
accounts passed down across generations helped bring me one step closer to
understanding the lived experiences of Rio Pongo residents, and gave a livelier narrative
providing a detailed background for building an interpretation of the archaeological
artifacts uncovered.
Local residents, most often village elders, were eager and willing to share their
family histories, especially so in 2017 after witnessing my return, and confirming the
importance in the continuation of research into Rio Pongo communities. These stories
were most often recorded as formal personal interviews in which I probed into the
residents’ knowledge of the history of the Rio Pongo region, and the Gambia site in
particular. Subjects were asked open ended, guiding questions, such as “What do you
know about the earliest settlers of Gambia?” in addition to the specific details of,
“When did your family come to the area? How old was your grandfather? What type of
economy was employed by the earliest settlers?”. Most interviews were conducted in
Susu, and translated in real time into French so that I could pose responsive follow-up
questions. Interviews were recorded with a personal digital recorder, and were
transcribed back in laboratory settings. Currently only the French portion of interviews
has been transcribed, with hopes of having the Susu portion of interviews transcribed in
the near future.
Despite having anthropological training, I did have to reiterate several times
during assistant translations that I was interested in the subject’s answer, not the
interpreter’s, when conducting interviews. On several occasions, during the middle of an
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interview, my assistant required repeated requests to ask a particular question, as he
explained that he knew the answer better than the subject being interviewed. For this
reason, I am very interested in having the recordings transcribed by a Susu speaker, so
that I may analyze the difference of how my questions may have been presented by the
interpreter as opposed to how I framed them initially.
In addition to formal interviews, several place-driven interviews or descriptive
tours were conducted as well. I began conducting place-driven inquiries after I noticed
that visitors to the site often had explanations or names for places that differed from
those given by individuals I interviewed in the town center. It became apparent that
being present at the place of inquiry sparked possibly forgotten memories, or inspired a
more creative, reaching interpretation of the landscape. After realizing this, I then asked
informants to come to the archaeological site, and took walking tours of the area while
conducting the interviews. Several of these interviews were conducted, however given
the challenges of the mobile nature, only one such interview was successfully recorded.
The others were recorded via very detailed written documentation.
Finally, several focus groups were conducted as a part of oral historical research
as well. These focus groups tended to be informal, and in several instances, were
actually initiated by the informants10. Often, when discussing the historical accounts in a

10

One day after a site visit by US Embassy employees, a group of village elders, who had
been gathered to attend a festival prepared for the visitors, invited me over to their
circle to thank me for bringing American visitors to their town. They then quickly
transitioned into a group discussion concerning the history of the archaeological site
(mostly reiterating stories I had heard, but with some additions). Not having anticipated
this opportunity to speak with all the elders together, I had not brought my recorder,
and had to quickly document everything I could remember at the conclusion of the
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large, public group setting, informants seemed to build off one another’s responses, and
often appeared to reach more from their own memories than when speaking alone.
While many of these discussions were impromptu and therefore typically unrecorded,
they served as a guiding impetus for the development of additional lines of inquiry, and
were always accompanied by follow-up interviews.
2.8 LABORATORY METHODS AND POST-PROCESSING
Data collected in its various forms has minimal inherent value in its raw state.
Generating a functional data set that can be used to make significant arguments or
theoretical contributions in an archaeological arena requires substantial treatment of
the raw recovered materials, including cleaning, sorting, analyzing, typing, synthesizing,
etc. In this section, I will discuss the treatment of data collected from the various
investigation techniques included in this dissertation project, the dissemination of data
abstracted from the analytical processes, and conclude with a discussion of the
interrelation of the various data media.
Artifact Post-Processing
After the conclusion of each excavation level, all artifacts recovered were
collected in cloth artifact recovery bags (most constructed in Guinea for the 2013 field
season, with a supplemental batch created in 2016) and brought to my residence in the
nearby village of Bakoro. At the beginning of the 2016 season we established a
piecemeal “laboratory”. All artifacts recovered, excepting delicate small finds, were

meeting. After that spontaneous meeting, I made a point of always carrying my digital
recorder on my person.
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washed and dried in preparation of a detailed analysis. In 2013, a massive water tank
was filled, via water pumped from a small stream adjacent to our residential structures,
which supplied our daily water needs, and could be used for artifact washing as well. In
2016 and 2017, however, the same protocol would not be possible; the nearest water
source to the residential area was roughly 1.1 kilometers away, and our daily water
needs were met by women carrying bidons (20-liter bright yellow gas jugs) of water on
their head 600 meters from the village well.
As it quickly became apparent that washing artifacts on-site at the residence
would not be practical, we decided to move the mountain to Mohammed, and brought

Figure 2.10 Author, Mamadou Diallo and Fodé Issa Sylla wash artifacts alongside a small
stream. Photo taken by Edmond Soumaoro.
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artifacts and washing supplies to the nearest stream for processing. At each washing
station, two plastic basins were filled with stream water. Each artifact bag was emptied
into a plastic mesh lined sifting tray and sorted into “wet brush” and “dry brush” groups.
“Wet brush” artifacts were gently scrubbed with a nylon toothbrush in the first basin of
water. After an artifact was scrubbed, it was then rinsed in the second basin; if any dirt
remained the process was repeated, if no dirt remained the artifact was placed in a
clean plastic mesh lined sifting tray. “Dry brush” artifacts (namely metal or faunal
materials) were gently scrubbed with a nylon toothbrush before being placed in the
plastic sifting tray. After all artifacts from each context were washed, they were carried
back to the main residence location and placed on a table and left in the sun to dry11.
In the 2016 field season, all artifacts were washed by this protocol; in the 2017
field season, artifacts recovered in the first several weeks of excavation were stored in
their artifact bags and washed as part of the hands-on component of archaeology
workshops I held at the American International School and the Musée Nationale, both in
Conakry.
Once artifacts were cleaned and dried, they were sorted and bagged by material
class into ten categories: Ceramic, glass, ferrous metal, non-ferrous metal, fauna, flora,
mineral, petroleum products, lithic, and pipes. Three of these categories were further

11

The largest challenge to the process of washing and drying artifacts was the danger
faced by free-range livestock that roamed around the residential yardspace. Goats,
chickens, and the occasional cow roamed the yard, and on more than one occasion I
witnessed chickens attempting to eat artifacts off the drying tray. For this reason,
artifacts were only set out in the sun when someone from our team was present at the
house to ward off wandering animals.
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Figure 2.11: Artifacts drying on "table" constructed in front yardspace of residence.
Photo taken by author.
subdivided: ceramic objects were separated based on whether they were imported
from Europe or manufactured locally, glass objects were separated into beads and all
other glass, and pipes, as other ceramic objects, were also separated into those which
were imported from Europe and those which were manufactured locally. After being
sorted into the appropriate material classes, artifacts were cataloged following the same
protocol used in 2013, and added into the same artifact table.
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2.9 ARTIFACT ANALSYSIS AND CATALOGING
Following the protocol engaged in the 2013 field season, much of the analysis
consulted the field manual produced by Mark Hauser of Northwestern University.
Additional major sources employed in analytical descriptions and interpretations of
artifacts include the Parks Canada Glass Glossary (Jones and Sullivan 1989), the Society
for Historical Archaeology’s Historic Glass Bottle Identification and Information Website
(Lindsey 2017) and the Florida Museum of Natural History’s Historical Archaeology Type
Collections. In producing the artifact catalog, artifacts were first assigned a taxonomic
Class, chosen from the eight options of ceramic (local and imported), glass, ferrous
metal, non-ferrous metal, fauna, flora, mineral, petroleum, lithic, or pipe (local and
imported). For every artifact, all identifiable information on manufacture, function, and
source of the object were recorded; for each artifact class, information on function and
source were recorded in the same categorical constructions, with each class given a
unique data entry form for manufacture. Included in the cataloging process, each
artifact was assigned a unique artifact ID number. This number is formed as a
combination of the site code, Field Specimen number, material class code, and item
number.
Site Codes

Material Classes

BA Bangalan

A Lithics

FA Farenya

B Ceramics

GA Gambia

C Glass

SA Sanya Paulia

D Ferrous Metal
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E

Non-Ferrous Metal

F

Fauna

G Flora
H Mineral
J

Petroleum Products12

This catalog number enables an object to be quickly identified by referencing the
catalog ID number. For instance, the third ceramic object identified in the context of FS
307 from Farenya would be logged as FA-0307-B-003. This coding facilitates statistical
analyses and logistical grouping of objects entered into the artifact catalog.
Function
In determining the functionality of each artifact, the Category of the object was
identified, the list of options including food related, adornment, architectural, tools,
furnishings, activities, arms, or unknown. These categorical descriptions allow for a
statistical artifact analysis to consider percentage variation of categories present in a
particular location, which may inform on the existence of activity areas (see data
analysis chapter). Each category is then further divided into Group (e.g. food or
beverage storage, jewelry, construction materials) and Sub-group (fasteners, brick,
beads) to look at the particular function of the object within the greater category.
Finally, the item itself is listed (e.g. wine bottle, teacup, jug, chamber pot) when it is

12

The category of petroleum products is generally used for identifying and isolating
modern, non-historic objects that may have contaminated the integrity of an
archaeological deposit, or indicate if a location has been occupied in the more recent
past. Among the catalog established for Rio Pongo artifacts recovered from 2013-2017
petroleum items include a broken flip flop, buttons, rubber tire, and plastic string.
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clearly identifiable; if the entire item is not present, the part of the object (rim, stem,
etc.) is specified. Measurements are taken of each object, in millimeters, including its
diameter, percent present, thickness, number of mends, and whether it has evidence of
reuse. Any additional descriptive comments that have not fit into a previously addressed
field were included in a Notes box at the conclusion of analysis.
Source
In rare instances, it was possible to determine the source of an artifact. In those
cases, the World Area (Asia, North America, South America, Caribbean, Africa, Europe,
or Unknown) Country, Region, and Locality were listed. A description of the Maker’s
Mark, if present, was provided, and was documented by photo as well. Maker’s Mark (a
symbol or iconography added to an item by the producer to indicate production origin)
patterned stylistic designs on potter, or decoration/ form of glass bottles are some of
the most common indicators of an object’s geographic source.
Manufacture
Manufacturing techniques vary significantly depending upon object material;
therefore, data for each artifact class was entered in a unique manufacturing field
depending on the various possibilities available. I will provide a brief summary of the
manufacturing characteristics recorded for each of the eight artifact classes.
Ceramics: Imported and locally produced ceramics were cataloged following
different protocol, as their manufacturing techniques vary significantly. The imported
ceramics recovered at Gambia are nearly exclusively factory-produced. The first
category for imported ceramics indicates the ware type (refined earthenware, course
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earthenware, stoneware, or porcelain). Paste Color (cream, white, yellow, buff, orange,
pink, red, brown, grey) is determined by looking at a fractured surface of the vessel, and
the color of the fired paste is described. Surface Treatment I/II record what processes, if
any, have been applied to the exterior and interior of the object (unknown, unglazed,
lead glazed, tin glazed, salt glazed, mineral washed, slipped, or burnished). When
present, these treatments were identified in consultation with Mark Hauser’s Field
Guide and the DAACS Ceramic Catalog Guide (Galle and Neiman 2015). The Variety of
imported ceramic was recorded in cases where it was possible to determine (e.g.
whiteware, pearlware, Jackfield, Delftware, Faience, etc.). Decorative features recorded
for each sherd included Technique I/II used to apply the decorative element
(undecorated, hand-painted, annular, transfer-printed, scratched/incised, stenciled,
sponged/stamped, combed, gilded, applied, molded, or turned) the location it was
applied (interior, exterior, or both), the particular motif applied (when identifiable), and
the colors of the decoration. Finally, for any specifically unique decorative patterns,
such as Common Cable, Blue Willow, etc.
Locally produced ceramics were recorded separately from their imported,
factory-made counterparts, in consultation with the Ceramic Analysis Guide written by
Liza Gijanto, created for an analysis of the Niumi collection in The Gambia, and currently
on file at the Saint Mary’s College of Maryland Department of Anthropology (Gijanto
n.d.). Some deviations were taken from Gijanto’s analysis suggestions to meet the needs
of the Rio Pongo collection. Within the collection of local ceramics from every FS
context, sherds were divided first into categories of decorated and undecorated, and
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subsequently sorted by size grade; all undecorated sherds with a maximum diameter of
35 millimeters or smaller were batched and cataloged together. For every batch or
individual sherd, metric measurements of quantity, weight, and maximum diameter
were recorded; in cases of batched undecorated sherds, the presence of mends was
also indicated. The form (bowl, jar, or unidentified) and type (base, body, neck,
shoulder, rim) of vessel the sherd was from were identified only when diagnostic sherds
were present. For individual sherd entries only (batched sherds were entered as
“batched” for the remaining characteristic observations) the primary manufacturing
method (coiling, slab/coiling combination, pinching/ drawing, slab modeling) and
secondary manufacturing method (smoothing, scraping, burnishing, beating, trimming)
were recorded so that manufacturing trends may be identified in further statistical
analyses. The surface of the freshest break was inspected to determine the temper, or
material intentionally added to the clay during the ceramic manufacturing process. The
possibilities of temper included shell, sand, grog, gravel, grit, laterite, or organics.
Inclusions differed from temper in that there were very few (no more than one or two)
specimens visible in the break, and were likely not intentionally added to the clay
mixture. Possibilities of inclusions consisted of laterite, mica, pebbles, quartz, sand, and
shell. Firing patterns, or the various combinations of oxidation, reduction, or partial
reduction present in a given sherd, were recorded and coded according to Gijanto’s
Ceramic Analysis Guide, adapted from Orton et al. 1993, p. 133. A Munsell book was
used to determine the core color, interior color, and exterior color of every sherd. Slip
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was identified as either present or absent for each sherd, and the presence of
Decoration was coded as follows:
No

Undecorated

IM

Impressed

IN

Incised

AP

Applied

PA

Painted

When a decoration was present, the tool (if identifiable) or shape of the decoration was
described (e.g. Cob marked, parallel zig-zag incisions, check stamped, etc.) as well as the
Decoration Location on the vessel (interior or exterior, and rim, neck, shoulder, or
body). Every decorated sherd was photographed, and the photo number was listed on
the catalog sheet. Sherds with complex or interesting decorations were also drawn, and
indicated with a presence or absence response in the Drawing? field. In addition to
decorated specimens, the profiles of all complete rim sherds were drawn with the
assistance of a contour gauge. Finally, any additional comments describing the sherd
were included under Notes. All drawings of ceramics were scanned in Guinea before
fieldnotes were transported back to the United States, and were digitized by tracing
new shapefiles over the scanned images in the ArcGis software program.
Glass: Glass was also separated into two categories- vessels or functional
objects, and beads. All beads were processed in the United States, and cataloged
separately from the rest of the collection, see discussion below. Glass shards were first
identified by production Type (undiagnostic, free blown, molded, press molded, mold
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blown, cut, drawn, wound, ground, flat glass, or flat plate glass) and Color (unlimited
options, although the vast majority of shards were either a shade of green, aquamarine,
or clear). When the mouth of the bottle was present, the Finish was recorded, indicating
the manner in which the mouth, the last portion of the bottle to be constructed, was
finished (e.g. Added glass, V-tooled string rim, crown top, etc.). When no mouth or rim
piece was present this field was left as unknown, however mouth shards that do not
have enough of the finish present to identify were labeled as undiagnostic. Similarly,
when Base shards were present their mode of construction was listed (flat, shallow
concave, dome, conical, bell-shaped, plonge, deep plonge, flat indentation) with the
descriptor undiagnostic reserved for base shards whose form could not be identified. If
present on the base shard, a Manufacture Scar was noted (e.g. glass-tipped pontil mark,
dip mold, Owen’s scar, etc.). On all shards, the presence of Patina was indicated as
either absent, moderate, or heavy. Among the decorated shards, decorative Technique
(embossed, etched, molded, cut, pressed, faceted, acid-etched) and the Location
(interior, exterior, or both) of decoration were recorded. The Motif describes the
specific design of the decoration, and Color indicates if the decoration is colored
differently than the vessel itself. Finally, a Date Range is provided in the case of any
shard with identifiable features, such as a maker’s mark/ scar, or known decorative
pattern.
Glass beads were processed in the United States to avoid potential loss or
breakage in the local field laboratory. As mentioned above, artifacts processed in the
field were washed on the bank of a small stream, and dried on the front yardspace of a
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village home; tools and shelter to process small, delicate finds such as beads were not
available. Permission has been acquired from the Guinean Ministry of Culture (See
Appendix A for 2013 permission form, form was renewed and re-signed in 2016 and
2017) for all beads collected, along with some ceramic, lithic, and faunal samples, to be
brought to the University of South Carolina for processing. At the time of this
dissertation, only a basic inventory of the beads collected has been completed, due to
the quantity and complexity of the collection13. Beads were placed in a small kitchen
sieve, to minimize loss, and gently washed with a nylon toothbrush. Once completely
dried, beads were sorted and batched by color and size grade. For each batch or bead
within an FS, the quantity, exterior color, interior color (when different), and maximum
size (in mm), along with any Notes describing the decoration or manufacture of beads.
When possible, beads were identified in the notes as being either wound or drawn.
Beads with unique decorations were photographed, and the Image Number listed in the
catalog.
Ferrous Metal: With relatively little to record categorically, ferrous metal was
sorted and identified by Type (iron, steel, or slag) and Technique I/II of manufacture
(e.g. wrought, cut, cast, etc.) When a decorative element is present, the Technique of
decoration production (pressed, etched, acid-etched, or plated), Location, Motif, and
Date Range, if known, were recorded. Ferrous metals include an additional
measurement section for nails, which comprise the majority of the ferrous collection.

13

It is my hope that upon completion of this dissertation, the beads of the Rio Pongo
collection will undergo a much more detailed analysis in an attempt to provide a more
nuanced interpretation of site economics, trade, and value of personal adornment.
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Nails of the same manufacturing technique within the same FS were grouped by size,
and recorded as totals per size grade, with the grades increasing by 2.5 cm intervals.
Non-Ferrous: Cataloged similarly to ferrous metals, the non-ferrous were
identified first by Type of metal (brass, copper alloy, lead, pewter, tin, gold, silver,
bronze, copper, or aluminum), Technique of manufacture (cast, wrought, pulled, etc.),
and Color of metal. Their decorative attributes included documentation of Technique of
decoration (pressed, etched, acid-etched, punched, or plated), Location of decoration,
Motif and Date Range, if known. Documentation of non-ferrous metals also indicated
whether oxidization had occurred.
Fauna and Flora: While very few faunal and floral specimens were recovered
during archaeological excavations, as discussed above, those that were recovered were
sent to Dr. Diane Wallman at the University of South Florida for specialist analysis.
Mineral: The vast majority of mineral specimens recovered from all three field
seasons of Rio Pongo excavations consisted of either amber resin or ochre. Information
recorded concerning mineral objects included Material (coal, ochre, or resin), Color, and
Technique of manufacture, in cases where it appears that the mineral was modified.
Any additional comments about the specimen were recorded in Notes.
Petroleum: Petroleum products (referring to all modern plastics, rubbers, or
other petroleum-derived synthetic materials) were extremely rare among the Gambia
collection, as most areas of excavation had experienced very minimal recent
disturbance. When petroleum specimens were recovered, Ware (plastic, rubber, or
nylon), Color, and Technique of manufacture were recorded. Decorations were noted if
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present, including Technique (molded or painted), Location, Motif, and Color of
decoration.
Lithic: Both imported and locally manufactured lithic objects were recovered
from the Gambia excavations, and both were recorded in the same cataloging
methodology. Type (chert, slate, flint, quartz, quartzite, or groundstone) and Color of
the stone were recorded first. Manufacturing Technique I/II documented whether the
object was ground, flaked, or polished, and Variety identified the specific object (e.g.
gunflint, flake, groundstone, etc.). Date Range was not able to be determined for any
lithic specimens of the Gambia collection.
Pipes: While still composed of ceramic, pipes were cataloged per their own
unique process. The Ware, or type of ceramic material, was selected as either kaolin,
refined earthenware, coarse earthenware, stoneware, or porcelain, and its Paste Color
was described as well. When decoration was present, the Technique (e.g. pressed,
molded, applied, etc.), Motif, and Date Range were provided. When complete stem
fragments were present, their bore diameter was measured with metric calipers and
converted into fractions of an inch; pipes of the same bore diameter were batched and
recorded together. Pipes recovered from Gambia included both imported specimens
and those produced locally; both were cataloged following the same methodology14.

14

At the time of this publication, locally produced African pipe samples have been sent
to Dr. Liza Gijanto to undergo XRF testing as part of a West African regional pipe
sourcing study.
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2.10 DISSEMINATION OF DATA
Some of the key stakeholders that [we] think about when [we] write and
interpret rarely attend the professional conferences where [we] present a paper;
these stakeholders rarely subscribe to the journals that [we] contribute articles
to; and lastly those whom [we] write about are no longer here to tell [us] if [we
are] getting it right. (Battle-Baptiste 2011: 21)
Dissemination of results is a critical component of any archaeological project, especially
so in a global region where archaeology is rarely conducted, and access to historical
resources is affected by economic, social, or developmental limitations. For that reason,
I placed a major emphasis on incorporating a dissemination of research results into my
2017 field season.
I worked closely with Boubacar Diallo and other staff members at the Musée
Nationale in Conakry and the United States Embassy to create a temporary exhibit at
the country’s national museum of culture and heritage. Glass display cases were set
around the exhibit room, highlighting archaeological finds from the Rio Pongo
excavations of 2013-2017, incorporating objects from all artifact classes recovered, and
providing general explanations of artifact functions. Along the periphery of the exhibit
were informative panels that provided information on the four sites at which
excavations had taken place, a brief history of the regional slave trade, and an
explanation of archaeological techniques. While it is officially listed as a temporary
exhibit, museum staff and the Assistant Director of the Ministry of Culture have
confirmed that it is likely the exhibit will remain for at least several years. The exhibit
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Figure 2.12 Author giving tour of archaeological exhibit to US Ambassador, Guinean
Minister of Sports, Culture, and Heritage, and Guinean Minister of Education. Photo by
David Kierski.

was celebrated with a formal opening ceremony, with brief speeches given by the
Guinean Minister of Culture, Minister of Education, renowned Guinean Historian Djibril
Niane, United States Ambassador Dennis Hankins, and myself. This ceremony drew
attention to the museum and exhibit, generating an increase of visitors in the following
months. I also arranged for the Chief and Imam of Bakoro to come to the exhibit
opening as well, enabling them to share the experience and results that they observed
with the village residents upon their return. I created colored brochures to accompany
the exhibit, summarizing the site data and artifacts. These brochures were printed in
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both French and English to maximize the audience pool for consumption. I brought
several of these brochures out to the Rio Pongo villages to share with the local
communities.
During the 2016 and 2017 research seasons, I gave several work-in-progress
presentations to share data as it was collected. In the spring of 2016 I gave an
Introduction to Archaeology lecture at the CERAS University, including a summary of the
2013 research results, and spoke at the Musée Nationale when depositing the artifacts
recovered, providing a brief summary of the fieldwork completed that spring. I
presented data recovered, and led a discussion on the archaeology of Guinea, at the US
Embassy’s English Learning Seminar. I was also invited to speak for a mixed media arts
production group on connections between Guinea and the United States, focusing on
data relating to the slave trade in the Rio Pongo. I gave several site tours of the
excavations to visiting groups, further spreading knowledge of the archaeological
research continuing at the Rio Pongo sites.
Finally, while small-scale, local dissemination is crucial, it is equally important to
share research results with the wider academic community as well, to encourage the
continuation of research and collaboration. I have published one article on the 2016
field research (Goldberg 2016), and have presented results at the Society for Africanist
Archaeology’s biannual conference. I am intending to present data at the University of
South Carolina’s Graduate Student Conference and the Society of American
Archaeology’s annual conference in 2018.
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2.11 CONCLUSIONS
As a response to Moser et al.’s call for a necessary “change in the way
archaeology is conducted in a country where local communities have been
systematically excluded both from the process of discovering their past and in the
construction of knowledge concerning their heritage” (Moser et al. 2002: 221), I have
presented here a comprehensive and transparent description of the methodology
undertaken as part of research engaged for this dissertation project. Every effort was
made to include national, regional, and local assistance in order to authenticate the
interpretations of the historical record generated by tangible, documentary, and oral
accounts uncovered in research endeavors. All methodology presented here was
carefully followed as described to ensure that data recovered could be analyzed as
accurately as possible.
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CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE OF INTERCULTURAL INTERACTIONS AND
IDENTITY
Over the past millennium, the coastal zone of West Africa has been a veritable
cosmopolitan center, home to myriad indigenous populations claiming various cultural
and ethnic identities. The occupational complexity of this region has been further
convoluted with the introduction of economically or otherwise motivated foreign
visitors and migrants. Frequent exposure to foreign individuals or populations has
resulted in cultural groups having developed and employed various social strategies for
dealing with outsiders encountered, and has had a great impact upon the composition
of population social identity. Indeed, for example, “By the 1440s, [the Upper Guinea
Coast15] was a region where already for several centuries there had been a tradition of
accommodation to the presence of powerful and at times violent outsiders who
represented the commercial and political interests of the empire of Mali” (Green 2012:
31). Such a long durée of intercultural interactions of varying power balances have

15

The Upper Guinea Coast, in this dissertation, refers to a geographical designation of
the coastal region of West Africa that extends from present-day Senegal to Côte
d’Ivoire. (Knörr and Kohl 2016, Knörr and Trajano Filho 2010, Rodney 1970) This
geographical lumping facilitates an interpretation of historical documents that reference
various social, cultural, and political features in the region, and acknowledges the
fluidity of territorial boundaries and naming/ renaming practices. From this point on,
the Upper Guinea Coast will be abbreviated as UGC.
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surely directed the strategic responses employed by cultural groups of the UGC. This
chapter considers the various theoretical constructions anthropologists, archaeologists,
and historians have employed to investigate the complexities of intercultural
interactions on the populations involved, such as those experienced by groups
inhabiting the UGC. This chapter will begin with an outline of major trends in
terminology in archaeological literature, including material culture, social identification,
frontiers, boundaries, social groups, and personhood. I will then explore the evolution of
cultural constructs through which archaeologists have considered sites of intercultural
interactions, including acculturation, entanglement, hybridization, ethnogenesis, and
persistence. Finally, I will situate the slave-trading circumstances of the Rio Pongo within
these anthropological frames of analysis to consider how local populations affected, and
were affected by, the proliferation of the nineteenth century slave trade and foreign
interactions that it entailed.
3.1 KEY CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY
Material Culture, Agency, and Social Identity
For archaeologists, analyses of material culture recovered from organized
excavations serve as a primary, yet complex, method of investigating sites of varying
cultural interactions and occupations. Material culture has been considered by many,
but is perhaps most succinctly defined by James Deetz as, “That sector of the physical
environment that we modify through culturally determined behavior […] all artifacts,
from the simplest, such as a common pin, to the most complex, such as an
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interplanetary space vehicle” (Deetz 1977a: 24-25). In the simplest notions, material
culture can be anything made by, altered by, or used by humans. Artifacts included in
material culture assemblages can be analyzed beyond their static, inanimate surficial
qualities, and seen instead as “culturally patterned data which provide the archaeologist
with insights to life in the past” (Deetz 1977b: 10).
Archaeological collections hold unique power in academic interpretations, and
have been hypothesized as operating in a “thirdspace”, a dialectical position wherein
such objects shape individuals, and are simultaneously and continually shaped by those
same individuals (Meskell 2002; Soja 2000). This seemingly paradoxical position results
from postcolonial theoretical notions that consider places of cultural production as not
operating within binary confines, but observes that instead they are constantly
changing, depending on the intentionality of the signaler (in this instance the user or
creator of an artifact) and the signaled (observer, “other”, etc.) (e.g. Bhabha 1994, 1996;
Loren 2013; Pezzarossi 2014; Tronchetti and Van Dommelen 2005). In this way, levels of
cultural or ethnic visibility of artifact traits can vary, particularly if they are in use by
migratory populations, who cannot rely on a stable signal receptor (Clark 2001). In other
words, if the focal cultural group encounters new bearers of material culture, they
cannot be sure the same signal will be sent by the same artifact. Because of this, while
measurable and observable qualities of recovered artifacts do certainly provide valuable
information in archaeological interpretation, “They cannot be prioritized over the
interpretation of uses, lived experiences, and social relations” (Silliman 2010: 49). In
interpreting artifacts, therefore, we must consider the various possible uses and
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culturally or socially symbolic functions they performed, in addition to any metrically
observable characteristics.
Such observations have built heavily upon early anthropological notions of
practice theory, interpreting the “embodied history” of Bourdieu’s (1977, 1990) habitus
within material culture, through a dualistic lens of structure and agency (see Giddens
1984). Bourdieu defines habitus as the system of structures that determine one’s
interpretations of social representations. This system of structures generates for an
individual a pre-determined construction of what he considers to be the normal reality.
Therefore, Bourdieu notes, when he is presented with an “improbable practice” he
necessarily refuses to accept it as it does not fit in within the realm of his habitus.
Habitus is not only a product of history, but it produces individual and collective
practices as well. In this way, habitus constantly evolves on the individual level as
history expands. The role of history in habitus, therefore, is seen as “a present past that
tends to perpetuate itself into the future by reactivation in similarly structured
practices…” (Bourdieu 1980: 446). If this is indeed so, the implications for
archaeologists are astronomical: not only are we faced with disentangling the events of
a particular time and place, but now also we must be aware of the series of pasts that
were acting on the individuals of that time? Serving as an acquired amalgamation of
generated social histories, habitus enables the individual to produce free and unique
thoughts and perceptions. In this way, Bourdieu notes that the process is
simultaneously infinite and limiting—there is no end to the amount of new thoughts the
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individual may produce, but such thoughts can only be products of what is already
present in his habitus.
With these considerations in mind, we see agency manifested in material
culture, not as an ability to affect others, but rather, as a dual, socially reproductive
quality of action (Robb 2010). This practice theory approach declares that the human
actions which we can see resultant through material culture production, use/reuse,
transference, preservation, etc., are the outcome of rules that have organized societal
structures; in other words, habitus is seen in this case as the material correlations of
human action in accordance with learned cultural structures. As the habitus is a
construction of the past adapted to contemporary surroundings, practices produced by
an individual can only be observed by comparing the social structures in which the
habitus was generated with the social structures in which it was applied. It is through
the logic of action, Bourdieu observes, that one can look to describe the dualistic
processes enacted on the generation of these practices. This can be done by
considering the modus operandi as an unconscious action of the individual that works in
conjunction with the relationship of habitus and institution. It is in this way, by
replication through habitus manifested in material byproducts, that institutions are able
to obtain and maintain their status in society.
Building off the theoretical groundwork of Bourdieu and Giddens, agency
theorists attempt to locate manifestations of the desires and autonomy of individuals
(whether such desires are structurally determined by culture or biology is still debated
within the field) in the archaeological record (Hegmon 2003). The archetypal aspect of
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practice theory perspectives is noted by Robb (2010: 496) as, “in all societies, there are
ambitious agents who pursue personal prestige and power over others; the strategies
which these individuals use to pursue their ambitions provide a motor for social change,
principally the creation of institutionalized hierarchies.” Such ambitious agents are the
driving forces behind the proliferation of the nineteenth century slave trade in Guinea,
and can be identified as the foundational blocks of the institutionalized trading
hierarchies in the Rio Pongo.16
These social institutions do not act only in a theoretical space; they are realworld constructions that shape the way human actors behave, and by consequence,
create and use material goods, which themselves can be the focal point of analysis. The
study of materialities focuses on a social construct based on materials, their
affordances, and the performances of individuals’ interactions with them (Hurcombe
2007). In this way, we would expect to gain a great understanding of cultural
information by considering the “life span” of any particular artifact as well as its
relationships and interactions with humans. Jody Joy (2009) presents two separate
ways of looking at the life span of an artifact. In a broad approach, archaeologists who
study the life history of an artifact are able to zoom out to a macro-focus to look at
patterns and changes of production over time to determine shifts in cultural trends.
Alternatively, zooming in to a fine-grained biographical analysis of a single artifact
enables the archaeologist to see the relationship between a past individual or culture

16

This is discussed in great detail in the historical background chapter (Chapter Four) of
this dissertation.
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and a specific object. This approach incorporates the agency theory focus on aspects of
individualized humanity to a deeper level; not only can we see the specific desires and
actions of a person of the past, but by looking into their interactions with material
culture, we gain valuable evidence for conducting an interpretive archaeology, and
hypothesizing as to their cognitive processes.
While all too often we consider (wo)man as the creator and the artifact as the
end result, a focus on materialities leaves room for an alternative spin on this potentially
outdated model. The creation of material culture is not necessarily limited to a unidirectional process. In fact, recent hypotheses have considered the mutual roles that
artifacts and the people who are responsible for producing them have on each other.
Marcia Anne Dobres notes that a detailed focus on materialities “emphasizes the
‘mutual becoming’ of people and their products through an analytical emphasis on the
sensuality, the mindfulness, and the agency of object making and use” (Dobres 2010:
104). As the individual creating the object enacts his/her own agency on production
practices, so too in turn is their worldview altered by the final product that is achieved.
Similarly, we must incorporate into an artifact analysis a consideration of the potential
agency of the object itself (Gosden 2005). Objects are not entirely stagnant; they have
sensory characteristics which incur emotional and behavioral responses from the
individuals who use them. In this way, the object itself is an active entity, with its own
desires and active participation in cultural circles.
An example of such materialities considerations came about during the 2017
field season when we came across an unusually high concentration of very small glass
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beads in several sequentially excavated levels. I instructed my crew to make a strong
effort to maximize collection of these beads; we collected several buckets of soil to run
through flotation, switched to trowel-only excavations, and carefully sorted through the
soil by hand. Several of my assistants were laughing audibly throughout these
procedures, and even became visibly uncomfortable at some points regarding the
collection of the beads. When I inquired as to why they reacted in such a way, I was told
that the beads were beli-beli, or waist beads; these are beads that are only meant to be
seen by the woman wearing them and her husband, and my crew members were
embarrassed at seeing another woman’s beli-beli, even if deceased. This reiterated the
potential for emotional reactions or attachment to particular objects, something to be
considered in an analysis of the characteristics of an artifact beyond the tangibly
observable17.
The social and political ramifications of the artifact are evident not just in its
ownership and use by the initial consumer, but by its transmission from one member in
society to another. Joy’s observations of the relationships built in and around
materiality are readily observable here. The relationship between an individual and an
artifact does not involve only those two entities, but often affects their interactions with
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Also of interest in this incidence, is the cause of the higher frequency of beads as
compared to other areas. It could be possible, for instance, that a complete set of belibeli indicate a possible burial at the residential site, that, due to the high acidity of the
surrounding soil, has degraded beyond recognition. As one potential explanation for a
local burial, while strictly anecdotal, Canot does describe the death of his female
companion, Esther, when his factory was burnt down by agents of William Ormond:
“When we came to number the survivors of the ruin, Esther was nowhere to be found,
nor could I ever trace, among the scattered fragments, the slightest relic of the Pariah’s
form” (Canot and Mayor 1854).
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the rest of a society. Objects and materials themselves have the potential to adopt
alternative meanings as symbols among members of a particular cultural group. In
these scenarios, materials convey further information, as we are able to learn not only
of their particular meaning as an object for the one who created the product, but we
can discern a cultural meaning or value as a trade good, and even gain insight into the
process of ascribing symbolic value.
Materiality theories are not without their potential dangers. As Hurcombe
(2007) observes, artifacts themselves are biased, and much of the “soft” cultural
information that could be gleaned is lost in an archaeological translation. In effect, the
bias of the artifact is expressed in its limitations of only being able to definitively convey
the “hard science” aspects; symbolic value cannot be clearly abstracted, but only
inferred by a researcher. Heeding the paranoia of the post-processualist, archaeologists
must acknowledge that they too have their own personal biases, and therefore cannot
unquestioningly trust their own assumptions. To this end, materialities approaches may
be further fortified by placing an emphasis on incorporating ethnoarchaeological data
into their analyses and conclusions. Though a truly objective interpretation of a
prehistoric artifact may not be entirely achievable, comparative accounts of material
use under similar circumstances may give the materialist insight into the potential
structures of human-object interactions.
With the above considerations in mind, it is certainly still important to note that
archaeologists do incorporate material studies into interpretations of multicultural
environments. DeCorse (1989) conducted ethnoarchaeological research, and identified
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historical factors present that generated challenges for developing correlations between
material culture recovered from excavations and social identity from the Sierra Leone
study group in question (such as lack of stylistic motifs in pottery, homogenizing effects
of environmental terrain, inability to identify exchange items, etc.). Deagan (2004) also
notes the potential difficulties in employing artifact interpretation as a tool for cultural
identification:
As in most parts of the Americas, archaeologists generally assume that European
contact with Native Americans implies the introduction of European material
things and their use by indigenous Americans (albeit often with new meanings,
uses, and symbolic significance conferred by the American groups) […]
unfortunately, easily identifiable European object artifacts may not be abundant
or even present in Native American sites occupied in the early contact period”.
(Deagan 2004: 603)
Material culture is not always so disappointing, however, and can sometimes provide
great insight into cultural associations. Ferguson (1992), for instance, through a study of
surface treatment and stylistic elements of African-style pottery produced by recently
arrived slaves, was able to make inferences as to how these slaves kept African culture
alive in the New world. Other scholars have also employed analyses of particular
artifact characteristics in identifying cultural markers. Wobst (1977) highlights the
ability of material culture to serve as a vehicle of information exchange, observing that
certain kinds of artifacts (and particular characteristics of importance about those
artifacts) are visible to all members of a particular social group, and can transmit
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information concerning group identity. Weissner (1983, 1984) builds on these
observations, introducing the notion of emblemic style, which she defines as a means of
nonverbal communication that is employed by groups to negotiate group identity and
boundaries. Artifacts exhibiting emblemic style signal group identity and are visible in
the archaeological record as discrete spatial distributions (for example ritual/ burial
contexts, feasts, etc.) (Lightfoot 1995). Archaeologists have also employed sourcing
studies to identify cultural interactions such as trade and transportation (for examples
see Ericson and Meighan 1984; Findlow and Bolognese; Hughes 1986). In these cases,
variation in geographical distributions of source materials can signal cultural or ethnic
identifiers.
Social Groups and Personhood
While it may at first seem counterintuitive, some proponents of archaeological
investigations have sought clues to social identity in multiethnic and multicultural
situations through investigations of markers and influences of individuality and
personhood. Particularly in multicultural situations where portions (small or large) of
the population are enslaved or captive, conceptualization of personhood contributes a
great deal to the social cohesion of ethnic groups. A uniform quality among the captive
experience, according to Boswer (2008), is the initial loss of social personhood within
the captive environment; these individuals are vulnerable often with no real or fictive
kin, no rights to social status, and in some instances even no rights to life18. As an

18

See quotes by Commodore Hayes in regard to treatment of slaves on vessels in
Chapter Four.
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example, within these situations of already limited power and constrained agency, in
many places in Africa because captive women had no kin members they also had no
divided loyalties, and therefore were subjected to regenerating their own sense of
personhood within a foreign cultural setting (Kopytoff and Miers 1977). For this reason,
Fowler (2004) highlights the importance of studying varying concepts of personhood in
captive settings, as captives occupied social positions that were strongly marked off
from the rest of the population, even when they were not part of a formal system of
slavery “ (Cameron 2011: 182). Clear examples of this are seen in the Rio Pongo, as
African women were taken as captive slave wives to Europeans, or given as wives to
traders by ruling chiefs, situating them in a complex, isolated social status. Following
such investigations of personhood will likely result in the additional benefit of
generating a platform for overlapping studies of intercultural interactions with genderbased perspectives, which over the past few years have also seen an increase in
attention to subsistence, technology development, and personhood identification, in an
effort to challenge pre-existing biases (Weik 2014).
3.2 EVOLUTION OF APPROACHES TO INTERCULTURAL INTERACTION
Sites of contact between various cultural groups are extremely attractive as
research localities for Anthropologists, as they represent the potential for key insight
into a great feature of human behavior: interactions with other humans. While cultural
contact between and within groups can take on a variety of forms, one of the most
prevalently documented through archaeological research is that of colonization. Over
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the years, Historical Archaeology has proven a powerful tool for analyzing situations of
interactions between indigenous and settler populations (Flexner 2014), feeding into a
rapidly growing literature on investigations of the various causes of culture change.
Intrigued by processes of human interaction, historical archaeologists have spent
decades investigating situations of multicultural contexts, looking specifically at how
populations of various ethnicities interact within a shared space. Despite this prolonged
interest in the topic, or on the contrary perhaps because of it, there is a great deal of
critique among historical archaeologists concerning how they have (and have not)
addressed issues of intercultural interactions. Such topics of investigation are
celebrated and encouraged by scholars such as Lightfoot (2006) who contend that
studies of hybrid, or multicultural/ multiethnic, groups have the potential to expand our
nuanced understandings of the past. Many of these earlier studies of intercultural
interactions have been accused of adopting a unidirectional and macroscale focus
(Cusick 1998; Stein 2000) and have been used as an impetus to spark calls for an overall
reassessment and identification of the many ways in which intercultural interaction
produces cultural change (Cameron 2011; Kristiansen and Larrson 2005).
Based upon a survey of the current and recent literature on culture contact
studies, it seems that a retitling of the body of literature as studies of colonial cultural
contact might be more appropriate. Silliman (2005) attempted to cordon off culture
contact studies, associating the term more with generalized cultural interactions,
arguing they should be separated from studies of Colonialism, for fear that the
vagueness of the term would downplay the violence inherent in Colonialist endeavors.
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An overwhelming majority of culture contact works, however, consider only situations
involving colonialist endeavors, and despite the debate in the field to ameliorate such
dichotomies, present these works as an analysis of how colonizers have affected or
altered colonized landscapes. Indeed, Cameron (2011) has recently highlighted the
critique that, “Archaeological approaches to intercultural interaction have been
criticized for their unidirectional and macroscale focus” (169), and she is not the only
one to have made such observations (see for examples Cusick 1998, Stein 2002).
Despite such critiques and parallel calls for investigations of how general intercultural
interaction produces culture change (e.g. Kristiansen and Larrson 2005), although
speaking specifically to the subset of culture contact focused on ethnogenesis research,
Barbara Voss noted that
Overwhelmingly, archaeological studies of ethnogenesis focus on the subaltern:
those communities and populations whose lives and cultures were disrupted by
macroscale political processes, including colonization, enslavement,
displacement, forced migration, and economic deprivation. (Voss 2015: 664)
This follows a pattern present since the early days of Historical Archaeology: after 1943,
any archaeology conducted of post-16th century history was considered to be “Colonial
Archaeology” (Orser 2012; Setzler 1943), and was seen to be the intellectual
counterpart to pre-Columbian American archaeology (South 1994). And by the 1970s,
most historical archaeologists in the United States had “accepted their focus as a study
of archaeology of the spread of European culture throughout the world since the
fifteenth century and its impact on indigenous peoples” (Deetz 1977a: 5). Given that
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the disproportionate attention to colonial-centered sites is widely recognized among
prominent scholars in the field, I will not address this polarization further here, but will
accept that as the basis of the current state of the culture contact research.
Frontiers and Boundaries
Lightfoot and Martinez (1995) proposed an innovative contradiction of the
Colonialist perspective, suggesting a reinterpretation of areas previously viewed as the
borders of frontiers and boundaries of social groups. “By reconceptualizing frontiers as
zones of cross-cutting social networks, we may make significant contributions to the
study of culture change that is often most visible and active on the peripheries of
cultural systems” (Lightfoot and Martinez 1995: 474). By acknowledging that frontiers
can serve as ideal places to study interethnic interactions between diverse people,
rather than contentious zones where there must be a cultural “winner” and “loser”,
they open up reconsideration and reconceptualization of these locales as “socially
charged places where innovative cultural constructs are created and transformed”
(472). In this way, we can conceive of frontier interactions as creative and cooperative;
this contradicts Wallerstein’s (1974) World System’s approach, which argues a coreperiphery model in which the frontier benefits the dominant core, while marginalizing
indigenous (or subaltern when not looking at situations of colonization) populations.
Since the 1970s, scholars have employed frontier analyses for fruitful investigations of
intercultural interactions by adopting multi-scalar approaches that allow investigations
of individual intentionality, social action, cultural construction of gender, etc. (e.g.
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Tringham 1994; Blanton et al. 1981) to look simultaneously at the longue durée and at
microhistorical processes (Lightfoot 1995).
By considering frontiers from Lightfoot’s perspective, archaeologists can bypass
potential hurdles to archaeological interpretations. Acknowledging that the visibility of
frontiers and boundaries are always in the eye of the beholder (Wilson 1994), scholars
can recognize that the construction of frontier boundaries is relational, based on
oppositional relationships that may change at any time. In a way, this empowers
individuals residing at frontier locations to employ greater agency in displaying (and
choosing) their own cultural representation. In such circumstances, individuals may
manipulate others’ perceptions of their identities to assimilate into alternative or
desired populations for the perceived social, political, or economic benefits conferred.
(Loren 2011; Roosens 1989). This phenomenon might well be occurring at the sites of
the illicit slave trade along the Rio Pongo, where foreign traders are marrying into elite
families for such economic and political benefits (Mouser 2013a). While these
individuals may not be intentionally concealing their own cultural identities, they are
certainly contributing to increased complexities of cultural identification with the
generation of multicultural family units, altering local social groups, and generating
artificial and metaphorical frontier zones. This highlights the fluidity of frontier
behaviors and activities as “Cross-cutting, overlapping groups and boundaries may be
defined and recombined at different temporal and spatial scales of analysis in frontier
contexts” (Lightfoot 2006: 488).
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Acculturation
Studies of culture contact have been engaged for a significant period of time
within Historical Archaeology, and as such the field has seen dramatic developments,
shifts, and debates in the evolution of its theoretical paradigms, each championed by its
own set of key players in the field. One of the earliest models of intercultural interaction
was the 1930s emergence of notions of acculturation, which posited that active
Western culture subsumed the cultural identities of those populations it colonized
(Cameron 2011; Herskovits 1937, 1941; Redfield et al. 1936). While this antiquated
model is rejected by most scholars today (e.g. Cusick 1982; Schortman and Urban 1998;)
some have generated more sophisticated models that do consider choice and autonomy
among indigenous groups (Gadacz 1979), but overall most do still present as one-sided
interactions (Loren et al. 2006). A major critique of even the more recently adapted
modern acculturation models highlights their propensity to gloss over the heterogeneity
inherent to multicultural environments (Silliman 2015: 281). When acculturation
models suggest that one culture subsumes or consumes features of another, the
indigenous or subaltern perspective can be lost (Silliman 2010); and indeed, as observed
by Ferris (2009), the mere presence or absence of material goods of the dominant [or in
his case colonizing] culture does not define the degree to which acculturation has
occurred. This line of research contributes to the long-lasting plague of colonialism that
presents a binary positioning of colonizer and colonized, with artifact assemblages and
cultural identities that belong to one group or the other. As historical archaeologists
know, however, colonialism produces wide and varying cultural ramifications, much
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more than a landscape that is home to solely “colonized” vs “colonizers” (Lucas 2004;
Rogers 2005; Silliman 2010; Thomas 1994; Van Dommelen 2005; Voss 2005). The
feeling that these acculturation models were [over] and [mis]used, simplified in their
uni-directional approaches, and silencing towards colonized groups, eventually led to
their decreased use among archaeological theorists (Jordan 2009; Silliman 2005).
Entanglement
As an alternative to the problematic models of acculturation, several scholars
proposed a unified shift by researchers in the field towards Entanglement rather than
acculturation. Entanglement models, introduced by Ian Hodder to “unify interpretive
perspectives drawn from social agency, evolution, and network theory” (Silliman 2015:
282), incorporate multi-directional negotiations involving physical and physiological
alterations in relationships between two (or more) agents (Ross 2011). Hodder (2012)
suggests that entanglement should be composed of four distinct types of relationships
or “dependences”: 1. HumanàThing; 2. Thingà Human; 3. ThingàThing; and 4.
HumanàHuman. This multifaceted approach to humans, materials, and the myriad
possible interactions between the two, allows for an analysis of the intricacies inherent
in various relationship possibilities. This contrasts with the assumptive uni-directionality
of the acculturation approach, and allows archaeologists to ask questions of greater
scope and temporal scale (Hodder 2012: 95). The flexibility and multi-directionality of
Entanglement theory is particularly alluring to many historical archaeologists, and is
used as a tool by various contributors to Scheiber and Mitchell’s (2010) edited volume,
who seek to challenge previous notions of dichotomous representations by employing
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entanglement theory to more accurately depict the heterogeneity and fluidity of
colonial scenarios (Cuthrell 2012: 199).
Cultural entanglement framework allows scholars to ask more nuanced
questions concerning the cultural contacts and exchange networks between groups
(Scheiber and Mitchell 2010). Its flexible and multidirectional characteristics provide a
platform for analysis of “how things, peoples, and practices intertwine in certain
circumstances to produce new forms without requiring them to remain that way
indefinitely” (Silliman 2015: 291). In this way, it does not limit populations in question
to linear change, but accounts for on-going and continued processes that are present in
group interactions. Processes of cultural entanglement do not yield a final ethnic
“product”, so to speak, and in this way allow for the generation of more descriptive,
rather than ascriptive, observations. For this reason, many scholars (for examples see
Dietler 2010, Hitchcock and Maeir 2013; Langin-Hooper 2013; Martindale 2009;
Stockhammer 2012, 2013) have suggested that Cultural Entanglement replace notions
of hybridity (discussed further below) in archaeological analyses.
Hybridization
Stepping further away from the limiting confines of uni-directional acculturation,
frameworks of hybridity have been proposed as a means of addressing the “messiness”
of intercultural interaction, and combatting the challenges and dangers of falling into
the trap of seeing sites and the groups that occupied them as two sides of a
dichotomous relationship. Indeed, many researchers argue that it is through embracing
this “messiness” of the colonial past that we can overcome the “essentialized colonizer/
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colonized dichotomy” (Haber 2007, 2012; Horning 2011; Russell 2004; Stoler 1989;
Wilcox 2009); a greater consideration of hybridity will contribute to achieving this goal
(Beaudoin 2013, Lightfoot 2006). Hybridization in situations of colonization account for
manipulation and maintenance in contexts where there may be various ethnic and
cultural identities operating. Beaudoin goes so far as to suggest that in archaeological
research, all identities should be seen as the result of hybridization processes, as “all
identities are formed in present through the agents’ lens of their perceived past and
oriented toward a future” (2013: 49). This perspective empowers the focal actor of the
archaeological investigation, situating them as an active participant in a multicultural
environment, regardless of situation or status. In this way hybridization identifies a
“later stage of creolization”, wherein materials, people, and identities themselves are
seen as fluid and negotiable. (Dawdy 2008; Silliman 2015).
This can be a particularly powerful framework for conducting research of
enslaved captives, as Stein (2005) notes that it is fundamental to an understanding of
captive identity to consider the hybridization as a mode of generating novel identities in
which they were key and active players with personal negotiation power in such
processes. This follows the pressures of Van Dommelen (2005) to consider only
“hybridization”, rather than the more final “hybridity”, in order to acknowledge the
function of the framework as identifying a process and not a condition. The hybridization
process empowers the individual under investigation, particularly of importance when
considering subaltern and captive voices, whereas the hybrid condition implies a
potentially forced response or reaction to a situation. To truly allow historical actors to
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speak for themselves in archaeological analyses, we may acknowledge that “a
consideration of hybridized colonial identities should be normalized within the
archaeological discourse.” (Beaudoin 2013: 46).
Ethnogenesis
Despite the fact that hybridization has the ability to locate the cultural identities
of subaltern voices not always represented in the larger historic narratives, Silliman
(2015) highlights the propensity of archaeologists to assign applications of hybridity to
such subaltern groups on a disproportionate scale. He notes that, “With perhaps the
rarest of exception, archaeologists and other researchers do not apply ideas of hybridity
to the colonizer, choosing instead to apply it to the colonized” (Silliman 2015: 288; for
exception see Voss 2005, 2008). He uses this explanation to suggest that archaeologists
replace frameworks of hybridization with those of ethnogenesis, which would be more
inclusive of factors influencing the generation of new identities through prolonged
cultural interactions. Anthropologists employ ethnogenesis analyses to investigate the
generation of identities; this generation of new identities is considered to be a
situational and relational phenomenon that is constantly undergoing processes of
making, unmaking, and disappearing (Eriksen 1993, Gosden 1999, Hu 2013; Jones 1997
Kohl 1998, Lucas 2004, Meskell 2001, Smoak 2006). It presents as a rather complex
framework, as “Exploring ethnogenesis is not merely a matter of finding material
correlates for ethnicities. It also involves considering how artifacts and other evidence
become associated with social groups” (Weik 2014: 294), and must consider among
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these the various complexities and politics of social identity making (Hill 1996; Roosens
1989).
Ironically, Voss (2015) cites in ethnogenesis theory the very same problems
highlighted by Silliman of hybridization: the tendency for archaeologists to
overwhelmingly apply the theoretical framework to subaltern communities who were
often affected by largescale political processes such as colonization. In this way,
ethnogenesis is often seen by many as an outcome of resistance in the on-going struggle
against domination (see for examples Clifford 2004; Hu 2013; Matthews et al. 2002;
Weik 2009, 2012; Weissman 2007). The shaming call to archaeologists is made:
Since most archaeologists studying ethnogenesis in colonial contexts are
investigating the relationship between power and identity formation, it is
surprising how little research on dominant group identity formation has
occurred. It is time to follow our ethnographer colleagues in studying up (Aguiar
and Schneider 2012; Nader 1972): conducting research on those holding
positions of structural and hegemonic power. (Voss 2015: 664)
As virtual pioneers in historical archaeology of colonialism, Bell (2005), through her
research on racial “whiteness” in the 17th and 18th century Chesapeake, Deagan (1983,
1990, 1998) through her long-term investigations of power exercised by colonial
settlers, and Voss (2005, 2008) through her considerations of the replications of
hierarchies among California colonists, investigate the creation of dominant [colonizer]
identities through an ethnogenesis lens, to gain insight into how power becomes
routinized as part of a cultural ideology.
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Persistence
While not quite as developed of a theoretical construct as Entanglement,
Hybridization, or Ethnogenesis, several scholars have recently proposed the
incorporation of frameworks of persistence and the related survivance when attempting
to make observations of individual and group cultural identity within multicultural
colonial situations (Weik 2014). These theoretical perspectives, according to Silliman
(2015), combat the shortcomings of hybridization and entanglement in that they
provide a temporal analytical scale that allows the archaeologist to balance the “short
purée with the long durée.” By conducting an investigation through a persistence lens,
archaeologists might be able to uncover the active, historically informed indigenous
decisions regarding their own place within the change and continuity of the colonial
period (Ferris 2009), returning agency to the Native actor, who in other studies has been
reduced to the passively colonized group, and look at how native populations and
identities continue to be present on their own account, not only as a reaction to colonial
pressures (Vizenor 1999). In this way we can remove natives from their eternal victim
status; “[P]ersistence, then, acknowledges the physical and symbolic violence of
colonialism but also allows for a continuum of processes that encapsulate various forms
of perseverance, ranging from intentional resistance or ethnogenesis to more subtle
shifts in political organization and group identity that draw on and are structured by
dynamic cultural values and practices.” (Panich 2013: 107).
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3.3 CONCLUSIONS
Historical archaeologists face many challenges in conducting research projects;
such challenges are particularly difficult to navigate in situations of colonialism, culture
contact, or intercultural interactions. Archaeologists must take heed of ethical
challenges when investigating situations of cultural contact, and carefully avoid
generating “paradigms that appropriate indigenous heritage, or that might be misused
to define the ‘authenticity’ (or lack thereof) of contemporary indigenous peoples
(Flexner 2014: 44; McNiven and Russell 2005). When employing frameworks of
ethnogenesis specifically, they must avoid as well falling into the trap of presenting work
as focusing on the “weaker” colonized setting, but rather demonstrate the
multidirectional affects that both (or all) groups occupying a particular region had upon
each other (Voss 2008, 2015). Finally, regardless of which theoretical framework is
employed, binary oppositions should be avoided whenever possible. While such
oppositions (e.g. Prehistory/history, European/native, etc.) may have initially been
beneficial categories in the development culture contact research, they fail as categories
for understanding the experiences of culture change in colonial environments (Flexner
2014; Stein 2005). By reflectively employing a theoretical framework that holistically
considers how intercultural interactions affect all actors involved, historical
archaeologists can provide a more accurate and unfiltered voice of the individuals of the
past.
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CHAPTER 4
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Modern humans have occupied the African continent for at least 300,000 years
(Raynal et al. 2011), manipulating landscapes, creating and recreating cultural identities,
and navigating intercultural interactions as diversity among populations increased.
Scholars of varying disciplines have long been conducting research on the people,
environment, and geology of Africa, generating a substantial tome of accumulated data.
By understanding the geographical, environmental, and socio-political histories of a
region, we can better understand how and why residents respond to local stressors in
particular ways. In this chapter I will present historical background information unique
to the Rio Pongo region in order to set the stage for the analysis in the following
chapters of how local villages, such as Gambia, responded to the installation and
proliferation of the Atlantic slave trade. I will begin by outlining the geographic
boundaries of the region within which this study is situated, and provide descriptive
geographic and climatic information of the territory. I will then proceed to discuss a
history of the human occupation and interaction of the region. Given the limitations of
time and space to which this dissertation is confined, I will focus primarily on the period
in which the Atlantic slave trade took place in Guinea, beginning with its emergence and
continuation in the region. This will then be followed by a discussion of nineteenth
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century attempts at abolition of the trade by the British, and later other, governments,
and then by descriptions of notorious traders who persisted in the slave trade despite
these efforts at abolition and the factories (the residences of a slave trading agents
[factors] (Gates 2013)) from which they worked. I will conclude the chapter with brief
summary of military developments and occupation beyond the cessation of the Atlantic
slave trade, with a focus on French colonial rule and how that set the stage for the
modern political climate that continues today.
4.1 CLIMATE AND GEOGRAPHY
Contemporary Guinea is divided into four geographic and administrative regions:
the Bas-côte (coastal region), Moyenne Guinée (pastoral highlands), Haute Guinée

Figure 4.1 Administrative and Geographic Regions of Guinea (Blue: Bas-Côte; Red:
Moyenne Guinée; Yellow: Haute Guinée; Green: Guinée Forestière). (Intellivoire: Porte
Ouverte sur l'Afrique, accessed 3/24/18).
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(northern savanna), and Guinée Forestière (southeastern rain-forest region). These
geographical divisions roughly correlate to modern socio-cultural boundaries as well,
with the Baga and Susu being the primary ethnic groups occupying the Bas-Côte, the
Fulah in Moyenne Guinée, the Malinké in Haute-Guinée, and a collective forestier
cultural group (originally comprising Kissi, Toma, Guerzé Manon, and Konon peoples) in
Guinea Forestière (Bianchi 2015). The archaeological sites that are the focus of analyses
in this dissertation are all found within the Rio Pongo region, which is situated in Bascôte.
The Rio Pongo region, along with the rest of the coastal territory and much of
the country’s interior, experiences a tropical, bi-seasonal climate, with monsoonal-type
rains lasting from April through October. These rains have been well documented
historically with much fervor, rendering outdoor labor and travel, by land or by sea,
extremely difficult. On an 1805-1806 expedition to better understand the African
continent, Joseph Corry describes a rainy-season storm (referred to as a tornado) he
encountered:
This is a hurricane which prevails upon the windward coast of Africa about this
season of the year, preceding the rainy season; and it is impossible to convey by
description an adequate idea of this explosion of the elements. It announces its
approach by a small white cloud scarcely discernible, which with incredible
velocity overspreads the atmosphere, and envelopes the affrighted mariner in a
vortex of lightning, thunder, torrents of rain, &c. exhibiting nature in one
universal uproar. It is necessary when this cloud appears at sea, to take in all sail
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instantaneously, and bear away right before the furious assailant, which soon
expends its awful and tremendous violence, and nature is again hushed into
peaceful tranquility. (Corry 1807: no page)
These massive storms are typically a daily occurrence during the height of the rainy
season, and were often seen by outsiders as the second greatest mortal fear of the
region after malaria (Barrow 1900). During the 2016-2017 field season I resided in
Guinea from mid-November to mid-June and experienced the rainy season first hand.
During the heavy rains, traffic was often halted, as driving conditions were nearly
impossible. We were visited by one such storm while I was working out at Gambia in
mid-May. Torrential downpours, extremely high winds, and thunder and lightning
clearly affirmed the impossibility of conducting archaeological fieldwork in the region
during rainy season.
In addition to the rainy-season storms, the dry season is plagued with its own
challenge- the Harmattan winds. These dry winds originate in northern Africa, and blow
dust from the Sahara through the southern countries of West Africa. These winds last
from November through March, and often cause respiratory diseases among residents.
The winds are harmful to the flora and fauna of the region as well, and can be
destructive to architecture and inanimate material goods. As Corry notes,
Vegetation is blasted by their influence, and every object, animate and
inanimate, feels their powerful effects; the skin is parched and dried, and every
feature is shriveled and contracted. The most compact cabinet work will give
way, the seams of flooring open, and the planks even bend. Furniture of every
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sort is distorted; in short, nothing escapes their dreadful power. (Corry 1807: no
page)
The temperature varies only slightly between the wet and dry season, with a national
year-round average high of about 84°F (with occasional heat bursts up to 104°F) and an
average low of about 73°F.
The Rio Pongo region consists of the fertile lowlands surrounding the Pongo
River, which begins in the Fouta Djallon highlands and empties into the Atlantic ocean.
There are a series of estuaries where the Pongo meets the Atlantic, resulting in tidal
river inlets that allow for navigation of shallow-bottomed pirogues, with expansive mud
flats covering most of the waterways at low tide. The river area is surrounded by
mangrove environments, providing an optimal habitat for mosquito populations and
providing higher prevalence of malaria, a situation which is particularly aggravated
during the rainy season. Malaria, often just identified as a strong fever or “formidable
foe”, was the highest cited threat and leading cause of death among foreigners who
visited or established themselves in the Rio Pongo. There was very little understanding
of the disease among early Euro-American visitors, leading to precautionary advice for
avoiding contraction to consist of admonishments such as, “not sleep in the middle of
the day—keep the mind active, do something during the day; of course, to be moderate
in the use of food, and abstemious with regard to alcoholic drinks [… and] after a severe
attack run out to sea, malaria perishes about three miles from land” (Barrow 1900: 1920). As the disease has long been endemic in the area, there is some resistance to it
among local populations, mostly due to the presence of evolved genetic conditions such
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as Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency (G6PD), Human leucocyte antigen
polymorphisms (HLA), and Sickle Cell Anemia, although local residents are still
susceptible to the disease (Beutler 2008; Hebbel 2003; Hill et al. 1991; Williams et al.
2005).
This low wetland area is ideal for rice farming, which plays a major role in the
daily sustenance and trading economy of Pongo residents. Upon the arrival of
Europeans in the Pongo region, communities had already been engaging in a successful
agricultural market consisting of impressive yields of a great variety of produce supplies.
Joseph Corry, with the self-proclaimed intent of bringing attention of the possibility of a
shift away from a focus on a trade in captives to one of agricultural goods describes the
vibrant commodities market he sees upon arrival in the Rio Pongo region in 1805:
We have to contemplate the great multiplicity of natural productions, abounding
in this extent of region, namely, indigo, numerous plants for staining, cotton in
wild exuberance, cocoa, coffee, and aromatic plants, &c. &c. Wild bees are so
extremely numerous, that wax forms an important article of trade which might
be considerably increased; substances proper for making soap are also to be
found in great abundance, raw hides, more especially in the Gambia, and the
countries insular to the Rio Noonez and Rio Pongo; gold is procured from
Bambouk, and tobacco is found in every direction, which might be greatly
increased by cultivation and an improved soil; cattle, poultry, Guinea hens,
different species of game, fish, with other animals; fruits, and a variety of
vegetable productions, calculated to satisfy every luxurious want and desire. To
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these objects of commerce may be added, the now important article of sugar,
which might be raised to a great amount, in various districts of Africa, as the
climate is propitious to the growth of the sugarcane, which, under proper
cultivation, might be raised in great perfection. (Corry 1807: no page)
Recently, Guinea, along with the rest of West Africa, has been experiencing not
insignificant climatic changes. Temperatures of coastal West Africa have been gradually
increasing over the past 50 years (Niang et al. 2014) and have been hypothesized to
continue to increase by as much as 3-6°C (5.4-10.8°F) by the year 2100, experiencing a
projected rise that will be much faster than the global average (Christensen et al. 2007;
James and Washington 2013; Joshi et al. 2011). These shifts, along with potential
variation that may occur in annual rainfall19, are predicted to affect the already
occurring decrease in natural vegetation (Brink and Eva 2009; Mayaux et al. 2013) and
decrease in woody vegetation (Vincke et al. 2010; Gonzalez et al. 2012). The dramatic
predicted changes in climate could also likely have negative effects on crop yields, fish
and game populations, and overall flora availability, posing serious threats to continuing
food securities (Niang et al. 2014). While it is difficult to obtain detailed information on
environment and climate shifts in the past, based on such observations today we can
hypothesize that cyclical changes in the past likely put similar pressures on local
populations and affected the development of their trading networks and
communications.

19

Due to a lack of significant historical statistics, it is extremely difficult to provide
predictions or draw conclusions about rainfall trends in most areas of the African
continent (Niang et al 2014).
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4.2 HUMAN OCCUPATION
While significant research has been conducted on historical occupations and
activities within West Africa, academic knowledge of the precolonial history of Guinea is
fairly incomplete (O’Toole 2005), due in no small part to the challenge of analyzing
historical data with minimal access to documentary evidence. It is clear, however, that
European explorers arrived to find diverse cultural (and in some cases multicultural)
communities along the coast, occupying villages established through a series of regional
migrations.
Much of the information that has been available to scholars is obtained through
orally transmitted local traditions. A composite of these local accounts indicate that
early diasporas in the UGC were instigated by an expansion of the Mandigo and Fula
empires, accounting for the general distribution of ethnicities in the modern UGC (Knorr
and Kohl 2016). More specific within the borders of contemporary Guinea, the Baga
were the first ethnic group to settle in the coastal region of the country, and currently
occupy the most extreme coastal locations, followed by Susu traders who came later
and now live in slightly more inland regions, such as the Rio Pongo (Sparks 2016). In
more recent migrations of the past few centuries, a large contingent of Fulani have
moved from the interior Fouta Djallon region to assimilate into coastal Susu
populations, most commonly coming to the region in an attempt to gain access to salt
resources (ElHadj Sidibé personal communications).
These connections to the interior have been facilitated by the geography of the
Rio Pongo. The source of the Pongo river comes from the Fouta Djallon highlands,
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which, at least during the rainy season, provides an accessible path from the interior to
the coast, having been used by Fulani, Mande, and other groups to trade slaves for
coastal goods, and eventually European and American imports (Mouser 1980). These
trade routes connected beyond the immediate interior of the Fouta Djallon, via
connections to additional river systems, such as the Niger, facilitating communications
with a significantly wider variety of culturally distinct populations. After making
observations on his exploratory journey of the region in consideration of the most
favorable trade investment potential Corry suggested:
I would propose the rivers Gambia, Rio Noonez, Rio Pongo, and Isles de Loss, to
the northward; and to the southward, the Bannana Islands, the Galinhas, Bassau,
John's River, &c. to Cape Palmas; or such of them as would be found, upon
investigation, best calculated to promote the resources of this extensive coast.
[…] “the Rio Grande, Rio Noonez, Rio Pongo, &c. [are] all greatly productive, and
their borders inhabited by the Jolliffs, the Foollahs, the Susees, the Mandingos,
and other inferior nations, and communicating, as is now generally believed,
with the river Niger, which introduces us to the interior of this great continent;
the whole presenting an animating prospect to the distinguished enterprise of
our country” (Corry 1807: no page).
These intricate and productive trading routes employed by ethnically and culturally
diverse populations for centuries, if not longer, made the UGC an ideal place for entrée
into trading networks, in the eyes of arriving Europeans. These coastal populations
were, at this point, no strangers to encounters with foreign populations, and had well-
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regulated and practiced protocol for entering into and negotiating trading relationships
with newly arrived groups and individuals.
4.3 EMERGENCE OF THE TRANSATLANTIC SLAVE TRADE
Europeans during the Age of Exploration took advantage of advances in nautical
technologies to expand their geographical reach, instigating contacts with communities
and populations that would establish new exchange networks and change global
relations forever. While motivations for these explorational journeys varied, it was
inevitable that monetary incentivization would enter into the trading landscape. Thus,
the transatlantic Slave Trade was born.
The transatlantic Slave Trade began in the fifteenth century as Portuguese
explorers began to navigate the West African coast. One of the earliest documented
expeditions, organized and commissioned by Prince Henry in 1441, brought enslaved
Africans from the coast to Lagos, Portugal, where they were forced into labor, instilling
among the Portuguese an appreciation of the potential of economic gain by continuing
such voyages (Nowell and Fernandez-Armesto 2018). By 1445, the Portuguese reached
the Upper Guinea Coast, on a voyage piloted by Dinís Dias, who sailed across the mouth
of the Senegal River (Parrot-Sheffer 2008). Multiple successful returns inspired a
continuation and increase of explorations to West Africa, and by the 1480s, Portuguese
captains were transporting large numbers of Africans to work as enslaved laborers on
sugar plantations on the Cape Verde and the Madeira Islands.
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The sixteenth century saw the development of a global economy shaped most
notably by increasing demands for sugar across national markets; naturally a greater
demand translated to a need for increased production, which would necessitate a larger
labor force. Such needs, the advantageous traders saw, could be met by enslaved
African laborers. The first documented transportation of Africans to New World
territories was done by Captain Juan de Córdoba, who brought several of his Spanish
slaves to Hispaniola. By 1517 the first slaves were shipped directly from the African

Figure 4.2 Produced in 1502 by an anonymous Portuguese cartographer.
(https://www.neh.gov/humanities/2008/januaryfebruary/feature/the-cone-africa-tookshape-in-lisbon)
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continent to the Caribbean, where they labored on plantations and in mines. Less
susceptible to the perils of the Caribbean climate and European diseases, Africans were
seen by planters as preferable over the “fragile” and “frail” enslaved Native Americans,
who were dying in mass quantities from disease and exhaustion (National Humanities
Center 2006). As New World sugar plantations expanded their scope in both size and
quantity to meet rising product demands, so too, did transatlantic slave traders increase
the quantity of Africans captured, sold, and transported across the ocean throughout
the sixteenth century.
While the Portuguese (with assistance from the Spanish) accounted for a
majority of the slave trading voyages across the Atlantic in the sixteenth century, the
Dutch, followed by the English and French, would take the reins of leadership of the
transatlantic Slave Trade in the seventeenth century. The Dutch West India Company,
established in 1621, sought to take possession of Spanish and Portuguese
establishments in the Americas, and gain economic control of transatlantic trade. After
gaining control of Portuguese plantations in Brazil, the Dutch soon realized they needed
the ability to replenish labor sources to ensure functional plantation output, increasing
their own participation in the slave trade. Successfully supplying their own newly
acquired territories with African slaves, and observing the potential wealth that could be
obtained in providing slave shipments to other European establishments, Dutch factions
then targeted Spanish and Portuguese territories on the West African coast, seeking to
achieve complete control of the trade. They took control of previously existing West
African trading forts (Gorée, Elmina) and established their own major trading posts at
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Fort Nassau, Savi, and Ouidah, among others. After the turn of the mid-seventeenth
century, Dutch success inspired an increased participation in the trade by British and
French forces, instigating fierce competition and a series of small trade wars between
the European forces. (Fage and McCaskie 2016)

Figure 4.3 Elmina and fort Coenraadsburg about the middle of the eighteenth century.
From Barbot. Description of the North and South Coast of Guinea, London 1746.
Seventeenth century competition with Dutch traders was hardly the introduction
of the British involvement in the slave trade, however. The first documented instance of
Britain’s participation in the trade was with Sir John Hawkins’ transportation of
approximately 300 Africans to Brazil in 1562-1563; upon arrival he exchanged his
captives for pearls, hides, ginger, and sugar. His evident success drew the attention of
Queen Elizabeth I, who invested governmental funds to support future slave-trading
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voyages by Hawkins (Sherwood 2007). British involvement in the trade of African slaves
steadily increased, and in 1672 the establishment of the Royal African Company (RAC)
signaled a substantial shift to organized administrative control (Davies 1999). The RAC
held a monopoly on British trade with Africa from their establishment in 1672 until
1698, during and after which time they held their headquarters at Cape Coast. Indeed, it
is estimated that by 1700 the RAC transported an average of at least 70,000 enslaved
Africans per year to the New World (Anquandah 1999). British companies remained at
the forefront of the transatlantic Slave Trade throughout the rest of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, finally conceding their leadership in export with the abolition
of the trade in 1807 (Davies 1999).
So how did the advancements of the transatlantic Slave Trade affect settlements
and residents on the African coast? The sheer scale and politically competitive nature of

Figure 4.4 Cape Coast Castle. Taken from
http://cannundrum.blogspot.com/2014/11/cape-coast-castle-ghana.html.
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the sixteenth through eighteenth century slave trade necessitated the creation of
massive administrative complexes, such as those examples of Elmina and Cape Coast
Castle pictured in figures 4.3 and 4.4 above. These forts were most often constructed as
a collaboration between representatives of a single European nation and local elites
(Kelly 2002). Europeans took advantage of the centralized organization of African states
along the Gold and Slave Coasts, gaining access to slaves and other commodities of a
particular coastal territory, as well as state-backed protection from external raids and
attacks. These elite African leaders, meanwhile, traded with interior polities for slaves
brought to the coast, whom they then sold to European traders, and were situated to
receive taxes and tributes from both sides of this trading network (Norman and Kelly
2004). African leaders exchanged these captives with Europeans for “trade goods” or
“coast goods” of guns, gunpowder, alcohol (chiefly rum), and other imported
consumables (Sherwood 2007).
Regions such as the Rio Pongo and Rio Nunez of coastal modern-day Guinea did
not typically appeal to sixteenth through eighteenth century traders; their inland
positioning hid their coastal visibility to passing ships, and the shallow nature of their
tidal river branches posed challenges that would not be economically efficient to
overcome. Local settlements were controlled by small-scale, isolated chiefdoms, posing
further challenge to the integration of Europeans into trading networks. These areas
were practically “invisible” to Europeans seeking lucrative connections with West
African polities. This observation is clearly seen through the absence of the Rio Pongo
and Rio Nunez on Figure 4.5 below.
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Figure 4.5 1710 Map Africa drawn by Herman Moll

Produced in 1710 by Herman Moll, the cartographer declared, “To the right honourable
Charles, Earl of Peterborow and Monmouth, etc. this map of Africa according to ye
newest and most exact observations is most humbly dedicated.” Interestingly, despite
the fact that the Portuguese made contact with the region in 1456, naming the Rio
Nunez, Rio Pongo, and the Ilhas dos Idolos at that time20, and that other sources
indicated continued European contact with the region, neither river appears on a map
that includes the newest and most exact observations. Indeed, throughout the
expansion of British and French participation in the slave trade in the early- to mideighteenth century, “The French and English established forts and factories at places like
Gorée and Bunce Island, but the Rio Pongo continued to attract renegades, often former
captains or sailers [sic] on slave ships, who operated outside those establishments”
(Sparks 2016: 63). This reaffirms the relatively little interest demonstrated by European
traders in this region prior to the nineteenth century.
This navigable invisibility is documented by naval officers and explorers of the
region. “Off Bangalan, we left the schooner, which could not conveniently proceed high
up. In consequence of the small depth of water; we went up the remainder of our way
in a small boat. The banks on both sides are overgrown with mango swamps.” (Author
unknown, description included in a letter written on September 20, 1822 from Messers
Gregory and Fitzgerald to the Marquess of Londonderry, received February 14, 1823.

20

Aboubacar Sylla, personal communications 2016. The Rio Pongo was a deformation of
Araponkas (Malinke word for chimpanzee), and Ilhas dos Idolos, or Islands of Idols
(currently referred to as Iles de Los), were named as the Portuguese observed residents
bringing religious idols into rice fields during harvests.
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(British and Foreign State Papers 1850)). This effectively hidden landscape would prove
to be particularly useful as providing a cover under which traders in the Rio Pongo and
Rio Nunez regions continued participation in the slave trade well beyond the 1807
abolition. (See discussion below).
With the continued success of European traders in the transportation and sale of
enslaved Africans across the Atlantic, the extent of the transatlantic Slave Trade
expanded rapidly. As this demand for slaves increased, coastal regions began to raid
communities further inland to increase their requisite supply. These raids amplified the
impact of trade conditions on populations of the interior, who felt much more strongly
the loss of human capital on a population level, and intensified ethnic tensions between
coastal and interior populations. While population loss during the forced migration of
slaves is represented in recent estimates of total quantity of enslaved Africans departing
the continent and transported to the New World, these estimates in general fail to
account for individuals who died along the arduous march to the coast, or within
European barracoons while awaiting embarkation. Some scholars estimate that by the
end of the eighteenth century, as many as 4.5% of captured individuals perished on the
West African coast or en route to coastal factories; taking these estimates into account
by applying them to summary estimates provided by Eltis’ Slave Voyages Project (see
table below), 12,521,337 enslaved Africans embarked now becomes 13,084,797 taken
from their villages. Still, these numbers do not account for capture-related deaths, such
as those individuals who were killed in battles or raids, which would be nearly
impossible to estimate (Sherwood 2007). Nor do they account for shipments from the
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continent for which there have been no written records found, such as many of those
conducted after the abolishment acts among European and New World nations in the
early 19th century. Accounting for margins of error in either direction from these
calculated numbers (although the likelihood of these exceeding realistic values is quite
low) it is clear that the transatlantic slave trade generated devastating and lasting
effects upon the communities from whom captives were taken. (For a greater discussion
of local warfare and conflict between various ethnic divisions see for examples Botte
1991, Corry 1807, Green 2012, Lovejoy 2012, Mouser 1973).
Beyond the traumas of capture, transportation, and transference to coastal
traders, enslaved Africans faced horrifying atrocities at the hands of their transitional
and future captors. Conditions aboard slave ships were unsanitary, inhumane, and
dramatically condemned by many who observed them. Individuals were kept in
incredibly cramped quarters, shackled to others for the entire duration of the voyage (in
many cases left shackled to deceased individuals), given very little to eat and drink,
physically punished for insubordination, and received little or no medical care. Many
captive Africans perished under these harsh conditions; based on ship logs and traders’
accounts, scholars estimate than on average approximately 12.5% of those who
embarked on slave ships leaving the African coast died before arriving in the Americas,
with that number rising as high as a 25% mortality rate in the early to mid-nineteenth
century (Sherwood 2007). This mortality increase could be partially explained due to the
increase in volume of captives per shipload; as Commodore Hayes of the British Royal
Navy hypothesizes, with a greater risk of capital punishment resulting from capture
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Table 4.1 Estimates of African Captives Embarked and Disembarked by Embarkation Region
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Senegambia*
Sierra Leone
Windward Coast
Gold Coast
Bight of Benin
Bight of Biafra
W Central Africa**
Emb
Dis
Emb
Dis
Emb
Dis
Emb
Dis
Emb
Dis
Emb
Dis
Emb
Dis
1501-1510
1,900
1,340
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1511-1520
8,807
6,170
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
637
452
1521-1530 10,990
7,693
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1531-1540 12,229
8,562
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
719
504
1,453
1,017
1541-1550 23,257 16,275
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,361
960
2,771
1,936
1551-1560
4,796
3,357
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
282
197
664
466
1561-1570 32,277 22,592
1,168
821
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,867
1,317
5,412
4,015
1571-1580 22,206 15,560
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,883
1,392
5,367
4,140
1581-1590 25,448 17,812
237
168
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
31,206
23,172
1591-1600
5,370
3,758
0
0
2,482
1,737
0
0
0
0
2,346
1,642
70,368
52,228
1601-1610
9,991
6,993
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
81,936
63,313
1611-1620
8,541
5,980
0
0
0
0
68
48
1,873
1,311
1,142
799 137,308 108,896
1621-1630
6,652
4,657
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,655
1,159
2,247
1,573 172,595 138,307
1631-1640
4,562
3,193
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,988
1,739
1,630
1,457 112,020
88,246
1641-1650 24,476 19,842
1,372
1,118
0
0
2,429
2,040
4,092
3,230
31,442
24,230
59,530
49,332
1651-1660 17,723 13,788
752
646
351
268
1,437
1,217
12,163
9,533
24,791
17,636
95,382
81,331
1661-1670
6,407
4,834
154
135
0
0
19,193
15,465
29,926
24,452
37,668
27,734 126,758 108,609
1671-1680 13,267 10,788
0
0
0
0
28,835
23,133
29,813
23,902
34,394
26,003 108,966
93,479
1681-1690 21,927 17,744
1,894
1,585
0
0
16,274
12,532
79,890
63,499
21,709
14,938 109,373
96,177
1691-1700 22,558 18,828
2,671
2,351
999
904
40,443
32,609 108,412
89,315
31,299
21,912 130,939 115,487
1701-1710 16,344 13,372
1,217
1,081
3,059
2,656
81,144
67,253 136,943 115,083
21,979
17,156 133,434 118,050
1711-1720 22,669 18,433
3,114
2,697
4,365
3,754
97,287
83,015 149,463 125,359
34,615
26,619 131,867 115,623
1721-1730 34,933 28,924
9,419
7,947
4,532
3,842 113,877
96,483 194,430 166,593
41,830
32,576 145,437 127,128
1731-1740 44,816 36,870
1,468
1,032
9,392
7,664 106,723
89,403 145,805 121,521
56,583
45,063 231,989 200,445
1741-1750 24,210 20,138
8,004
6,721 25,202 20,980
61,626
51,009 108,220
92,211
93,891
76,337 245,436 214,592
1751-1760 50,555 42,893 17,419 14,711 44,083 36,945
88,174
74,829 122,566 106,423
93,294
74,729 223,830 198,558
1761-1770 52,405 43,314 42,296 35,941 76,521 64,019 108,658
92,516 110,383
95,928 146,542 114,666 280,240 249,882
1771-1780 51,267 44,329 36,551 30,775 65,186 55,074 112,562
96,575 109,887
96,323 109,997
90,651 267,293 243,885
1781-1790 37,944 32,700 31,378 27,807 36,067 31,648 135,036 117,930 113,692 101,908 151,242 132,150 333,888 304,548
1791-1800 28,043 24,875 51,119 45,393 21,176 19,382 109,441
98,123
93,197
85,205 154,642 134,951 371,789 342,258
1801-1810 53,702 46,529 42,627 37,147 25,241 21,838
75,746
67,542
95,428
86,076 140,385 124,618 339,975 302,391
1811-1820 29,166 25,687 22,624 20,121
7,190
6,649
1,712
1,565
74,093
67,943
65,870
56,336 407,491 371,086
1821-1830 13,073 11,633 43,543 39,060
7,867
7,152
5,362
4,649
59,250
53,876 163,525 139,923 441,968 404,288
1831-1840
4,626
4,155 43,926 38,657
3,155
2,855
3,293
2,982
73,081
65,618
97,829
86,829 343,464 282,322
1841-1850
8,375
7,401 21,023 18,657
0
0
0
0 108,943
96,814
27,554
22,874 387,008 316,987
1851-1860
0
0
4,795
4,214
0
0
0
0
22,528
19,724
2
2 113,927
96,737
1861-1870
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11,339
10,089
0
0
42,852
36,046
Totals
755,512 611,019 388,771 338,785 336,868 287,367 1,209,320 1,030,918 1,999,060 1,724,834 1,594,560 1,317,774 5,694,573 4,955,429
* And Off-Shore Atlantic
** And St. Helena
*** And Indian Ocean Islands

SE Africa***
Totals
Emb
Dis
Emb
Dis
0
0
1,900
1,340
0
0
9,444
6,622
0
0
10,990
7,693
0
0
14,401
10,083
0
0
27,389
19,171
0
0
5,742
4,020
0
0
40,724
28,745
0
0
29,456
21,092
0
0
56,891
41,152
0
0
80,566
59,365
0
0
91,927
70,306
0
0
148,932
117,034
345
241
183,494
145,937
0
0
120,200
94,635
0
0
123,341
99,792
3,088
2,625
155,687
127,044
9,432
7,680
229,538
188,909
7,116
5,435
222,391
182,740
9,497
6,560
260,564
213,035
2,237
1,835
339,558
283,241
120
96
394,240
334,747
10,029
7,538
453,409
383,038
3,934
2,725
548,392
466,218
1,226
902
598,002
502,900
0
0
566,589
481,988
3,036
2,407
642,957
551,495
1,916
558
818,961
696,824
2,924
2,228
755,667
659,840
28,746 19,132
867,993
767,823
19,000 14,811
848,407
764,998
50,450 41,330
823,554
727,471
77,697 65,314
685,843
614,701
121,158 103,641
855,746
764,222
116,910 94,183
686,284
577,601
43,640 34,843
596,543
497,576
30,167 22,445
171,419
143,122
0
0
54,191
46,135
542,668 436,529 12,521,332 10,702,655
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Figure 4.6 Rates showing differential between embarked and disembarked captive Africans. Data from www.slavevoyages.org

during the post-abolition period, traders likely increased their cargo to ensure that the
profit, if successful, would be worth the risk. An even darker, if possible, additional
explanation for the rise in Middle Passage mortality of enslaved Africans can be found in
self-preservation mentality of ship captains. Living captives were often cast overboard
for a variety of reasons including suspicion of communicable disease (small pox and
dysentery being the most common), disobedience, or to avoid import tax if a slave was
not expected to sell21. In the 19th century entire cargos of captives were sometimes
thrown overboard as anti-slaving vessels approached; after the abolition of the trade
vessels captured and proved to be transporting slaves could be confiscated and
auctioned by the British Royal Navy, and the traders who organized the sale faced
capital punishment. In addition to those Africans who were ejected from ships by force,
there are many accounts of suicide among captives who took advantage of
opportunities to jump from the ship deck, whether as a reaction to the horrific
conditions of life aboard the slaving vessels, or to avoid an inevitable future life of
misery. Commodore Hayes describes such an account, situating it within the
traumatizing conditions of the slaving ship:

21

In perhaps the most famous case, now referred to as the Zong Massacre, 133 African
slaves were killed by the crew of the British Slave Ship Zong in 1781. The ship’s arrival
was delayed due to navigational errors, leading to an insufficient supply of potable
water for all the ship’s passengers. 133 slaves were thrown overboard to allow the
survival of the rest of the passengers, and also to ensure the collection of insurance
money for the deceased slaves. The incident garnered global attention, and was used
among leading arguments of abolitionists as an example of the infamous atrocities
inherent in the continuation of the slave trade. (Krikler 2007, 2012; Rupprecht 2008).
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[…] the Master of one of these Vessels, having a large Cargo of these human
beings chained together, with more humanity than his fellows, permitted some
of them to come on deck (but still chained together), for the benefit of the air,
when they immediately commenced jumping overboard, hand in hand, and
drowning in couples, and (continued the Person relating the circumstance)
“without any cause whatever.” Now these People were just brought from a
situation between decks, and to which they knew they must return, where the
scalding perspiration was running from one to the other, covered also with their
own filth, and where it is no uncommon occurrence for women to be bringing
forth children, and men dying by their side, with full in their view living and dead
bodies chained together, and the living, in addition to all their other torments,
laboring under the most famishing thirst (being, in very few instances, allowed
more than a pint of water a day); and let it not be forgotten that these
unfortunate People had just been torn from their country, their families, their
all! Men dragged from their wives, women from their husbands and children,
girls from their mothers, and boys from their fathers; and yet, in this man’s eye
(for heart and soul he could have none), “there was no cause whatever for
jumping overboard and drowning.” This in truth is a rough picture, but it is not
highly colored. The men are chained in pairs, and as a proof they are intended so
to remain to the end of the voyage, their fetters are not locked, but rivetted by
the blacksmith, and, as deaths are frequently occurring, the living men are often
for a length of time confined to dead bodies; and the living man cannot be
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released, till the blacksmith has performed the operation of cutting the clench of
the rivet with his coal chisel; and I have now an Officer on board the Dryad, who,
on examining one of those Slave-vessels, found not only living men chained to
dead bodies, but the latter in a putrid state; and we have now a Case reported
here, which, if true, is too horrible and disgusting to be described. (Hayes 1831:
569-571)
In addition to its uniquely descriptive observation of ship life for the enslaved, Hayes’

Figure 4.7 "Africans Thrown Overboard from a Slave Ship, Brazil, ca. 1830s. Woodcut
originally published in The Liberator, on January 7, 1832 (vol. 11, p.2)
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narrative also introduces perspectives and arguments of those fighting for abolition;
outside of the trading network, various individuals and organizations fervently fought
against the continuation of the institution, and through military and civilian surveillance,
sought to ensure the cessation of the forced migration of African captives.
4.4 ATTEMPTS AT ABOLITION
Gracious God! Is this unparalleled cruelty to last forever?22
Various political, economic, and humanistic arguments were cited among
abolitionists fighting to end the trade in slaves, with the African Association, the Society
for the Abolition of the Slave Trade, and Britain’s Anti-Slavery Society composing the
major forces driving the campaign (Turner 1997). Among these groups, prominent
British politicians and philosophers such as Granville Sharp, Thomas Clarkson, and
William Wilberforce sought to weaken established assumptions that Africans were
inferior to Europeans, and published arguments that slaves did not benefit from
bondage. These proponents of abolition made public declarations, passing a 1792
resolution declaring, “that the trade carried on by British subjects, for the purpose of
procuring slaves from Africa, ought to be gradually abolished.” (Burney 1825).
Perhaps one reason that the governments of Britain and other nations were
hesitant to cease participation in the trade, the abolitionists hypothesized, may be that
they did not realize the potential for alternative beneficial relationships possible

22

Commodore John Hayes to the Honorable George Elliot, January 20, 1831. (British and
Foreign State Papers 1834)
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between the two countries. Wilberforce hypothesized that a trade exclusive to nonslave commodities could prove equally beneficial to both Britain and Africa. Indeed, “To
Wilberforce and his allies, Britain’s relationship with Africa could and should be based
on something more profitable, and far more honorable, than dealing in slaves” (Turner
1997: 321). To that end, and in an attempt to contribute to a global education on
African topics, the African Association (or The Association for Promoting the Discovery
of the Interior Parts of Africa) went on seven missions between 1788-1815, and
published two volumes of their findings, titled Proceedings (1810). This organization was
truly unique in its methodology and composition, described by the Sierra Leone
Company to be, “An Institution patronized and supported by persons of the first
consideration of all political parties; which, while it professes not to engage in religious
missions or commercial speculations, has for its object the promotion of the civilization
and happiness of Africa” (Court of Directors 1808). While the primary goal of these
expeditions was simply to increase a European knowledge of the African continent and
its people, a secondary intention sought to humanize the occupants of the land and to
contradict a priori stereotypical assumptions that:
Jungle, desert, mountain and savannah swam into one disagreeable
continuity…all the peoples and sub-divisions of the peoples, all the cultures and
languages and religions, were forced by the European imagination into one
mould. Out of it stepped the “native,” the “savage,” offering the blood of
sacrifice to grinning gods, dancing in lunatic abandon around flames
and…making a meal of his enemies. (Brent 1977: 169)
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The Society for the Abolition of the Slave Trade had more direct goals of transparency,
and hoped to bring attention to the public of immoral acts committed through slavery.
The Society worked closely with British government agencies, and were instrumental in
the development of the 1807 Abolition of the Slave Trade Act as well as following
legislation.
The first major action towards an abolition of the slave trade came about in
1807, when Britain passed the Abolition of the Slave Trade Act, which made it illegal for
British citizens to participate in the acquisition, transportation, or sale of enslaved
Africans to British territories (Graden 2017). They were not the first nation to enact such
Abolition laws (Denmark enacted a ban on the import of slaves into the country in 1792,
effective as of 1803) but were the first to attempt to enforce it by thoroughly and
systematically patrolling the African coast to catch offenders. Britain pressured
European and American imperial powers to take similar efforts to abolish the
transatlantic slave trade, and continued to push for international cross-governmental
treaties regarding search and seizure of suspected slave trading vessels throughout the
first half of the nineteenth century. These on-going pressures drove slave traders into
regions with minimal imperial and national power bases, such as the Rio Pongo, where
both the legal and contraband trade could expect to see continued success.
In 1811, championed by Lord Brougham, Britain passed the Slave Trade Felony
Act, under which those convicted were subject to “transportation for 14 years”,
replacing the 1807 civil forfeiture and monetary penalties; in 1824 the crime was further
elevated to the status of a capital offence, carrying more severe possible penalties of
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“transportation for life” or execution (Eardley-Wilmot 1857). Clearly it was thought and
intended that increased severity in punishment would deter new and continuing traders
from participating; as will be seen below in accounts from British Navy surveillance, this
did not appear to be the case.
In 1807 the Court of Vice Admiralty was established in Freetown in order to
enforce British law and hear cases of accused slavers; this was just one of over a
hundred such courts scattered across British global territories (Turner 1997), although
one of only three (the others being at Havana and Nassau) that recorded the names of
the Africans whom they liberated (Lovejoy 2010). Upon seizure of slave ships, the West
African Squadron (or Preventative Squadron), established in 1808 as a division of the

Figure 4.8 "Capture of a Slaver, the Brigantine Paulina, 30th April, 1853." Watercolor by
Captain Henry Need of the HMS Linnet, National Maritime Museum.
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British Royal Navy, would deliver their captors to the Freetown Court for hearings; it
was the High Court of Admiralty in London, the appellate court, who would make final
decisions concerning slaving convictions. While the West African Squadron started with
only two ships, at its height it employed nearly 1/6 of the entire Royal Navy, and had the
support of the crown.
As part of their efforts to put an end to the Atlantic Slave Trade, the British
Government acknowledged a desperate need for collaboration with neighboring
European and American governments in the capture and trial of slaving vessels.
Commissioners of the British Navy frequently lament setbacks to their efforts at stifling
the slave trade through their inability to stop, search, or capture ships of non-British
nationalities. As a desperate summation and plea, on January 20th, 1831, Commodore
John Hayes writes to Captain George Elliot:
“It is said no means can be devised to suppress this diabolical Traffic; but, in my
view, the means are easy […] It is not the making it Piracy, or the infliction of
heavy Penalties, that will ever check it; and if the Law remains as it now stands, I
should not be surprised to see it increased at least two-fold, in the next 6
months. But, let me have their Lordships’ Orders to capture every Vessel carrying
Slaves, or fitted for the carrying of Slaves, without any regard to Country or Flag,
and I will answer with my Commission, that in 3 years there shall be no Slavevessels to be found on this Coast.” (Hayes 1831: 569-571).
These troubles come partly from an 1817 British court ruling that declared that Royal
Navy ships did not have the right to stop vessels from any other countries engaged in
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the slave trade, without the explicit consent of the ship’s home country (Falola and
Warnock 2007). Commanders of various navy ships were well aware of international
collaboration among slave traders who piloted ships under false flags or with forged
paperwork, to subvert British surveillance.
While France and Spain eventually sent their own naval surveillance vessels
(although still not to the satisfaction of British commanders) the United States was slow
to demonstrate a commitment to ensuring enforcement of the slave trade abolition,
causing a shift to a dependence on American flags and ship ownership to continue the
trade through the mid-nineteenth century. As late as March 2, 1859, Judge G. Skelton
writes to the Earl of Malmesbury, confirming an increase in the slave trade on the coast
of West Africa, despite a decrease in the number of ships captured by the Royal Navy,
estimating a minimum of between 10,000 to 11,000 enslaved Africans shipped off the
coast in 1858 alone, and acknowledging the possibility of a great many additional
shipments that could have been made without British knowledge. Based on reports he
had amassed from naval officers stationed at the Sierra Leone Post (the jurisdiction that
includes the Rio Pongo region) he explained the incongruity between ships captured and
increase in the trade:
This unfortunate and discouraging state of things is owing solely to the
protection which is afforded to slave-traders by use of the flag of the United
States. The Slave Trade on this coast is now carried on entirely under cover of
that flag, and of late the evil has increased in magnitude. […] for some time past
every vessel engaged in this nefarious Traffic, which has been fallen in with by
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Her Majesty’s cruizers, has been found to have genuine American papers in
perfect order. The consequence of this disgraceful abuse of the American flag is,
that in the absence of United States’ cruizers, the Slave Trade has been carried
on under its protection with complete impunity, as a British officer will not run
the risk of detaining a vessel whose papers prove her bona fide American
nationality, although he may have no doubt as to the nefarious Traffic in which
she is engaged. (Skelton 1859: 1-2; emphasis added)
Despite the newly passed laws of European nations and the United States, many
traders did not leave their lucrative professions, but continued to engage in the slave
trade, if now illegally. Not only did the slave trade continue on the African coast,
according to some Commodores of the British Navy, the trade increased after the legal
abolition. As Commodore Hayes observes in an 1831 letter to Captain George Elliot:
It is evident that the Vessels employed in this nefarious Trade now carry from
one-third to one-half, and in some cases two-thirds, more in number of those
wretched beings than formerly; and that Vessels under the Flag (French), which I
am ordered not to interfere with, are increasing daily in number […] for
proportinably [sic] increasing their profits, and they now cram 500 into a space,
where usually 250 of those unhappy beings were stowed.” (Hayes 1831: 569571).
Indeed, while the bill that created the British Abolition of the Slave Trade Act
passed in March of 1807, it did not take effect until January of 1808 (Turner 1997). As a
consequence, this alerted traders to the upcoming cessation of the trade, and likely
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Figure 4.9 Summary of captured slaving vessels (British and Foreign State Papers 1828).

imminent British enforcers, perhaps precipitating a “slave rush” during the 1807/1808
season as a last effort to buy slaves uninhibited from the coast (Mouser 2013b). It is
quite clear, as evidenced in countless letters produced by the commanders of the British
Squadron, that “The flow of British resources into the slave trade did not cease in 1807.
After this date, British subjects owned, managed, and manned slaving adventures; they
purchased newly imported Africans in the Americas; they supplied ships, equipment,
insurance, and most important of all trade goods and credit to foreign slave traders”
(Sherwood 2007: 2).
4.5 TRADERS OF THE RIO PONGO
“The slave-trade is now being carried on by desperadoes, reckless of every consequence
that may result, from defending so guilty and criminal a traffick.”23
The Rio Pongos is in reality an estuary from which many creeks branch out, some
of them communicating with the sea, others uniting with other creeks, others
penetrating further into the country, not, however, beyond sixty miles, at the
utmost, when they terminate, receiving small streams or rivers. Upon these
creeks the traders have their factories; and as these traders are already
numerous, and the places suitable for other trading establishments almost
innumerable, the opportunities for good and for evil commerce cannot easily be
equaled. (Gregory and Fitzgerald 1822: 285-290)

Alex Findlay and William Smith December 20, 1830; House of Lords Sessional Papers
Vol. 313

23
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Throughout the region surrounding the Rio Pongo and Rio Nunez of coastal
Guinea, Europeans, Americans, and Euro-Africans were active traders of slaves and
other commodities before and after the abolition of the slave trade. Traders of the Rio
Pongo region were afforded an extra protection against British surveillance in the form
of the nautical geography in which the villages were situated. Shallow tidal branches of
river tributaries rendered the passage of large marine vessels impossible at any time,
and even posed challenges for small pirogues during low tide, when mud banks are fully
exposed. Several nineteenth century explorers have remarked on this condition, noting,
“On descending to Mr. Ormond's place […] the water is spread out into a very fine bason
[sic], but it is not deep. The anchorage even for vessels of a moderate size is distant

Figure 4.10 Location of Rio Pongo Villages where 2013-2017 excavations were
conducted. Image from google maps, labels placed by author.
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from the shore, and at low water there is a great extent of mud upon the banks”
(Author unknown, account from May 7, 1823; House of Lords Sessional Papers Vol. 158).
Other accounts describe the practice of visitors to the region disembarking from their
schooners in advance of arriving at Bangalan, and continuing up the river to further
locations in small pirogues. This complication to river travel in the region provides a veil
of invisibility to Pongo activities, ensuring that local guards have sufficient time to warn
their villages of incoming aquatic traffic, and giving slavers additional opportunity to
hide their illicit activities.
Volatile political and military interference on a global scale, in conjunction with
facing a complex navigation of local social interactions, and challenges faced by
environmental and disease conditions, resulted in relations among and between coastal
traders that shifted frequently, with membership in the trading community waxing and
waning with the arrival and departure of various actors. On an exploratory journey
throughout the UGC from 1805-1806, Joseph Corry calls for an increased attention to
the Rio Pongo and surrounding regions, highlighting great potential for economic
opportunity. He provides summary accounts of regional productivity, explaining, “In
pursuance of my plan, I shall first detail the present number of slaves, and dead cargo,
annually exported, upon an average, from the Windward Coast of Africa, &c. from the
information acquired from the traders of most intelligence in respective rivers, and from
my own observation” (Corry 1807). Values were produced by “Estimating slaves at 20l.
each; ivory, 350l.; camwood, 25l.; rice, 10l.; wax, 100l.; and Malaguetta pepper, 10l. per
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Amount
Sterling
NAMES OF PLACES
A
B
C
D
E
F
£
——————————- ———- —— —— ——— —— —— ————River Gambia, and
Island of Goree . . .
2,000 15 — —
150 — 60,250
Rio Noonez. . . . . .
600
20 — —
— — 19,000
Rio Pongo . . . . . .
2,000 30 60 —
— — 52,000
River Sierra Leone,
adjacent Rivers,
and Isles de Loss,
3,200 15 200 800
— — 82,250
inclusive . . . . . .
River Sherbro . . . .
500
— 200 300
— — 18,000
—— Gallunas. . . .
1,200 — 80 —
— — 26,000
Cape Mount to
Cape Palmas . . . . .
2,000 20 — —
— 100 48,000
———- —— —— ——— —— —— ————
11,500 100 540 1,100 150 100 305,500
A-Slaves, B-Ivory, C-Camwood, D-Rice, E-Bees Wax, F-Malaguetta Pepper

Figure 4.11 Summary of trading good values. (Corry 1807)

ton, at first cost upon the coast of Africa; the whole produces the sum of 305,500l.
sterling; to which may be added a three-fold export to leeward, which will make an
aggregate amount of nearly one million sterling” (Corry 1807: no page). With economic
forecasting so positive, and the emphasis of the possibility for capitalizing on the
exportation of slaves from the region, combined with its geographical security, it is no
wonder slave traders were drawn to the Rio Pongo in the early nineteenth-century.
It is estimated that in the year 1820, within the Rio Pongo region alone, there
were over 75 slave trading families stationed along the coast, most with their own
factory establishments (Mouser 2016). Considering that each family or trader remained
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for varying amounts of time, we can extrapolate that the total quantity of slavers
involved in the coastal trade throughout its duration numbered at least in the hundreds.
As the scope of this dissertation seeks to situate the observations from four specific
sites within the larger nineteenth century trading network, I will limit this section to a
consideration of the history of the trading establishments where archaeological
excavations have been conducted to date in the Rio Pongo region24.
According to information obtained by British observers, the slave trade endured
longer in the Rio Pongo region than anywhere else in the UGC, despite claims of those
established at local factories of renouncing the trade (see individual trader discussions
below). “With regard to the River Pongas, which is the only place on the coast north of
the Bight of Benin, to which any suspicion of Slave Trade still attaches [emphasis
added], I heard a report some months ago that two slavers had appeared there”
(George Skelton 1860: 3). These traders used their geographical advantage, in
combination with strong coalitions among their own slave trading networks and within
local politics, to continue to profit from the trade of captive Africans until well into the
mid-nineteenth century.
Farenya: Stiles Lightbourn/ Isabella Gomez [Nyara Belli]
Located at the termination of the Bangalan branch of the Rio Pongo, Farenya is
one of the few villages of the region known on a national level throughout Guinea
today, largely due to the connection of Henrietta Conté, wife of Guinea’s second
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For examples of more information and research on additional slave traders and
trading establishments in the Rio Pongo see Brooks (2003), Canot and Mayer (1854),
Mouser (2013a, 2013b, 2014, 2015, 2016).
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president, Lansana Conté. Henrietta claimed descendency from Nyara Belli, a major
figure associated with the slave trade at Farenya, and used her position as wife of the
country’s president to bring economic contributions and social awareness to the Rio
Pongo village and its history25.
By 1809, South Carolina trader Stiles Edward Lightbourn had married Londoneducated Elizabeth Bailey Gomez (Nyara Belli)26, the daughter of local Luso-African chief
Emannuel Gomez (Mouser 2013a), who had been established at the nearby Rio Pongo
fort of Dominya. Lightbourn was just one among a cohort of Charleston-based slaved
traders who held dual residences both in the Rio Pongo/Rio Nunez and South Carolina
(Sparks 2016); these traders gained unique access to land, local resources, and trading
networks through these multi-national family relationships, generating new cultural
models that will be discussed in Chapter Five.
While the factory established at Farenya by Stiles Lightbourn and Nyara Belli may
have started off small at the beginning of the nineteenth century, they quickly amassed
a great amount of both economic and social wealth. By the early 1820s, Farenya was
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Unfortunately, the architectural reconstructions engaged by funding obtained in
attempt to spur a heritage tourism pull to the village resulted in the obliteration of the
archaeological integrity of a mound thought to have been associated with the
occupation of Nyara Belli. (Kelly et al. 2015).
26
There is much discrepancy and variation in historical documents and publications
pertaining to the spelling of Elizabeth Gomez’s legal and colloquial names. In historical
documents obtained by the British Royal Navy, she is most often referred to as Mrs.
Lightbourn (also Lightburn, Lightburne, and Lightbourne). In a letter found aboard the
captured slave ship Segunda Rosario, she signs as Isabella Lightbourn, bringing into
question her legal first name as well. For purposes of this dissertation, I will give
preference to the local perspective, and will refer to her as Nyara Belli, as she is
acknowledged on a local and national level today (excepting in cases of direct reference
in historical letters).
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well known as a prominent embarkation locale by British surveyors, who were
frustrated by the fact that they did not have the power to legally board or seize
Lightbourn’s American ships. For his part, Stiles Lightbourn was skilled not only in
navigating the culturally complex relationships with his West African kin, but he also was
able to manipulate those individuals and organizations working to enforce the abolition
of the slave trade. On September 20, 1822 Commodores Gregory and Fitzgerald confirm
to the Marquess of Londonderry that:
The other chief traders on the river, more particularly William Lawrence and
Lightburn, are strong in professions of having altogether abandoned the trade,
with a determination not to return to it under any circumstances, but to pursue
the fair course of legitimate industry and commerce as planters and general
merchants. They declare further, that they find their profits in this course
satisfactory and encouraging; and they speak in high terms of the 'tranquility
that they enjoy in being released from apprehension of the cruizers, and in the
consideration of being assured of the protection of the British army. (Gregory
and Fitzgerald 1822: 285-290)
Whether or not his intentions were entirely pure, Gregory and Fitzgerald understand the
strong temptation of the economic rewards of the trade, and acknowledge Lightbourn’s
human potential for error. They continue, “These converts from the Slave Trade are,
however, but newly entered on this virtuous course, and no secure reliance can be
placed on their professions unless they are guarded from relapse, and from the
temptations of opportunity for Slave Trade, by frequent returns of British cruizers to the
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river.” Perhaps anticipating such a continuation of surveillance, Lightbourn followed
through with his stated intentions of expanding his agricultural efforts and participating
in a legitimate commerce as a planter. He planted coffee seedlings at Farenya, largely
due to the recommendation of Freetown brokers, with the anticipation of a market
boom in Europe (Mouser 2013a). Not only might this have brought him an additional
cash influx, more importantly, perhaps, it provided a much-needed cover to British Navy
officers that allowed him to continue participating in the slave trade. Maintaining a
sizeable coffee plantation necessitated a large domestic slave workforce; should the
British stop by to verify that he was abiding by his professed cessation of slave
exportation, Lightbourn could show a genuine need for his local labor force. He loudly
and publicly declared his intention to plant and harvest coffee in lieu of trading slaves,
and went so far as to advertise in Charleston that African American immigrants would
be welcome to work as laborers at his Farenya plantation (Mouser 2013a). While slave
trading then declined in the early 1820s, it reemerged strongly in the region in 1827,
with Lightbourn among the active traders (Sparks 2016).
Lightburn’s factory stands on a rising ground, at a little distance from the river.
The house is enclosed in a large square, surrounded by a mud wall, with loop
holes for musquetry […] I had several conversations with Mr. Lightburn on the
subject of the Slave Trade : he always declared himself determined never again
to engage in that trade. He assured me that his trade in gold, ivory, black-cattle,
and horses had increased very much, and he was confident of further increase,
so as fully to make good any loss that he might have suffered by relinquishing
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the Slave Trade. He had, at this time, one very fine horse, which he valued at fifty
pounds, besides others of less value. These he intended for the Sierra Leone
market, more particularly the one valued at fifty pounds; but he appeared rather
to wish that some person should come up to purchase him, and to take the
charge of conveying him down to Sierra Leone. Mr. Lightburn expressed a desire
to become a planter, either in his present residence, or somewhere in the
neighbourhood of Sierra Leone. Coffee, I conceive, would be the best article for
such a plantation. Cotton also would probably be productive. While I was at Mr.
Lightburn's, I understood that some Slaves had been brought to him for sale, but
that he refused to purchase them. (Author Unknown, account from May 7th,
1823; House of Lords Sessional Papers Vol. 158)
In maintaining properties in both the Rio Pongo and Charleston, South Carolina,
and perhaps preferring his occupation as captain to that of property manager, Stiles
frequently left his wife in charge of operations of their factory established at Farenya. In
his absences, and after his death in 183327, Nyara Belli drew on her strong political
connections and trade business savoir faire, earning her a prominent position among
the local slave-trading coalition, and was acknowledged internationally as the leader of
the Farenya factories. In an 1841 letter to Viscount Palmerston, British navy
commissioners describe slaves liberated from the captured ship Segunda Rosario noting,
“that 40 were sent on account of the rich negress, Mrs. Lightbourn, who sent with them
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Stiles Lightbourn was lost at sea on a voyage to his brother Samuel’s funeral in
Savannah, Georgia (Columbia Star June 23, 1833; Mouser 2015).
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two of her sons in charge, from her factory on the river Pongo. […] We understand she
has a very large factory, and is considered wealthy” (Kennedy and Dalrymple 1841: 186).
Nyara Belli affirms her status, in perhaps a unique situation for the time and region, by
conducting her own correspondence, and organizing trades and sales on her own
behalf. In a letter she wrote on January 1, 1841, found on that same captured ship, she
declares:
BE it known to whom it might interest, that I, Isabela Lightbourn, of Rio Pongo,
hast fraighted on board the Spanish schooner " Rosario the Second," Captain
Francisco Peranio whereof is the master for the present voyage, to say 40 prime
slaves, which I have intrusted under the charge of my son Joseph Lightbourn, he
paying fraight for the said slaves, and has a right to dispose of the said slaves as
he thinks proper (Lightbourn 1841: 188).
With the renowned prominence exhibited by Nyara Belli and her establishment at
Farenya, however, comes inherent risk. The Segunda Rosario was captured by the HMS
Iris on January 27th, 1841, with 293 slaves aboard who had been loaded in the Rio
Pongo. The ship was confiscated by the British Royal Navy and brought to the Court of
Mixed Commissions in Sierra Leone where all slaves on board were liberated and
registered (with the exception of four who died after capture, and one who committed
suicide by jumping overboard). Paperwork found aboard the ship indicated that it had
brought tobacco and “ready-made clothes” to trade in exchange for slaves. The capture
of the Segunda Rosario inspired a survey sweep of the Rio Pongo establishments by the
British Royal Navy, in an attempt to shut down any apparently active slave factories. In
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consequence on April 28, 1841, Nyara Belli’s warehouses were burned down by the
HMS Iris.
This setback did not end Farenya’s participation in the slave trade; on the
contrary, Nyara Belli remained a prominent figure among Rio Pongo trading coalitions.
Indeed, it is quite possible that Nyara Belli, along with Paul Faber, was one of the last
remaining powerful traders in the Rio Pongo region as the slave trade finally ceased. In a
general summary of the status of the British Navy on slave trade surveillance and
capture efforts, Rear-Admiral Sir F. Grey writes to the Secretary to the Admiralty on
March 21, 1859 of the Rio Pongo region that, “On the north coast, with the exception of
Mrs. Lightbourne’s establishment in the Pongas, and that of Faber, there is no reason to
believe that there is any preparation for shipping slaves. It is at the same time beyond a
doubt that but for the presence of British cruizers, attempts would be made by several
of the Chiefs, who look back with regret to the times when they enjoyed the excitement
and profit of the Trade.” (Grey 1859: 95-97).
Sanya Paulia: Faber and Curtis families
Sanya28 Paulia is located approximately two kilometers west of Bangalan, and
served as the trading center for at least one prominent American trader during the
nineteenth century. Paul Faber, an American ship captain married Mary, the daughter of

28

Also written as Sangha, and Sangia. The town name has only been referred to as
Sanya Paulia in more recent history, likely reflecting a potential renaming following the
occupation of trader Paul Faber.
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a black Nova Scotian family from Freetown29, and the two established the Faber family
in the Rio Pongo at the village of Sanya around 1809 (Mouser 1980). Their son, William,
would inherit the family property and take over factory operations upon his father’s
death in 1851 (Gabbi 2011).
Operations at Sanya held many similarities with those that occurred at Farenya
under the direction of Nyara Belli; Paul Faber, not unlike Stiles Lightbourn, travelled
frequently for business operations, leaving Mary in charge of running the factory at
Sanya. “Trading activities took him far and wide while Mary built up and ran the upper
Rio Pongo slaving ‘factory’—a large operation eventually disguised as a coffee
plantation to avoid the interference of the Royal Anti-Slave Squadron” (Foster 2010:
111). The Fabers seemingly arrived in the Rio Pongo very near the time that the
Lightbourns did, taking advantage of the power void that followed the end of the
American trading embargo, and shift in leadership from the old generation of traders
that had died or left, to those newly arrived. Perhaps it was this unique status of being
one family among several to fill in this newly formed power vacuum which gave Mary,
as Nyara Belli, the opportunity to act more or less autonomously alongside, yet without
the supervision or permission of, her husband. “In partnership with her husband, she
traded and slaved as a free agent, guided by canny self-interest and apparently
unencumbered by her origin, appearance or biological sex. She was utterly a creature of
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It is possible, but not yet confirmed, that Mary may have attended the Rio Pongo
church missionary school that had opened in 1807, explaining how she came into
contact with Paul (Mouser 1980).
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the Rio Pongo environment, and mastered its rigors. White women30 in Africa, then,
might have the opportunity to transcend race given special circumstances” (Foster 2010:
111). Indeed after the death of John Ormond (and likely the subsequent loss of his
protection) Mary acted independently from the other trading families with whom she
had heretofore collaborated with on the filling of slave ship cargos, and in 1838 violated
a previous agreement among this trading coalition, spurring retaliation from William
Ormond (brother of John Ormond, Jr.) and instigating a local tribal war.
The Faber factory at Sanya provides insight into one of the methods of resisting
British surveillance of slave trade participation. As a means of explaining the presence of
a large “shippable” quantity of slaves on a factory at any given time, traders began, in
the 1820s, to engage in large-scale agricultural endeavors as a cover; while surely they
would accept any consequential income yielded from production, the true purpose of
such endeavors was to demonstrate a local labor need for the size of the slave labor
force on-hand. As mentioned above, Faber was able to pull off such a slight of hand by
establishing a significant coffee plantation. As Proctor observes to Campbell on June 30,
1827 (seemingly unaware that he has fallen for Faber’s trap,
One individual only Mr. Faber, has attempted to plant Coffee in the River, with
any intention of persevering, and he has at this time about 6000 Plants in a very
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According to various other sources, it seems significantly more likely that Mary was
actually black or mulatto; as the daughter of a Nova Scotian settlement in Freetown, it’s
highly likely that her family were black Loyalists sent to resettle in Sierra Leone after the
Revolutionary War (Williams 1992). I would argue that this statement rings all the more
true, however, for black or Mulatto women holding powerful roles in slave trade
activities, engaging in economic and political bargains with European and American
buyers.
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flourishing state; they are mostly 1 and 2 years standing but a few trees of 3
years are now actually bearing all of which I have seen. He is now planting a
further quantity, and gets his plants in the country not 10 miles from the banks
of the River. This Gentleman was the first to discover that coffee was indigenous
and in great abundance in this district and in the interior of the country, and
bought 3 Tons weight of Nature Coffee during the last dry season and but for the
disturbances in the Country, should have procured a much larger quantity. 5
Tons Wt was however collected during the season by the different residents in
the River. (Mouser 1995)
This trick did not deceive British Royal Navy officers for long, however, as Rear-Admiral
Sir F. Grey notes to the Secretary of the Admiralty on March 21, 1859 indicating that
Sanya, now under the direction of William Faber, was still a site of active participation in
slave trade endeavors. In a summary of the current trading establishments he notes,
“On the north coast, with the exception of Mrs. Lightbourne’s establishment in the
Pongas, and that of Faber, there is no reason to believe that there is any preparation for
shipping slaves.” (Grey 1859: 95-97).
After the death of Paul Faber, his son William took over the factories at Sanya,
and likely, at least for a while, continued efforts at engaging in the Atlantic Slave Trade.
Perhaps realizing the increased capital risk if he were caught participating, he seems to
have eventually ceased including Sanya in efforts to fill ship cargo quotas. Either instead
of or in conjunction with the end of slave trade participation, William Faber took great
interest in supporting missionary endeavors in the area. When Reverend Leacock made
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an initial tour of the region in 1856 Faber extended immediate support, and eventually
pledged assistance in the construction of schools, and even agreed to send some of his
own children to be pupils. Leacock describes the encounter, “in a few hours [we] landed
at Sangha, a village which stands on a creek running in the Bangalong. This was the
home of a chief named Faber, a wealthy coloured gentleman, son of an American by a
native woman31, and one of the most influential chiefs in the country. Here they were
received very kindly, and with great hospitality, by Mr. Faber” (Barrow 1900).
Bangalan: John Ormond
Approximately three kilometers west of Farenya, the village of Bangalan was a
notable regional power center from the late eighteenth through mid-nineteenth
centuries. The chief trading family established at Bangalan was founded by John
Ormond Sr., a British captain from Liverpool who married the daughter of a Baga chief in
the region (Barry 1998). After establishing an original trading lodge at Bashia, Ormond
later moved to Bangalan where he installed his family and would develop his role as
leading trader of the region. After Ormond’s death in the early 1790s, a power struggle
ensued for control of the Bangalan establishment; his son William was captured and
killed during an attempt to reclaim the territory, and it was eventually placed under
control of Ormond’s head wife and relatives. (Mouser 2013a)
At the time of Ormond Sr.’s death, John Ormond Junior was studying abroad in
England. In his attempt to return the Pongo region to take over his father’s territory he
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Further affirmation that Mary Faber was actually black, although still likely not native
to the area.
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Figure 4.12 Jetty remains at Bangalan. Photo credit: Rio Pongo Archaeological Project.

was waylaid and forced to serve as a cabin boy in the British Royal Navy. He eventually
made it back to Bangalan, where after some debate and discussion, he took control of
the establishment (Mouser 2013a, 2015). While the exact timing of Ormond’s return is
not definitively clear, an 1809 agreement forming a slave-trading syndicate in the region
indicates he had not only arrived by that time, but had gained significant status and
power to impact local economic structural organization (Mouser 2013b).
Bangalan boasts the largest and most substantial architectural remains still
visible on the surface today of all sites that have been explored archaeologically in the
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region (see figure 4.10 for an example). Even historically, the physical significance of the
Ormond family factory was impressive to visitors:
Mr. Ormond's factory, called Bangalan, is very large. […] The factory is inclosed
with a very high wall, built chiefly with mud. At regular intervals there are round
towers, two stories high, with two brass guns in each. There are thirty-three guns
mounted in the whole circuit of the walls. There is a kind of wharf, which is also
built principally with mud, and continued by mud-banks to some distance.
(Author unknown, account from May 7, 1823; House of Lords Sessional Papers
Vol. 158)
Similar in character to his father, John Ormond Junior was known as a violent,
deceptive, belligerent, and often drunk individual, and through his leadership
management sowed much discord among the occupants of his village, particularly
among his wives and close relations (for examples see Canot and Mayer 1854; Mouser
2013a, 2013b). Despite his prickly personality, Ormond established strong ties with
traders in Matanzas, and often travelled to Cuba himself to further business dealings
(Mouser 2015). Such strong international connections in conjunction with his local
network kept Ormond at the forefront of the Rio Pongo power ring; throughout his
tenure at Bangalan, Ormond had several clerks or apprentices who assisted him at his
factory (including, at least, Edward Jousiffe and Théodore Canot, both of whom later
transitioned to managing their own factories at the nearby village of Gambia; see
discussion below).
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Ormond’s social and political power were matched by his economic capital: “It is
said that Ormond has some thousands of attached Slaves, who are employed in
cultivating, in trade, and in other services. They are called his people; and, according to
the custom of the country, they are not to be sold : but as they may be seized in
payment for debts, and may be given in payment […]” (Author unknown, account from
May 7, 1823; House of Lords Sessional Papers Vol. 158). Various captured slaving ships
included high numbers of slaves from Ormond’s factory, often greater percentages than
other traders provided for the same shipment (see for examples the cases of the
capture Nympha and Maria de la Concepcion; British and Foreign State Papers 1834). It
is perhaps the combination of these social, economic, and political fortunes that
generate in Ormond so brazen a disposition in the face of participation in illicit activities.
As a mulatto trader with an African mother, Ormond fell beyond the jurisdiction of the
power of seizure of the British Royal Navy; without an identity as a British citizen, they
could not arrest him, nor legally confiscate his property (physical or slaves) while it
stayed on his territory. He even went so far as to admit to government officials his
intention to continue in the trade so long as it proves to be economically fruitful:
Mr. Ormond told me that he had recently refused to purchase Slaves brought to
him for sale […] He, at the same time, avowed plainly his intention to resume the
trade if favourable opportunities should offer. His reason for not purchasing
Slaves at present, was, that he should have the charge of maintaining them too
long without a chance of getting rid of them, as the Merchants of the Havana
would not venture to send their vessels into the River for some time, in
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consequence of the recent captures. He was also apprehensive of exciting
unfavourable suspicions, and incurring unkind treatment from the cruizers if he
should be found collecting Slaves in any considerable number. This man used no
disguise in respect to his attachment to the Slave Trade. (Author unknown,
account from May 7, 1823; House of Lords Sessional Papers Vol. 158)
The decline of the slave trade in the early 1820s Rio Pongo did not seem to gravely
affect Ormond; on the contrary, he indicates a rational consideration, minimizing his
investments and costs in maintaining ready caches of captives for sale until the trade
revived and profits enticed participation once again.
Following political tensions and possible personal and family struggles, John
Ormond junior committed suicide in 1833, initiating a series of events that would
eventually contribute to the permanent decline of the slave trade in the Rio Pongo. As
commissioners John Jeremie and Walter Lewis of the British Royal Navy suggest to
Viscount Palmerston in a correspondence on December 31, 1840,
On the death of the- notorious slave-dealer, John Ormond, his numerous slaves
followed the example of the late King's negroes, and declared themselves free.
They withdrew at once from the late John Ormond's town of Bangalang, in the
Pongas, and established themselves in a village of their own on the confines of
the Foulah country, and have intrenched themselves within a strong stockade.
These acts of self-emancipation on the part of large bodies of negroes in the
Pongas must, we think, speedily so change the state of affairs in that river as to
lead to the hope that, by timely and judicious interference on the part of the
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friends of Africa, the Slave Trade might be there eradicated. (Jeremie and Lewis
1840: 7-11)
As an additional complication, William Ormond, John Ormond Junior’s brother and
predecessor after his death, lacked the strong character and organizational/
management skills necessary for a leading chief and major slave trader. This deficit
caused a vacuum that would instigate a hierarchical shift in power structure among the
Rio Pongo traders (Mouser 1980), and, if inadvertently, spark a decade of alternating
periods of peace and infighting among Pongo traders. In any event, after Ormond
Junior’s death, Bangalan would no longer serve as the power center of the upper Pongo.
Gambia: Edward Joseph32/ Theodore Canot
While the European traders who occupied and managed operations at Gambia
receive significant attention in historical literature, the village itself appears to garner
minimal mention relative to other sites in the region. Initial hypotheses considered that
the site may have historically been known by another name, and several instances of its
appearance in British ship logs and other documents do seem to confirm its existence as
Gambia in the nineteenth century. One acknowledgement comes in a letter sent by
British commodores to the Earl of Aberdeen on December 20, 1830 detailing the
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The spelling of the name of this individual varies significantly across historical
accounts, including Joseph, Jousiffe, and Jonsiffe. One naval account highlights the
variations in spelling in previous ship logs, and concludes that all references likely
indicate the same individual, as it would be unlikely to have multiple English citizens
with such similar names operating in the same remote region. For the purposes of this
dissertation, I will refer to him as Edward Jousiffe, following his signature on personal
letters (although only digitized versions are available), and per the likely connection to a
specific neighborhood at the Gambia site (see Chapter Four). Mentions of Jousiffe as
quoted in historical documents, however, will be left as originally written.
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capture of the Nimpha, which contained evidence of Gambia’s participation in the slave
trade. “Among the papers found on board the 'Nimpha’ and filed in the Registry, there
are 3, which seem deeply to criminate an Englishman, named Edward Jousiffe, living at a
place called Gambia, in the Rio Pongos, as a slave trader” (House of Lords 1832). In two
of the documents referred to by the commodores from July, 1830, a letter from Jousiffe
to Captain Daniel (of La Caroline) and a promissory note, Jousiffe signs the documents as
from Gambia Factory and Gambia, Rio Pongos, respectively (Findlay and Smith 1830:
281-285).
Given the illicit nature of the slave trade as it continued after abolition, it has
been difficult to pinpoint exactly who founded and maintained ownership of the slaving
factory at Gambia. The only documentary mentions found to date tying individual
traders to the site named Gambia (or Kambia33) indicate Edward Jousiffe and/ or
Theodore Canot to be the residing slave trader of the village (see for examples Canot
and Mayer 1854; House of Lords 1832; Mouser 2015). It is possible, however, that the
archaeological remains at the site of Gambia represent an occupation of the space
under an alternatively named village, present at the site before or after Gambia’s
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The Gambia vs. Kambia discrepancy is a particularly complex one. In initial interviews
with village elders residing at Bakoro, it was suggested that Canot’s mentions of Kambia
referred not to the historical village of Gambia, but rather to another village named
Kambia, situated in modern-day Sierra Leone on the Great Scarcies River (aka the
Kolenté River). The Sierra Leone Kambia was founded by migrants from Guinea’s Fouta
Djalon, from whence the river it sits on originates. Interestingly, the Fouta is also the
source from where traders in the Rio Pongo receive their large caravans of interior
slaves. For the purposes of this dissertation, however, given Canot’s mentions and
seemingly close ties to other trader residents of the Rio Pongo, I will interpret Canot’s
documentation of Kambia to be an alternate spelling of Gambia, as the same village of
archaeological interest.
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existence. Various mentions of additional slaving villages and traders that could
plausibly have existed at the same location are scattered throughout naval and church
records. In 1856 the Reverend Hamble James Leacock describes a journey navigating
the Rio Pongo and notes:
[…] leaving Devil’s Island and the mouth of the Fattalah river on their right, in a
few hours landed at Sangha, a village which stands on a creek running in the
Bangalong […] not far from this, on the Bangalong River, is a ruined but once
flourishing village called Liverpool. The name has come down from the days of
the old slave-trade, and suggests the thought that possibly the great city of that
name had something to do in former times with the trade between the
Bangalong village and Barbados. (Barrow 1900: 55-56)
As both Sanya [Sangha] and Bangalan [Bangalong] are mentioned by name multiple
times elsewhere in his account, it is clear these ruins are a separate location, and given
that Gambia is situated between the two, it is a geographical fit according to this
description. Additionally, Edward Jousiffe, known to be an Englishman, could certainly
be from Liverpool; however, there were many other English traders known to have been
involved in the trading in the area. In another account, the suggestion is made that the
village of Gambia existed as a trading establishment much earlier than the arrival of
Jousiffe, and was perhaps home to additional traders. On an exploratory journey
through the region Corry describes:
Upon the 4th of June, 1806, I embarked at Bance Island, on board the ship
Minerva of Liverpool, bound upon a trading voyage to the Rio Pongo, and other
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rivers to the northward, and on Thursday the 12th came to an anchor at the
upper forks, in the Rio Pongo, being the point at which the branches of the
Bungra, Charleston, Constintia &c. empty themselves; higher up the river are the
Sanga and Bashia branches, occupied by a chain of factories, and inhabited by
various nations and tribes. The principal factories for trade are on the
Constantia34, about 40 miles up the river Mr. Cummings's factory, at Ventura;
Mr. John Irvin's, at Kessey; Mr. Benjamin Curtis's, at Boston; Mr. Frasier's, at
Bangra; Mr. Sammo's, at Charleston; Mr. David Lawrence's, at Gambia; Mr.
Daniel Botefeur's, at Mary Hill; Mr. Ormond's, Mr. Tillinghurst's, Mr. Gray's, in
the Bashia branch; with various others of inferior consideration. (Corry 1807)
Unfortunately, mentions in these accounts, and others, have to date not provided
significant, verifiable evidence to definitively prove themselves to be the same locale.
Described by British officers as particularly malicious and elusive, Jousiffe, a
“short man in stature, a white man” (Jeffcott 1830a: 156-157) was a major target among
the Rio Pongo traders for at least five years. He was particularly despised by the British
navy, who noted, “We cannot conceal from your Lordship our indignation against
Jousiffe. He has long been suspected of being deeply engaged in slaving pursuits”
(Findlay and Smith 1830: 281-285). He was seemingly vicious to the slaves he purchased
and sold, and had a reputation for violence among local communities. In a December
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It is quite likely that the Constantia is the same branch of river that is referred to as
the Bangalan branch in other accounts, where the sites investigated here reside. As
Figure 4.13 shows, both Mary Hill and Ormond’s residence (Bangalan), listed along with
David Lawrence at Gambia, are in the same location.
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Figure 4.13 Map of the Rio Pongo Region ca. 1820-1840s. No Author, pulled from Tubman Institute
(http://www.tubmaninstitute.ca/sites/default/files/file/RioPongo001.jpg)

1830 deposition given by liberated Africans who had been aboard the La Caroline at the
time of its capture. George, who had been sold by Jousiffe to Captain Daniel of La
Caroline, recounts:
Mandingo man took him to the Rio Pongos, and sold him to Jonsiffe or Joseph ;
Joseph kept him for 3 moons (months) in chains; was kept with both hands and
lick his food off the ground, not being able to use his hands, being tied behind his
back ; Joseph has 2 houses, one a large house, as big as the ship (" Conflict;) he
lives in one house, keeps the other for his slaves, and is building a third, a new
house, for him self to live in ; he has 4 women living with him, one is named
Mary, another Sacchra; Jonsiffe and Captain Daniel were very intimate; Jonsiffe
sold Captain Daniel 5 slaves, viz. George (deponent), John, who ran away ; third,
Buthen ; fourth, Tamaguoy, a Temaimee; and, fifth, Laha ; one run away from
him ; the run-away slave was called John ; he was a Sierra Leone boy, who had
been in a man-of-war; John knew too much (i.e. a good deal) ; was a sailor; ran
away into the bush; was brought back, and now lives with Jonsiffe. Witness also
ran away from Joseph ; was retaken and flogged, by Joseph's order, by 3 men ;
still bears the marks of the punishment; Jonsiffe was constantly flogging his
slaves35. (Jeffcott 1830b: 159)
Depositions from other liberated Africans present similar accounts, confirming Jousiffe’s
harsh treatment and violent nature.

35

Additional information conveyed in this quote will be discussed in the next chapter
concerning how the documentary records overlap with the archaeological remains.
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Identified as “the notorious Edward Jousiffe, who has so often been denounced
to His Majesty’s Government as a trafficker in Slaves in the Rio Pongas on the Coast of
Africa,” (Temple 1836: 11) he was the target of at least several raids to the region in
British efforts to shut down slave factories. In one such account, Alex Findlay describes
Lieutenant Smithers attempt to capture the slaver. “[…] He proceeded up the River to
Joseph’s factory, with a view to seize him; but, as Lieutenant Smithers was going in at
the door, Joseph made his escape at the back-window, and got into the bush; when Mr.
Smithers found he had no chance of laying hold of him, he set fire to his house, which
destroyed the greater part of his property” (Findlay 1831: 582-583). Such raids were not
infrequent among trading establishments throughout the region, in the hopes that
destroying property, in the event that the slave traders themselves are not able to be
caught, will be sufficient incentive to cease participation in the trade. As seen with
Nyara Belli above, however, this move did not incite Jousiffe to leave his lucrative
business participating in the exportation of slaves from Guinea.
Edward Jousiffe capitalized on strong relationships established with other
traders in the region to help maximize profits and ensure an additional level of
protection against would-be British captors. Perhaps his most economically beneficial
connection was to John Ormond, who is frequently cited among navy logs as being one
of the most productive slavers of the region. It is suggested by Canot that before
commencing with his own trading establishment, Jousiffe worked as a clerk for Ormond,
perhaps even in an apprenticeship-type situation (Canot and Mayer 1854). This
observation is supported by a letter written by Joussife to Jos. Fernandez in Havana on
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November 17, 1830 in an attempt to generate a new business arrangement. While the
business offer is made in the singular, Jousiffe signs the letter on behalf of himself and
Ormond, and indicates trade measurement in terms of a collective result, indicating, at
the least, that he and Ormond work congenially together:
I shall be happy to do business with you out here, and in case you may think it
worth your while, I shall be glad to become a shareholder in some of your
vessels, or to open a contract to supply you here: the trade we do here is about
1,000 a year prime. For further information I refer you to Captain Bracons, or
others that have been out here to me. Hoping you are well, I remain, & c.
(Signed) E. Jousiffe, for Bongalong, Rio Pongo, West Coast Africa. (Signed)
John Ormond. (Jousiffe and Ormond 1830: 49)
In such an arrangement Jousiffe would surely rely on collaborations with Ormond to
reach such a lofty trade goal of 1,000 slaves per year. Interestingly, Canot describes
tense relations between the sites of Gambia and Bangalan (or moreover between
Gambia and the leader of Bangalan, John Ormond Sr.) until Ormond’s death (Canot and
Mayer 1854). Clearly the two villages reestablished their close connections under the
leadership of John Ormond, Jr., as evidenced by collaborations between him and
Jousiffe as indicated above.
It is possible that Jousiffe augmented his local connections through a marriage to
a native woman named Coomba, the daughter of Chief Yungee of a neighboring village
(Canot and Mayer 1854). Through observations of the ceremony marking Jousiffe’s
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marriage to Coomba, Canot observes his apparent integration into local community life
and traditions. He describes of Jousiffe:
I cannot say that my partner viewed this matrimonial project with the disgust
that I did. […] at any rate, his residence in Africa gave him a taste not only for its
people, habits, and superstitions, but he upheld practical amalgamation with
more fervor and honesty than a regular abolitionist. Joseph was possessed by
Africo-mania. He admired the women, the men, the language, the cookery, the
music. He would fall into philharmonic ecstasies over the discord of a bamboo
tom-tom. I have reason to believe that even African barbarities had charms for
the odd Englishman; but he was chiefly won by the dolce far niente36 of the
natives, and the Oriental license of polygamy. (Canot and Mayer 1854: 111)
Canot’s hint at Jousiffe’s appreciation of polygamy may align with the above account
provided by George (a captive African who had been liberated from La Caroline) when in
his deposition he noted that Jousiffe was living at the time with four women. Such
strong integration into local politics would certainly open new political networks and
partnerships, and contribute to his success in slave trading endeavors in the Rio Pongo.
Edward Jousiffe was closely involved with Italian trader Theodore Canot, who
also worked at one point for Ormond, and may have run the operation at Gambia in
Jousiffe’s absence. Among the documents found aboard the captured Nimfa is a letter
written by Jousiffe to Canot which provides insight into the relationship between the
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Translated from Italian, “the sweetness of doing nothing.”
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two, as well as valuable information on living conditions and consumable goods desired
as imports, typically as payment for slave cargos. Jousiffe says to Canot:
My dear Friend,
I TAKE the opportunity of giving you a few lines by the Cooper, who is in the
"Nimfa”, hoping you arrived safe and in good health. I hope you will take the first
opportunity of coming out, as I am making every preparation to receive you. Do
not forget to bring me an organ, and a large bell for the factory, some good
segars [sic], — I am now quite out of that article. Charles has been taken, and is
in Sierra Leone ; poor fellow, the men-of-war would not give him a chance to
escape. I have got your pea-jacket, my girl Mary had just put it away. I shall keep
it for you, also some of your clothes are mixed with mine, but as they all fit, it is
of no consequence. Trade is very brisk, but we are all out of tobacco, which is
very scarce even in Sierra Leone. Do try and come as soon as possible ; if you can
get a vessel, do, as I will get you off very quick ; only be very particular in laying
in a cargo to- suit the river, and plenty of good tobacco. I have began to build a
new house for a dining and sleeping house. A Spanish schooner has arrived to
Bailey Leightbourne, and she has taken her up for 130. There is no more arrivals
since you left. Hoping you are well, (signed) E. Jousiffe to Don Theodore Cannot.
(Jousiffe 1830: 49)
Jousiffe’s letter clearly suggests that Canot has a substantial knowledge of the
geography and consumptive practices at Gambia, and indicates a strong camaraderie
between the two Europeans. According to Canot, the two were introduced when the
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latter fell ill while working under the direction of John Ormond of Bangalan. Canot
declares that “Joseph proved a good Samaritan. As soon as he dared venture upon my
removal, he took me to his establishment at Kambia, and engaged the services of
another Mandingo doctor, in whose absurdities he believed” (Canot and Mayer 1854:
97).
Not long after Jousiffe’s marriage to Coomba (at which time Canot was living and
working with him at Gambia) he was forced to flee the region to avoid capture by a
British raid. As Jousiffe was the only known British citizen to be currently operating in
the Rio Pongo, he was the only individual the Royal Navy had the authority to target and
arrest. As word spread that a ship from the West African Squadron was on its way up
the Pongo to obtain Jousiffe, he fled the area, and it was his relationship with Canot that
provided security against the burning of his factory at Gambia. Canot describes the
events that followed as the officers landed at Gambia:
When the lieutenant handed me an order from the governor of Sierra Leone and
its dependencies, authorizing him to burn or destroy the property of Joseph, as
well as to arrest that personage himself, I regretted that I was unable to facilitate
his patriotic projects, inasmuch as the felon was afloat on salt water, while all his
property had long before been conveyed to me by a regular bill of sale. In proof
of my assertions, I produced the instrument and the books; and when I brought
in our African landlord to sustain me in every particular, the worthy lieutenant
was forced to relinquish his hostility and accept an invitation to dinner. His
conduct during the whole investigation was that of a gentleman; which, I am
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sorry to say, was not always the case with his professional countrymen. (Canot
and Mayer 1854: 119)
At this time, the British government had not yet come to agreements with other
European and American nations, and could not legally search or seize property that was
not under the ownership of a British citizen. It therefore appears that at this instance, at
least temporarily, Canot took over ownership and management of the Gambia factory.
Through Canot’s documentation of his operations at Gambia, we can gain some
insight into the economics of nineteenth century slaving endeavors. Perhaps the most
recent trader to the region, Canot sees his ascendancy to the status of “trader” and
manager of the Gambia factory as quite complimentary, and credits himself with
redesigning the structure of slave trade participation. Claiming that he summoned all
interested parties of the river together aboard La Fortuna upon its arrival (whose
commission had been given to him) he suggests a “new” method of sale wherein the
traders shall divide the shipment, and share in each providing a portion of the total
desired cargo, in an effort to reduce monopoly control and expedite departure of the
ship, thereby minimizing the window of capture. He congratulates himself on this
development noting, “The prompt dispatch I gave the schooner Fortuna, started new
ideas among the traders of the Rio Pongo, so that it was generally agreed my method of
dividing the cargo among different factors was not only most advantageous for speed,
but prevented monopoly, and gave all an equal chance. […] it was resolved that this
should be the course of trade for the future” (Canot and Mayer 1854: 109). It is highly
likely that this economic system was already in place prior to Canot’s arrival in the river,
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indeed possibly since the 1807 abolition of the trade (Mouser 2013b), however Canot’s
account of the dealings of La Fortuna do provide confirmation that collaborative trading
continued as a successful mode of resistance37.
The monetary accounts of La Fortuna, as documented by Canot in ledgers that
have been accepted as realistic by several scholars (for examples see Hugh 1997, Lloyd
2012) provide a detailed example of incentives seen by traders in the Pongo supporting
a continued participation in the trade. Canot describes, “At the appointed day, La
Fortuna sailed with 220 human beings packed in her hold. Three months afterwards, I
received advices that she safely landed 217 in the bay of Matanzas, and that their sale
yielded a clear profit on the voyage of forty-one thousand four hundred and thirty-eight
dollars” (Canot and Mayer 1854: 101). In addition to the description of the ship’s
successful voyage, Canot also provides an itemized list of expenses and gains for La
Fortuna, concluding a net profit from the shipment of $41,438.54 (see Figure 4.14
below). While it is not immediately evident whether these values represent costs as
they were paid in 1827 at the time of the shipment, or whether they had taken into
account 1854 inflation, in either case that equates to a 2018 profit ranging between
$993,100 to $1,162,140. Such figures can certainly demonstrate the incentivization of
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There has been much discussion among historians concerning the validity of Canot’s
account as presented in his 1854 collaboration with Mayer (see, for example, Mouser
1979). Canot himself admits that the narrative is based off recollections 20-25 years
after events occurred, drawn from journal accounts that have most certainly been
embellished. Mouser points out the political incentives for both Canot and Mayer to
highlight (if not exaggerate) Canot’s moral perspective and resistance of temptations to
which other traders would succumb. That being said, the account does provide valuable
insight into daily life and trade interactions on the river, especially in cases that can be
verified through additional documentation.
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Euro-American traders to accept the risk of capture in face of the potential monetary
gains they stand to make per successful shipment.
Theodore Canot continued to manage operations at Gambia for several years
after Jousiffe’s departure, expanding his network connections in the interior, and
continuing slave trade endeavors, like his predecessor, most principally with partners in
Cuba. In 183338 Canot’s factory was destroyed by what seems to be intentional arson,
enacted as revenge from Ormond’s brother William. Shortly thereafter he left Gambia
and the Rio Pongo, and there is not current documentation that indicates if he ever
returned. At some point after Canot’s departure, Edward Jousiffe returned to the area
and resumes his operations at Gambia (British and Foreign State Papers 1834, House of
Lords 1832).
Edward Jousiffe was finally captured aboard the slaver Preciosa on July 13th,
1836 off the coast of Havana by the British HMS Pincher. Throughout the investigation
of the Precioca’s activities, it was determined that the ship originally left Puerto Rico for
the Rio Pongo on December 4, 1835, loaded with liquors, gunpowder, guns, looking
glasses, and tobacco intended to be traded in exchange for captive Africans. The ship
remained on the coast for several months before departing on June 12, 1836, on which
date it sailed from the Rio Pongo with 295 Africans, including 5 Kroomen who were
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Canot actually lists this event as happening in 1828. However, given his association of
the burning with John Ormond Junior’s death, and the confirmation by various other
sources of Ormond having committed suicide in 1833, it is likely that dates throughout
Canot’s account may be off by several years.
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As the reader may scarcely credit so large a profit, I subjoin an account of the fitting of a slave vessel from
Havana in 1827, and the liquidation of her voyage in Cuba:—
1.—EXPENSES OUT.
Cost of LA FORTUNA, a 90 ton schooner,
Fitting out, sails, carpenter and cooper’s bills,
Provisions for crew and slaves,
Wages advanced to 18 men before the mast,
“ “ to captain, mates, boatswain, cook, and
steward,
200,000 cigars and 500 doubloons, cargo,
Clearance and hush-money,

Commission at 5 per cent.,
Full cost of voyage out,

$3,700 00
2,500 00
1,115 00
900 00
440 00
10,900 00
200 00
$19,755
00
987 00
$20,742
00

2.—EXPENSES HOME.
Captain’s head-money, at $8 a head,
Mate’s “$4 “
Second mate and boatswain’s head-money, at $2
each a head,
Captain’s wages,
First mate’s wages
Second mate and boatswain’s wages,
Cook and steward’s wages,
Eighteen sailors’ wages,

1,746 00
873 00
873 00
219 78
175 56
307 12
264 00
1,972 00
$27,172
46

3.—EXPENSES IN HAVANA.
Government officers, at $8 per head,
My commission on 217 slaves, expenses off,
Consignees’ commissions,
217 slave dresses, at $2 each,
Extra expenses of all kinds, say,
Total expenses,

1,736 00
5,565 00
8,878 00
634 00
1,000 00
$39,980 46
4.—RETURNS.

Value of vessel at auction,

$3,950 00

Figure 4.14 Summation of slaving ship expenses and profits. (Canot and Mayer 1854)
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employed as interpreters and ship crew; nine captives died during the transatlantic
crossing. One month after departing the African coast the Preciosa arrived and was
detained off the coast of Cuba on July 13, 1836. Ten days later, by July 23, 1836, the
Havana Slave Trade Commission condemned the ship to be seized and auctioned off, all
living captive Africans aboard the Preciosa were issued emancipation certificates, and
those who were deemed to be in adequate health for transportation (198 men and 63
women) were resettled from Cuba to Belize39, although still weakened from the
conditions suffered during the middle passage, ten more died en route. (The Liberated
African Project)
The Viscount Palmerston praised the commissioners responsible for the capture
of the Preciosa in a letter on October 15, 1836 noting, “The measures which Mr.
Schenley took in regard to Jousiffe’s arrest, and to the subsequent measure of delivering
Jousiffe up to the Admiral on the West India station, in order that he might be sent to
Sierra Lone for trial, meet with my highest approval” (Temple 1836b: 90-91). After the
ship’s capture, Jousiffe was transported to Freetown where he awaited the arrival of
witnesses for the prosecution’s case and his own defense; he was finally brought to trial

39

There was some debate between members of the British Royal Navy and the
governmental leaders over what to do with Africans liberated from captured slave ships
(see additional letters in British and Foreign State Papers 1853). While some argued that
captured vessels could be used to transport the liberated Africans back to Sierra Leone
or resettle them in Belize, others argue against the inhumane practice of forcing these
individuals to relive the same traumatic conditions they endured during the middle
passage. Registers of Liberated Africans and information about their resettlement can
be found in The Liberated African Project.
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on April 25th, 1837. After hearing extended testimony from both the prosecution and
the defense, Jousiffe was found guilty and sentenced to 14 years transportation.
This conviction was not the end of Jousiffe’s participation in the slave trade and
life in the Rio Pongo. After his conviction of violating the British Anti-Slave Trading Laws,
but before his sentence of transportation could be carried out, it appears that Jousiffe
was able to call on his connection with Canot once again to assist in a breaking out of
the Freetown prison and returning to his Rio Pongo home. While at his Sierra Leone
factory (where he had relocated and eventually reestablished himself after departing
the Rio Pongo) Canot describes receiving:
A letter which was mysteriously delivered at my landing by a coaster, and came
from poor Joseph, my ancient partner on the Rio Pongo. Coomba’s spouse was in
trouble! and the ungrateful scamp, though forgetful of my own appeals from the
Chateau of Brest, did not hesitate to claim my brotherly aid. Captured in a
Spanish slaver, and compromised beyond salvation, Joseph had been taken into
Sierra Leone, where he was now under sentence of transportation. The letter
hinted that a liberal sum might purchase his escape, even from the tenacious
jaws of the British lion [emphasis added]; and when I thought of old times, the
laughable marriage ceremony, and the merry hours we enjoyed at Kambia, I
forgave his neglect. A draft on Don Pedro was readily cashed at Sierra Leone,
notwithstanding the paymaster was a slaver and the jurisdiction that of St.
George and his Cross. The transaction, of course, was “purely commercial,”
and, therefore, sinless; so that, in less than a month, Joseph and the bribed
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turnkey were on their way to the Rio Pongo [emphasis added]. (Canot and
Mayer 1854: 357)
This account corroborates similar observations made by British Commissioners John
Jeremie and Walter W. Lewis to Viscount Palmerston on December 31, 1840 as they
explain, “We have lately received intelligence, on which we can depend, that the
notorious Edward Jousiffe, who made his escape from the goal [sic] of this colony after
his conviction as a British subject for slave-dealing, died not very long since at the Rio
Pongas” (Jeremie and Lewis 1840: 7-11). Thus, Jousiffe’s time as the trader of Gambia in
the Rio Pongo came to a close, and there is no documentation that has yet been
uncovered indicating any successors at the site.
4.6 POST-SLAVERY/ COLONIZATION
Villages in the Rio Pongo region faced significant changes in the mid-nineteenth
century; European and American traders rapidly decreased, and eventually ceased,
participation in the slave trade; consequently the British military presence diminished as
a result of constant nautical surveillance for law enforcement no longer being needed;
and local villages, like those throughout West Africa, felt significant trickle-down
consequences from the American Civil War. Ironically, it seems that the American Civil
War actually served as an instigator to revive the dwindling participation in the
transatlantic slave trade, in lieu of other economic options. Barrow (1900) conveys
observations made by missionaries to the area in 1864 noting:
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As we have seen, the year just past was a very trying one for the missionaries, in
consequence of the great unhealthiness of the season. In addition to this it was a
time of very general and widespread depression caused by the American War,
and the stoppage of American trade. This was felt upon the coast of Africa, as
well as in other parts […] articles of clothing rose 100 percent in value, and food
was extremely dear in consequence of the failure of the rice-crop.
Barrow continues on to cite Mr. Duport’s explanation of why local chiefs sought at this
point to reengage in the trade of captives: “I am sorry to say that on account of not
being able to carry on legal traffic, the slave-trade is being revived. The chiefs tell me
that they must live, and since no English merchants come to encourage trade amongst
them, they must take the doubloons of the Spaniards.” As a result of the restructuring
of trade networks to facilitate the transatlantic slave trade through European and
American delegations, coastal villages had become dependent on an influx of imported
goods to maintain their newly established trading network status quo.
British and French merchants maintained small trading establishments after the
Americans pulled out with the conclusion of the slave trade, but were gradually
replaced by Syrian and Lebanese traders. The French military gained a major foothold in
Guinea in 1881, when the Almamy of the Fouta Djallon placed his country under French
protection, although the independent Malinké state of the highlands (led by Samori
Touré) and isolated groups continued to resist French rule through the end of the first
world war (O’Toole 2018).
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While originally a dependency of Senegal, French Guinea declared itself to be an
independent colony with its own governor in 1893. Finally, after much fighting between
the French military and Touré’s forces, the area of central Guinea was incorporated into
the territory in 1899. Merging French administrative policy and historic African
chiefdoms, a compromise of sorts was adapted wherein a series of administrative units
or “circles” were identified, with African rulers serving as “chefs de canton”, or
intermediary headmen. Their power was controlled and limited by the French governing
body, consisting mostly of tax collection and labor recruitment, conveying judicial
responsibilities, and serving as ambassadors to distribute economic policy among local
communities. (Goerg 1997)
Despite the cessation of the exportation of captive Africans, slavery remained a
major problem during the period of colonization, with enslaved individuals continuing to
serve as the focal commodity of local markets. As observed by 20th century French
government officials, “At her death in 1880, Mammy Lightburn, a Eurafrican matriarch
in the Rio Pongo, controlled 6,000 slaves” (Klein 1998: 143). This pattern continued on
into the twentieth century; indeed, according to French commissioner reports, it is
estimated that enslaved individuals represented 65% of the Rio Pongo population in
1905 (Klein 1998).
The methodologies of the French government seem to have done little to deter a
reliance on enslaved labor forces; if anything they may inadvertently supported it. In
addition to import and export levies, a major source of income for the governing body
of French Guinea was obtained through a poll tax that was enacted in 1897. By 1900 this
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tax “yielded £90,000, and I am informed on good authority that the returns for 1901 will
reach £140,000, and will still further increase, as the taxable radius has not yet been
reached” (Morel 1902: 277).
In exchange for the taxes paid to the French governing body, residents of the Rio
Pongo received relatively little from the military. France devoted minimal portions of its
own resources to African development (Huillery 2012); indeed, on those development
projects that were enacted, such as the construction and maintenance of roads and
other public works, the majority of the workforce was provided by compulsory (forced)
labor (Conklin 1998). An employed legal system, known as indigénat, justified local
administration’s severe judicial responses to individuals who could not pay the poll tax
levied against them, providing legal cover for colonial coercion through the end of
World War II (Christian and Fenske 2015). The indigénat gave a legal to shield to
individuals holding administrative power who wished to inflict swift punishments for
personal or state-level challenges, real or perceived. Mann (2009: 334-335) provides
specific examples of “punishments” protected by the indigénat:
In 1932, when an African auxiliary (garde-cercle) stuffed recalcitrant taxpayers
into a small dwelling in which ten of them would suffocate, it was the indigénat
that originally provided legal justification for his actions. And in the same year,
when a man died of a cerebral hemorrhage after a week in detention, the only
charge against him –the cause of his imprisonment— was a 'bad attitude
towards paying his taxes', an offense punishable under the indigénat.
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Moussa Camara, the sole remaining resident at the village of Gambia, recounts the
selected indigénat recourse his grandfather had to face when was unable to pay the poll
tax for one member of his family: “So the punishment is made like this: they shaved the
head of the father of the family, his head, they shaved it completely. They put a board
on his head. After that, they put a heavy stone. Then for hours they [would] make him
stand under the sun40.” (Moussa Camara, personal communication) Moussa goes on to
describe a particular incident in which his grandfather was unable to pay the tax. As he
prepared to face his punishment, his son (Moussa’s father) volunteered to enter into a
labor contract with the French to save his father from his punishment. Moussa’s father
then enters into a six-month conscription with the French government, receiving no pay,
to make up the debt of his father. In the face of accounts such as these, one must
wonder how different the circumstances of French colonization were from the period of
the slave trade that the French claimed to replace.
In addition to military and trading initiatives in the country, a series of
Missionary constituencies established residences in the Rio Pongo throughout the late
eighteenth through early twentieth centuries. These organizations provide key insight
into daily life and politics of the region beyond the collection of ship logs and trading
letters of those economically or politically motivated.
On one of the first missionary attempts in the region, Henry Burton and Peter
Greig were sent as medical missionaries in 1798 to “the land of the Susus” by the Scotch
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Interview conducted in April 2016, translated from Susu to French by Fodé Issa Sylla,
translated from French to English by author.
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Presbyterian church; after a short stay the Pongo region Burton moved on to serve as a
chaplain in Freetown. Greig, however, continued his work in Susu country, and after two
years was murdered by residents of a neighboring village (Smith 1900). After a brief
break following this tumultuous encounter, the Church Missionary Society, intrigued by
the Susu language and motivated to develop a functional dictionary, established a
station at Bashia in 1807 (Barrow 1900). Shortly thereafter, Edward Bickersteth in 1816
brought the son of local chief back to England to serve in the Church mission house,
where he died soon after arrival (Smith 1900).
As two opposing contingencies of outsiders, European and American slave
traders often clashed with Missionary establishments. Traders believed (and were not
incorrect) that missionary representatives communicated their observations of slave
trade participation in the region with surveilling government organizations, specifically
tipping off the British Royal Navy when slaving ships were within range, and informing
on who the major suppliers of each cargo were. Given their contradictory motives, there
were frequent violent discords between the two groups, and shortly after the 1817
revival of the slave trade in the Rio Pongo, the Church Missionary Society’s buildings
were burnt down by locally-installed slave traders (Barrow 1900). This resulted in a
significant delay in recovery of the Missionary establishment (for fear of further
retribution), and it was not until the mid-century that Missionaries made further
significant attempts.
The West Indian Church Mission to West Africa was inaugurated in 1851, with
active missionary work on the ground beginning the summer of 1855. The goal of the
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missionaries, in a way, was based in a desire to repent for the damage Europeans had
inflicted upon the region through the installation of Atlantic Slave Trade initiatives.
Missionary organizers believed, “To undo the past was impossible, but nevertheless it
was possible to do something to root out the remains of that slavery which, even now,
after so many years of Christian influence, continues a blot upon the progress of African
civilization” (Barrow 1900: 10).
The first missionary to travel back to the Rio Pongo to reestablish a stronghold
for the West Indian Church Mission was Reverend James Leacock, who began his work,
via a quick stop in Freetown, in 1855. Upon arrival in the Pongo, and after a brief tour of
the more receptive coastal villages, Leacock was thrilled to find support for his
endeavors among local headmen. After a particularly fruitful collaboration established
on May 9, 1856, Leacock recounts,
Mr. Faber from Sangha visited our school yesterday. He is here to-day, and will
probably remain till Monday. He is much pleased with the order and
improvement of the children, and promises to send two children as soon as he
returns home, one a slave; and as soon as we have accommodation he will send
the four who are now in Sierra Leone at a private school. He now promises to
assist in the erection of our buildings. This is an important point, as his word is to
be trusted, and he has more wealth and influence than any other chief in the
country. (Caswall 1857: 217 [from journal of Rev. Hamble James Leacock])
While Leacock died two years after his arrival in the Rio Pongo (he was 60 years old
when he began his work there, and likely suffered significantly in the face of climatic and
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medical challenges according to Barrow), the church continued to receive support from
nearby villages, and participation in education and religious conversions continued
under subsequent volunteers.
Accounts provided by Missionaries can provide helpful information beyond the
observations of their own work. On July 7th, 1864, Mr. Duport visited Bangalan hoping to
expand the network of schools built and managed by the Mission. He explains,
I am in great hopes of obtaining a footing a Bangalong next year. I have visited
the place and seen the present chief; he is inclined to give us a place near the
town, but Mrs. Lightburn is our opponent. Bangalong is the town where the
slave-trade was carried on in all its branches, and where John Ormond the
incendiary lived some fifty years since. He burned out the first missionaries at
Backia, and afterwards shot himself. I have visited the spot where he committed
the deed. It is an important place, and a key to the interior. There are several
towns near, such as Sangha, Farringia, Bacoro, Samucco, and others…I left much
satisfied, and am to return at the end of the rains; meanwhile we have free
access to the town to preach there whenever we can. I am the first missionary
that has preached at Bangalong. All its former chiefs were agents of Satan.”
(Barrow 1900: 91-2)
This account confirms perceptions of past regional traders (such as hypotheses that
Ormond was involved in the burning of early missionary establishments). Interestingly,
despite her early resistance to a conversion to Christianity and the persistence of the
missionaries in the region, Nyara Belli reportedly recanted shortly before her death
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(April 14, 1879), declaring to the Bishop of Sierra Leone her intentions to convert to
Christianity, accept God, repent, and support the missionary work (Barrow 1900).
Politically speaking, in the face of the harsh treatment and the rising tensions among
local villages and the installation of the French military, it is not altogether unsurprising
that residents of the Rio Pongo would accept, embrace, and encourage the assistance of
missionary establishments among their communities.
4.7 MODERN POLITICAL CLIMATE
With the foundation of the French Fifth Republic, coinciding with collapse of the
French Fourth Republic in 1958, all territories ruled at the time by the colonial power
were given the option to claim independence, or continue living under French rule.
Guinea chose the former. They declared their official Independence on October 2, 1958,
with Sékou Touré as President and leader of the Parti Démocratique de Guinée (PDG).
Since the inception of this Independence and the evacuation of the French military,
Guinea has struggled in the transition to operating as an autonomous nation, and has
faced significant challenges establishing and maintaining a stable political, social, or
economic footing.
In the years immediately following the foundation of Guinea as an independent
state, Ahmed Sékou Touré ran the country under the auspices of a democracy, though
seemingly in name only. After suffering economic hardships following the French
departure, Sékou Touré adopted socialist political strategies, and aligned the nation
with the former Soviet Union. He declared the PDG to be the only state-recognized
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political party, ruled strictly, successfully thwarted free press, and strongly attacked
oppositionists, repeatedly running “unopposed” for the presidency over the course of
his 26-year rule. After surviving an attempted assassination and attack by a military
group from former Portuguese Guinea (currently Guinea Bissau)41, Sékou Touré further
magnified the extremity of his rule, increasing arrests and executions of those who
would oppose him, and exiling countless others. He died in 1984 in the United States
while receiving medical treatment for heart problems (The Washington Post 1984).
After the death of Sékou Touré, Guinea’s second leader, Lansana Conté would
come to serve as the nation’s president for the next 24 years. Conté took power shortly
before the PDG’s official declaration of their new president, through the orchestration
of a bloodless coup. Strongly opposed to Sékou Touré’s harsh methods of authoritarian
rule, he denounced the former president’s practices as violations of human rights, freed
many politically-detained prisoners, and welcomed back political exiles. Despite his 1993
declaration returning the country to civilian rule, and the following free election in
which he and his party (Parti de l'Unité et du Progrès [PUP]) won, Conté also exhibited
symptoms of corruption by power, took some inspiration from his predecessor in terms
of prevention of opposition, imprisoning, and then exiling, opposition leader Alpha
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Sékou Touré was harboring Amilcar Gabral, leader of the Partido Africano da
Independência da Guiné e Cabo Verde (PAIGC), a guerrilla group fighting for the
Independence of Portuguese Guinea. The goals of the attack, known as Operation Green
Sea, were to overthrow Sékou Touré’s regime (whether through capture or
assassination) and capture the leader of the PAIGC (Time Magazine 1970). It is reported
that the attackers, consisting of approximately 350 Guinean militants, were assisted and
guided by up to 50 members of Guinea-Conakry opposition parties (New York Times
1970).
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Condé. Under Conté’s rule, the nation faced much internal and external stresses, with
many fearing an outbreak of Civil War in 2000 (BBC News 2000). This political climate
and frequent violent flares left Guinean citizens and resident refugees in constant states
of fear and uncertainty, which fed into an already stressed economic and political
status. Throughout the rest of his life and presidency, Conté saw frequent protests by a
population who believed him to be one of their most dishonest leaders, and in 2006
won the title (tied with Haiti) of Most Corrupt Country, as awarded by Transparency
International (The Guardian 2008). Conté died in 2008 of natural causes.
Guineans would see their national history repeat itself once more with the death
of Lansana Conté in 2008; following Conté’s death, Moussa Dadis Camara took control
of the country, again by force, and led the nation as the head of a military dictatorship
(The Guardian 2008). On September 28, 2009, shortly after taking power, and prior to
an upcoming scheduled election, Camara’s soldiers were given instruction to attack
civilians who were protesting the legitimacy of his candidacy for president (BBC News
2009). Killing 157 citizens, this violent attack drew the attention and investigation of the
United Nations (New York Times 2009), and inspired a 2010 assassination attempt of
Camara. After many delays, in November 2010 Guinea held a successful presidential
election, with current president Alpha Condé emerging victorious. While so far his ruling
practices appear to be significantly less violently authoritarian than his predecessors,
Condé is believed to have collaborated with international mining companies to secure
his initial election win, and has been accused of significant corruption with other mining
companies, exchanging personal monetary compensation for land access. His
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administration also faces pushback for their education policy, facing frequent, and
sometimes violent, protests from students across the country in response to the
government’s failure to adhere to salary agreements in teacher contracts.
Indeed, as of the writing of this dissertation, Guinea remains entrenched within
socio-political turmoil, and is frequently plagued with expressions of civil unrest.
Following the completion of recent local elections, populations across the country are
engaging in protests (mostly violent) against the extensive delay of the vote and results
dissemination, perceived fraud and conspiracy in regard to the treatment and tallying of
ballots, and a long-time dispute between teachers’ unions and the national government
over salary concerns. (The Citizen 2018, Daily Mail 2018). These local elections represent
the first of their kind since the 2008 coup d’état, and have been repeatedly postponed
throughout the past eight years due to claims of insufficient funding, insufficient eligible
candidates, political in-fighting, and complications from the recent Ebola crisis. This
delay in local elections has left political, social, cultural, and economic tensions near a
boiling point, yielding a cyclically unstable national infrastructure, and placing significant
stressors on the nation’s residents.
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CHAPTER 5
ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ORAL HISTORICAL DATA RECOVERED FROM
GAMBIA
Over the course of this project, ten months of data recovery were conducted
over two field seasons in Guinea. Excavations were typically broken up into two to fourweek sessions, separated by one to two-week respites back to the capital city of
Conakry to restock supplies and conduct data analysis. While the residents of the rural
village of Bakoro and their neighbors certainly have the skill sets and creativity to
accomplish any tasks required, physical resources are limited, necessitating the import
of all supplies and tools from the capital. Additionally, much of the food consumed by
our team was brought with us from the city as well, so as not to put an undue burden on
Bakoro to feed a long-term influx of visitors.
As a major description of the archaeological methodology was covered in
Chapter Three, I will provide here just a brief review of data collection and analysis
techniques. I will then continue on in the rest of the chapter to provide the results of
data collected through archaeological excavations for each zone established at the
Gambia site, incorporating artifacts recovered, descriptions of architectural features,
maps of site distribution, and summaries of unit documentation. Finally, I will discuss
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data collected through oral histories and interviews of local residents and descendants
of historic occupants of Gambia.
5.1 REVIEW OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
Artifact processing and analysis, with the exception of washing in 2016 and
select weeks of 2017, was conducted in Conakry, where semi-regular access to
electricity and internet42 enabled research-facilitated cataloging opportunities. Artifacts
that were processed at Gambia were washed along the side of a small creek, and left to
dry in the front yardspace at the house where we were staying, where they could be
supervised and protected from local animals. Artifacts processed in Conakry in 2017
were washed mostly by students at an archaeology workshop led at the American
International School in Conakry, and left to dry in my office.
Once they were dry, artifacts were sorted and cataloged by class of material, as
outlined in Chapter Three. While specific catalog protocol varied by material type,
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The urban accommodations I had in 2016 were in a portion of the city that
experienced extremely poor and unpredictable access to electricity, with frequent
power outages that increased over time throughout the spring. As electricity in Guinea
is powered mostly by hydroelectric dams upcountry, decreasing water levels later into
the dry season induce fear among political leaders of a dwindling electric supply, and a
decision is often made to proactively limit electricity and water use, mostly by cutting
off access to lower-income neighborhoods and sections of the city; by mid-March both
power and water were cut off to public access from roughly 8am until 6pm daily. These
forced bouts of differential access to power and water resources instigated increasing
riots and protests throughout the season. In 2016, this created substantial challenges to
conducting analysis, and led to many overnight working shifts. In 2017, however,
funding opportunities permitted me to find accommodations in more affluent
neighborhoods, with greater access to power and water, and substantial generators that
kicked on when power access was cut off.
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weight, quantity, and physical descriptions were listed for each object. Information on
the functional category of each object was also recorded, and used in an analysis of
distribution of activity areas.
Due to the time period of the Gambia occupation, as well as the percentage of
locally-produced goods present in the artifact collection, it can be challenging to
determine estimated dates of occupation based on the artifact collection. One way to
attempt to derive an estimation of occupation is to calculate the Mean Ceramic Date
(MCD) of diagnostic imported ceramic sherds, using the known years of production of
specific types, forms, or stylistic elements. (For details on how the formula is derived
and practice calculating your own MCDs, see NPS 2017). For dates and stylistic
identification of ceramic analysis conducted as part of this dissertation research I
consulted the ceramic guide manual produced by the Monticello Department of
Archaeology (2014). These dates can be corroborated by determining production dates
for diagnostic objects of other material classes such as nails (Visser 1997), glass bottles
(Noël Hume 1970), and sometimes tobacco pipes.
It is important to consider, however, that general dates of production that can
apply to many European and North American historical sites can become complicated
when applied to occupations of a similar time period in West Africa. In analysis of
African sites it is critical to remember that the time lag (Swartz 1980) that an imported
artifact may present as a result of its global movement before even arriving at the site.
Refined earthenwares produced in Europe, for example, might be shipped to Cuba,
stored for a time in a warehouse, purchased at a Havana market, and then be shipped
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to West Africa to trade in exchange for captive Africans. Now, upon arrival, they may
already be several years older than their production date, but have not yet entered into
a functional role. Adams (2003) further argues that average lifespans of artifacts derived
by archaeologists, often do not adequately take into account culturally variable factors
such as wealth, clumsiness, life cycles, frugality, preference, etc. A ceramic vessel that
may typically have a 15-20-year lifespan in the United States, for example, may be used
and reused significantly longer in West African contexts, where both access to imported
goods and economic resources are substantially limited. While such circumstances
should not prohibit us from trying to determine occupation dates through artifact
analysis all together, it is important to consider their effect upon information derived,
and allow reasonable adjustment to dates accordingly. Such observations also highlight
the importance of corroborating data obtained through archaeological analysis with
additional sources, such as documentary evidence and oral historical accounts.
5.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA
2013 Excavations
One of the driving research questions of this dissertation seeks to understand
the diversity inherent among transnational participants of the early 19th century slave
trade and their settlements in coastal Guinea. In order to access characteristics of
diversity, I will be making comparisons between the archaeological data uncovered at
the Gambia site during 2016 and 2017 excavations to the results of the three sites
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excavated during the 2013 field season conducted by Dr. Kenneth Kelly’s Projet
Archéologique Rio Pongo (PARP), with an emphasis on material culture.
From January through April of 2013, the Projet Archéologique Rio Pongo, codirected by Dr. Kenneth Kelly of the University of South Carolina, and ElHadj Ibrahima
Fall, Rector of Nelson Mandela University, conducted the first archaeological
investigations in the Rio Pongo region. In addition to the co-directors, the international
archaeological team was comprised of myself, Dr. Diane Wallman (then a graduate
student at the University of South Carolina) and Vincent Rousseau (then a graduate
student at Laval University). A major component of the project included teaching a
series of four 2-week long field schools, in which we were able to use archaeological
excavations as hands-on learning experiences for interested students43. At each
excavation unit, hired local laborers worked alongside Guinean field school students,
directed by a member of the RPPA Team. This format also highlighted to academic and
governmental administrators the importance of developing archaeological instruction
programs in Guinea as well as the need to safeguard the nation’s archaeological and
cultural resources.
The 2013 excavations took place among the villages of Bangalan, Farenya, and
Sanya Paulia in the Rio Pongo region. In each of these villages, excavations included
investigations into what were believed to be remains of the main residence of the
known trader(s) of the site during the nineteenth century transatlantic slave trade (see
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At the time of the 2013 field season, there was no official archaeological instruction
available in Guinea. The field school students came from varying disciplines, including
sociology, anthropology, history, and arts/media.
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Chapter Four for an in-depth discussion of slave trading families) as well as surrounding
areas believed to be associated with dependence structures or local village territory. I
will provide here a very brief descriptive summary of the work conducted at the 2013
sites to allow for contextual understanding in considering the cross-site comparative
analyses that will be presented later in this chapter. (For more detailed descriptions of
the 2013 excavations see Kelly et al. 2015 and Kelly and Fall 2015).
Bangalan
The first village where excavations were conducted, and home to the infamous
Ormond trading family, Bangalan proved to be one of the more fruitful sites in terms of
archaeological recovery. Excavation units were placed in three major areas at Bangalan
identified by the archaeological team as Lodge (the area surrounding the largest mound
remains and the main residence), Magazine (the area consisting of a rampart abutting
the jetty rampway), and Port 2 (an area slightly removed from the main trading
residence, possibly associated with a surrounding encampment). Excavations of two
structures in the Lodge area yielded good integrity of architectural remains, and
provided information regarding structure orientation and construction methodology.
Artifacts recovered from excavations conducted in the Magazine area as well as from a
small shore inlet southwest of the Magazine used by modern day residents for smallscale fishing, included some late eighteenth century ceramic samples that pre-dated
those found in the main residence, confirming historical documentation that indicated
the occupation of the same site by John Ormond Senior prior to the 1807 abolition.
Archaeological excavations and mapping conducted at Bangalan demonstrate that the
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village was historically expansive and was occupied at least from the late-eighteenth
through mid-nineteenth centuries.
Farenya
Farenya is the most well- and widely-known of all the Rio Pongo villages, due to
the notoriety of famed trader Nyara Belli who ruled a major slave trading outpost in the
village from the death of her husband in the 1830s until her own death in 188044.
Already widely recognized on her own accord through documentary and oral accounts,
Nyara Belli’s lore was brought to the foreground in modern times when one of her
descendants was married to then Guinean president Lansana Conté. Using her political
connections, Henrietta Conté was able to access national funding to preserve and
renovate an area believed by local residents to be the remains of Nyara Belli’s
residence. Unfortunately, when these renovations began no archaeological or historical
consulting occurred, resulting in the construction of a historically inaccurate cement
structure that simultaneously compromised the integrity of any archaeological remains
that may have been present. For our first excavations at Farenya in 2013 we placed two
trenches abutting the cement structure to explore the mound remains upon which it
was resting. While several times throughout these excavations it appeared as though
there may have been intact stratigraphic deposits, nearly two meters down into the unit
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Due to the frequent travel of her husband, Styles Lightbourn, it is likely and widely
accepted among historians that Nyara Belli had a controlling role in the factory at
Farenya before his death as well. Additionally, it is not clear exactly when she ceased
participation in the transatlantic slave trade, however documentary evidence suggests
that she bought, sold, and owned slaves locally until her death. Even if not selling slaves
into the transatlantic trade, Nyara Belli did continue to manage a thriving outpost,
continuing to lead trade of consumable goods in the region (Barrow 1900).
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we recovered a broken plastic flip flop, confirming the compromised nature of the
remains45.
After confirming that excavations of Nyara Belli’s palace were not possible, we
moved to three other isolated loci believed to be associated with the Lightbourn
family’s occupation: the area of the Church, Yenia, and Betya. The structural remains
where we focused excavations in the Church area are likely those constructed by the

Figure 5.1 Attempted reconstruction of Nyara Belli’s palace atop historic mound ruins.
Photo by PARP 2013.
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After completing excavations at Nyara Belli’s palace, we spoke with a resident who
had been on the construction crew for the building replica. He informed us that to build
up the mound, they cut deep cubes of soil and inverted the entire chunk adjacent to
where it was sourced; this explained the appearance of natural stratigraphy present in
the deposit, as opposed to a mixed fill.
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West Indian Church in 1881, shortly after the death of Nyara Belli and her supposed
acceptance of Christianity (Barrow 1900). At the areas of Yenia and Betya we conducted
trench excavations in two large mound remains (one at each site), which, according to
local oral accounts, were occupied by Nyara Belli’s daughters Jennifer (Yenia) and
Elizabeth (Betya). Recently located historical documents suggest that these daughters
had also married foreign traders; Jennifer to European Benjamin Campbell and Elizabeth
to American John Emerson, both families remaining active in the illicit trade of captives
(Kennedy and Dalrymple 1841; and see figure 4.11 in Chapter Four).
Sanya Paulia
The last excavations of the 2013 field season were conducted at Sanya Paulia in
areas that were believed to be associated with the occupation of the Faber family. The
single main area of slave-trade occupation remains, named Comptoir for archaeological
documentation, included two large mound remains. According to oral accounts, one of
these mounds was the ruins of Paul Faber’s residence (documented as Monsieur) and
the other belonging to his wife (documented as Madame). Trenches were excavated
into each of these mounds, revealing architectural information suggesting that the
Madame mound likely served as a residential structure, while the Monsieur trench may
have been simply a built platform upon which a surveillance or trading structure would
have been placed.
In addition to investigation of the large mound remains associated with the slave
traders established at Sanya, we also conducted excavations in the immediately
surrounding area, still within the Comptoir, where dependences or smaller residential
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Figure 5.2 Excavations of Mango house, showing interior and exterior structure
mudbrick walls. Photo by PARP 2013.
structures may have been distributed. Specifically, excavations investigated two loci
labeled the Mango House and the Palm House. The Mango House excavations proved
especially fruitful, identifying both interior and exterior walls of a likely residential
structure, and yielding a high quantity of various artifact types, including two complete,
intact locally produced ceramic pots. (A full catalog of artifacts recovered from all sites
can be made available on request via contacting the author). Based on the size and
construction technique of the Mango House, as evidenced by the walls identified, it is
clear that this structure was substantially less grandiose than that of the Madame ruins,
and was likely occupied by individuals of lesser status.
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Table 5.1 Excavation Areas and Loci by Site of 2013, 2016, and 2017
Field Seasons
BANGALAN FARENYA
SANYA PAULIA GAMBIA
Area Lodge
Church
Comptoir
Habitation
Loci
Comptoir
A
Madame
Jean Illi
Dependence 1 B
Monsieur
Complexe
Dependence 5 C
Mango House Poubelle
North
Palm House
Champs
South
Clearing A
Clearing B
Area
Loci

Port 2
Test Pit B
Test Pit C
Test Pit D

Centre
Palais

Area
Loci

Magazine
Yenia
North
Maison
Dame Jeanne

Caves
Abri

Sidibe
Youssefyah
Katyah
M'bemba
Tailleur
Sentinelle
Fondation
Four
Termitier A

Area
Loci

Betya
Habitation

Village
Haut
Maison Cache

Area
Loci

Balandougou
Field

Jetty
Gardien
Jetty

Area

Alanoufaya
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Table 5.2 Sum of artifact materials by site
Blank
ImpCer
Bangalan
2
1105
Farenya
1
279
Gambia
8
685
Sanya
34
527
Grand Total
45
2596

LocCer
7084
1273
5796
2465
16618

Faunal
203
4920
57
145
5325

Ferrous
737
306
465
299
1807

Floral

Table 5.3 Percent of artifact materials by site
Blank
ImpCer
Bangalan
0.02%
9.79%
Farenya
0.01%
3.78%
Gambia
0.09%
8.10%
Sanya
0.75%
11.61%
Grand Total
0.14%
8.20%

LocCer
62.77%
17.24%
68.52%
54.32%
52.48%

Faunal
1.80%
66.65%
0.67%
3.20%
16.82%

Ferrous
6.53%
4.15%
5.50%
6.59%
5.71%

Lithic
39
56
71
51
217

Mineral
18
63
8
114
203

NonFer
508
82
99
117
806

Petro

16

Glass
1590
398
1249
783
4020

4
5
3
12

Grand Total
11286
7382
8459
4538
31665

Floral
0.00%
0.00%
0.19%
0.00%
0.05%

Glass
14.09%
5.39%
14.77%
17.25%
12.70%

Lithic
0.35%
0.76%
0.84%
1.12%
0.69%

Mineral
0.16%
0.85%
0.09%
2.51%
0.64%

NonFer
4.50%
1.11%
1.17%
2.58%
2.55%

Petro
0.00%
0.05%
0.06%
0.07%
0.04%

Grand Total
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
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Table 5.4 Sum of adjusted artifact materials by site
Blank
ImpCer
LocCer
Bangalan
2
1105
7084
Farenya
1
279
1273
Gambia
8
685
5796
Sanya
34
527
2465
Grand Total
45
2596
16618

Faunal
203
78
57
145
483

Ferrous
737
306
465
299
1807

Glass
1590
398
1249
783
4020

Lithic
39
56
71
51
217

Mineral
18
63
8
114
203

NonFer
508
82
99
117
806

Petro
4
5
3
12

Grand Total
11286
2540
8443
4538
26807

Table 5.5 Percentage of adjusted artifact materials by site
Blank
ImpCer
LocCer
Bangalan
0.02%
9.79%
62.77%
Farenya
0.04%
10.98%
50.12%
Gambia
0.09%
8.11%
68.65%
Sanya
0.75%
11.61%
54.32%
Grand Total
0.17%
9.68%
61.99%

Faunal
1.80%
3.07%
0.68%
3.20%
1.80%

Ferrous
6.53%
12.05%
5.51%
6.59%
6.74%

Glass
14.09%
15.67%
14.79%
17.25%
15.00%

Lithic
0.35%
2.20%
0.84%
1.12%
0.81%

Mineral
0.16%
2.48%
0.09%
2.51%
0.76%

NonFer
4.50%
3.23%
1.17%
2.58%
3.01%

Petro
0.00%
0.16%
0.06%
0.07%
0.04%

Grand Total
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

In an effort to explore additional areas of interest within the local landscape, we
excavated a single 1m x 1m unit in a second area, the Caves. The Caves were a small
rock shelter located approximately 1 km north of the modern village of Sanya Paulia,
and were described by village elders as a historic location where residents would hide
during slave raids or times of war. With the exception of a single sherd of imported
ceramic on the surface, this unit yielded exclusively locally produced ceramics and
lithics, indicating an earlier occupation in the area. This is congruent with hypotheses
explaining that a series of multiple migrations are responsible for the population of the
Rio Pongo region, and confirm the presence of residents in the area of Sanya Paulia long
before the onset of the transatlantic slave trade.
Gambia Excavations
Archaeological fieldwork conducted as research for this dissertation consisted of
two separate field seasons, the first from January through April 2016 and the second
from November 2016 through June 201746. As mentioned in Chapter Two, all
excavations and analysis for the Gambia fieldwork employed the same protocol as
established by the work of the 2013 RPPA team in order to facilitate future comparative
analysis and consistency among archaeological collections at the Musée Nationale
where the collection resides today. Over the course of the 2016 and 2017 field seasons,
excavations were conducted in six separate activity areas, with many areas including
multiple loci of interest (see table 5.1 above and 5.6 below). A total of 62 square meters

46

In order to ensure clarity when making comparisons between the two field seasons
the second, although officially beginning in fall 2016, is referred to as the 2017 field
season.
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Table 5.6 Total meters excavated by locus and zone at Gambia
Jetty
Sentinelle Village Habitation
Sidibé
Gardien 2 Fondation 4 Haut 2 Jean Illi
11 Youssefyah
Jetty
3 Four
2 M.C. 1 Complexe 14 Katyah
Term. A
1
Poubelle
1 M'bemba
Term. B
1
Champs
6 Tailleur
5
8
3
32

Alanoufaya
2 Alanoufaya 2
6
2
2
12
2

Figure 5.3 Excavation Zones of 2016 and 2017 field seasons at Gambia Site. Map created
by author.
were excavated across all six zones, with an additional 101 STPs dug between at the
Sentinelle and Village zones.
Jetty
The jetty is a major architectural feature, representing the largest magnitude of
construction of all the ruins present in historic Gambia, and characterized by daily
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differential access during the changing tidal periods of the Rio Pongo. Measuring
roughly twenty meters long, four meters wide, and with a height of nearly two meters
along most of its length, the jetty provided loading access to small ships during a higher
tide. The tidal nature of the Rio Pongo is severe—at high tide the jetty can be
completely submerged, while at low tide the water recedes nearly 60 meters (see
figures 5.1 and 5.2), prohibiting ship access. At the base of the Jetty are two large
fromager (Ceiba pentandra) trees, likely to have been intentionally planted to provide
shelter and shade, and possible mooring for boats, during the era of the jetty’s
construction and use. The edges of the jetty are comprised of four to five rows of large
cobbles, and would have required a significant coordinated effort to build. While there
are several conflicting oral accounts concerning who was responsible for the original
construction of the jetty, most informants have agreed that it was likely completed
mostly through enslaved labor. If modern foliage were removed, clear views of the jetty
would be possible from the Sentinelle and Village locations.
Two excavation units were opened in the Jetty zone; the first a 2m x 1m unit, at the
locus identified as Gardien, 30 meters northwest of the jetty on a small mound
identified during a group pedestrian survey. Excavations at Gardien yielded construction
materials and European ceramics consistent with a late eighteenth through midnineteenth century occupation. While no clear walls or other architectural features
were located, the quantity of construction materials and ceramics recovered from the
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Figure 5.4 Gambia jetty at low tide. Figure 5.5 Gambia jetty at high tide. Photos by
author.
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unit (see tables 5.2 and 5.3) suggest there had been a structure nearby, possibly a
magazine or storage outbuilding to serve as a staging area to load docking ships47. Five
nails were recovered, all either hand wrought or cut, one headed by hand. The imported
ceramics recovered included 1 delftware, 7 pearlware, 1 redware, and 3 brown saltglazed stoneware, yielding an MCD of 1794.4.
A second excavation unit was placed 95 meters northwest of the Jetty, roughly
midway between the jetty construction and the Complexe loci. This locus, named after
the zone it was in, was also called Jetty. An excavation unit of 1m x 3m was placed here
in an attempt to capture a small rise in elevation hypothesized to be potential structure
remains. As was the case with the Gardien locus, the excavation unit at the Jetty locus
similarly did not reveal any traces of walls or other architectural features, but did
include three nails and 6 brick fragments. Artifacts recovered indicate the Jetty locus

47

Ideally, I would have liked to conduct extensive metal detection in the Jetty zone to
confirm the presence of additional storage structures. Unfortunately, the extremely
dense vegetation of the area rendered this particularly challenging, and would have
posed a significant obstacle to clear a large enough area to conduct satisfactory testing.
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may represent a younger construction than Gardien, with a higher concentration of
whiteware sherds and one wire nail present. Architectural remains include seven brick
fragments, two nails, one bolt, and one cut nail. Ceramics included 11 pearlware sherds
and 7 whiteware, yielding an MCD of 1811.
Sentinelle
The Sentinelle zone is situated north of the Jetty, and 25 meters above the river
level, serving as a prominent supervisory position. Local residents described this area as
a major lookout point used to inform of incoming ships, and a communication base from
which audible messages could be sent to warn local residents.
As you see the hill here, we can’t see the ocean, we can’t see it from here, when
we’re here. So, it was here now that they made the sentinel, they placed a
guardian there. So he, he would stay, and see all that came on the ocean, on the
other hill towards Bangalan, all that. All that you could see there. When he sees
an aggressor coming, he takes the trumpet and sounds it. It’s a way of informing
the people. (Moussa Camara personal communications)
A sound sent from the Sentinelle atop the raised platform, according to Moussa Camara
and other residents of Gambia, would carry to Sanya and could be spread throughout all
the villages of the region. While there was not time during the 2016 or 2017 field
seasons to conduct research on this feature, I have been working with ElHadj Ibrahima
Fall of the Guinean Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Heritage planning an experiment for
a future visit to look at how far an alarm call made at the Sentinelle could travel
throughout the surrounding villages.
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The Sentinelle zone is a rectangular plateau, roughly 80m E-W x 140m N-S, has a
relatively level surface, and is surrounded by a linear demarcation of small cobbles
(roughly 20-30cm in diameter) on all sides that face the water, with a gradual downward
slope to the west and southwest interior. While not a functional part of a wall
themselves, these cobbles may have marked the boundaries of temporary defensive
mud walls, or served as a brace for the formation of defensive ramparts.

Four units were excavated in the Sentinelle zone. The first, a 4m x 1m trench at
the locus identified as Fondation, was dug near the southern edge of the Sentinelle area,
due northeast of the Jetty, where a square-shaped stone feature was visible on the
surface at the highest elevation of the Sentinelle. One potential mud wall feature was
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identified during excavation, but intense rodent activity greatly compromised its
integrity, rendering a clear interpretation difficult. Compared to other excavation units
at Gambia, the Fondation at the Sentinelle yielded relatively few construction materials,
and the majority of artifacts recovered comprised locally-produced ceramics and nondiagnostic glass fragments. This supports the interpretation suggested by oral traditions
that the Sentinelle served as a guard location, where permanent residences may not
have been established. The viewshed resource of such a vantage point would have
provided essential defensive benefits during the nineteenth century slave trade era
occupation in the form of additional security against unannounced raids from British
anti-slavery patrol ships. Of the imported ceramics recovered at the Foundation, 15 had
diagnostic decorative features, yielding an MCD of 1793.63. Only one of the six nails
recovered from the Fondation (a cut nail with hand-applied head, production dates
beginning in 1790) had not oxidized beyond a recognizable level. However several handwrought objects were recovered, including a knife blade, a chisel, and a lever. These iron
objects indicate a possible reliance on locally-produced goods, yet are not possible to
diagnostically date. Two pieces of lead shot were recovered, confirming the presence of
firearms in the area, which would be expected at a defensive location.
Due north of the Fondation two small 1m x 1m units (identified as Termitier A
and B,) were excavated. These units served the dual purpose of exploring artifact
distribution across the Sentinelle zone, and also providing a training opportunity for the
2017 field season hired workers who had no previous archaeological experience. The
location of these two units was selected based on the surface scatter of nearby
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imported ceramics; no structure remains were visible, and we were not expecting to
identify any major architectural features. There were not a statistically significant
number of imported ceramics recovered from either Termitier A or Termitier B to run
MCDs, however 3 cut nails and 1 wire nail were recovered from Termitier A, indicating
the presence of a structure in the area that may have been constructed in the early
nineteenth century.
Northwest of the surface of the Sentinelle, and on the gradual slope down from
the plateau surface, we excavated a 2m x 1m trench, identified as the Four, in the
remains of a small mound that local residents believe to have been the oven for the
house of Jean Illi (see discussion below in loci excavated in the Habitation zone). Aside
from several large brick fragments and some cement near the surface of the mound, no
major charcoal deposits or other indications of cooking activities were found. On the
contrary, however, a complete charcoal lens did appear approximately 100 cmbs, after
two levels that yielded exclusively locally produced ceramics, and after which only local
ceramics were recovered, indicating that this charcoal layer likely occurred during an
occupation prior to European trade goods being common in the area. Imported and
local ceramics comprise the majority of artifacts recovered from the Four (see tables 5.4
and 5.5), along with 5 iron nails (3 cut, 1 wire, and 1 UID), 2 small copper nails, and wine
and case bottle fragments.
Village
During an early pedestrian survey in 2016 we identified remains of a large
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Figure 5.6 View of Rio Pongo from observation platform adjacent to Village zone. Photo
by author.

settlement, located approximately 40 meters above river level, and 100 meters west of
the Complex, on the flat surface of a large hill, and potentially associated with the
occupation of Gambia. This area appears to be surrounded, at least on the western and
southern borders, by a linear demarcation wall of small cobbles, which may be
indicative of the base of a brush wall, as have been found elsewhere in West Africa.
Outside of this cobbled wall are several levelled platform areas with clear views of the
Rio Pongo, which could have served as defensive watch areas, and possibly
communicated with a guard stationed at the Sentinelle. Within the demarcated walls of
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the village zone, our survey team identified remains of five smaller mounds. It is likely
that many more structures may have existed in the area, but may have been destroyed
by reuse of construction material and erosion. Severe erosion appears to be affecting
the village area; while nineteenth and twentieth century artifacts, including construction
materials such as nails and door hardware, are common and evenly dispersed across the
site surface, spanning more than ten thousand square meters, shovel test pits indicate
that artifacts of this era do not continue more than 8 centimeters into the soil (in most
pits historic artifacts were not found deeper than 4 centimeters) and there are no visible
surface structure remains. When asked about why there were no structure remains in
the area despite the high frequency of surface artifacts, Moussa Camara explains:
During slavery, the big village there, there were lots of people there. During
colonialism, the same thing. Now, when it’s depopulated, the people left here,
there were animal breeders who had been based at Sanya. Like they had many
herds, they left Sanya to stay now in the big village. Here was empty. There was
no one. They settled here to stay. […] it had been a long time, it’s not our time
period that the houses are from there. It’s been a long time since the people left.
And the bricks, the houses there were not made with hard bricks, like in our
time. It was with fragile clay. […] So by this time the people had abandoned
there, even if no one touched the bricks, they stayed there for many years, many
years. Finally, with water and wind, they disappeared. (Moussa Camara, personal
communications)
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Despite this surface erosion, however, shovel test pits indicate that below 40-60
centimeters of sterile soil is a layer with exclusively locally-made ceramics, suggesting a
pre-European occupation in the same area. Shovel test pits were dug every 20 meters
along a grid established over the area delineated by the extent of surface artifacts. In
tables 5.6 and 5.7 below, artifacts from the shovel tests have been lumped with those
excavated from the Haut locus.
In addition to 40 shovel test pits, a 2x1 meter trench was excavated in one of the
small mounds identified in the village area, named Haut (French for “top”) as this
mound was at the highest elevation within the Village zone. The location of this unit was
selected based on a positive STP adjacent to the small mound that indicated an
occupational stratigraphy. The scale of this mound was substantially smaller than those
at the lower elevation, the mound remnants measuring roughly 2 x 3 meters, with the
center only 30 cm in elevation higher than the surrounding area. This mound yielded a
cooking area (identified by the presence of bright orange burnt soil immediately
underneath three triangularly situated similarly-sized cobbles, (see figures 5.7 and 5.8),

Figure 5.7 Burnt orange soil and charcoal layer of historic kitchen (left). Figure 5.8
Modern kitchen (right). Photos by author.
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and a very high percentage of locally made ceramics. No definite walls were identified,
however, given Moussa Camara’s description, it is possible that walls were comprised of
packed mud, rather than fired or dried mud bricks, and may have “melted” into the
surrounding soil and lost their regular form.
The erosion evidenced by the results of these shovel tests highlight one of the
many dangers facing Guinean heritage resources; continued large-scale charcoal
production is rapidly contributing to severe problems of deforestation and erosion in
the area, and local residents are directly observing the consequences of this
unsustainable practice. If the deforestation resulting from charcoal production
continues at its current rate (and interviews with local residents suggest the production
rate may actually be increasing) many historic and pre-historic archaeological sites will
face very real environmental threats. A second excavation unit was placed on a small
mound approximately 300 meters north-northeast of the Haut locus, in an area labeled
Maison Cachée. This locus was selected due to its proximity to the village location and
because of two glass shards found on the surface. This mound turned out to be a natural
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feature; as seen in Tables 5.6 and 5.7, the surface glass were the only artifacts in the
unit, and a sterile gravelly subsoil was reached after 10 cm of excavation.
Habitation
The Habitation zone is located between the Sentinelle and Village, at an
elevation not significantly higher than river level. Much of this zone has been regularly
farmed for at least the past several decades (Moussa Camara, personal
communications), and is characterized by a consistent distribution of surface artifacts,
principally nineteenth through twentieth century imported ceramics, local ceramics, and
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glass fragments. This zone includes two major mound remains, Jean Illi and the
Complexe; the Poubelle, a possible midden associated with the Complexe; and Champs,
a level field that includes several small mound remains with a particularly high
concentration of surface ceramics and glass.
The Jean Illi mound was named such after the accounts of local residents, who
describe the individual believed to have occupied the space as an important British
figure who lived in Gambia prior to the French colonial occupation, who is thought to
have worked with or employed several of their ancestors. “So Jean Illi left here before
the French came, at the time of colonization. That is to say that Jean Illi was here during
the time of slavery48” (Moussa Camara, personal communications). Some potential
discrepancy surrounds the believed nationality of Jean Illi himself; his name, if not a
colloquial or regional transmutation aligns more with French origins than British, and at
the Jean Illi mound the only two definitively French ceramic sherds were recovered, two
faience fragments in the mound trenches (see table 5.15). While a British resident could
certainly purchase and use French ceramics, and the mound could have been
reoccupied after Illi’s departure, these data do provide an alternative to the oral
account.

48

As discussed in Chapter Four, domestic slavery continued in the Rio Pongo, and
throughout Guinea, long after the conclusion of the transatlantic slave trade. It is quite
possible, therefore, that an individual like Jean Illi, when described as being around
during the time of slavery, did not sell slaves for exportation, but instead engaged in the
local slave economy.
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The Jean Illi mound was roughly two meters tall, and is the remains of a
constructed platform with flat surface onto which a house would have been built. The
remainder of a possible packed mud wall (see figure 5.9) was discovered within the first
twenty centimeters of excavation, but did not continue, indicating that the current
mound surface is roughly equivalent with its historic surface, and that the structure has
eroded or been scavenged for reuse of materials. It is quite likely that architectural
materials were taken for reuse in later constructions, a practice common in the area.
Excavations at Jean Illi suggest that the area may have been a site of multiple
occupations. A cooking area was uncovered near the base of the mound, identified as
three in-situ cooking stones situated on top of a bright orange burnt earth (similar to
that identified in the Village excavation mentioned above.) This cooking area is
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Figure 5.9 Remnants of packed clay wall at Jean Illi locus. Photo by author.

approximately one meter beneath the surface of the mound, indicating that it may have
been used at a time prior to the mound’s construction.
In 2017 we returned to the Jean Illi locus to conduct further investigations in the
hopes of increasing the quantity of artifacts recovered to assist in dating the mound
occupation, as well as identify further architectural construction features. We added a
second 1m x 4m trench perpendicular to that excavated in 2016, as well as a smaller 2m
x 1m unit at the base of the mound on the east side.
Overall, artifact summaries confirm that the Jean Illi mound was likely occupied
as early as the early-mid nineteenth century. An MCD derived from 95 diagnostic
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ceramics yields a date of 1820.021. This date is corroborated by the presence of six cut
and one wrought nail at the mound, with two wire nails that could have come from a
later reuse of the site (see table 5.16 below).
The area known as the Complexe includes mound remains from a constructed
platform approximately 20 meters wide, built off a natural hillside, sloping off to the
north, east, and south, and merging into the hillside on the west. A four-meter trench
excavated at the Complex in 2016 located the corner of a packed-mud retaining wall,
seen in figure 5.9. Medium and large cobbles line the inside of the retaining wall, which
was then filled with a gravelly soil to build up the surface of the mound onto which the

Figure 5.10 Corner of packed-mud foundation wall at Complexe. Photo by author.
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house was placed. This fill contained almost exclusively locally produced ceramics, in a
rather large quantity, suggesting the reuse of a previously occupied space. Layers
excavated beneath the fill contained glass, imported ceramics, ferrous and non-ferrous
objects, and glass beads. On the surface of the mound, a small path of in-situ fired brick
indicates a possible external walkway. Abutting the edge of the mound, and at level with
its surface, a cut stone foundation extends outward from the mound approximately 2
meters by 4 meters, and does not appear to align with the mound retaining wall or with
a potential structure on top of the mound (see figure 5.10). One potential explanation
for the stone foundation comes from Théodore Canot’s observations when he describes
his return to Gambia: He notes, “I hoped to take my people by surprise at Kambia; but
when the factory came in sight from the hill-tops back of the settlement, I saw the
Spanish flag floating from its summit, and heard the cannon booming forth a welcome
to the wanderer […]”. While there is yet no firm archaeological evidence that confirms
the exact function of this platform, it would not be outside the realm of possibility to
hypothesize that it may have served as a platform for a cannon or flag/ ceremonial
presentation. Additional excavations in 2017 located the western wall of the Complexe
foundation, identifying techniques used on the exterior construction. Large cobbles
were uncovered abutting the exterior side of the western wall, likely to provide support
for the wall after it has been filled with gravel. As seen in the profile drawings of
Complexe Unit B (figure 5.12 below), the surface of the foundation wall is nearly even
with the modern surface of the mound remains indicating, as with the Jean Illi mound,
that the remains of the structure itself has likely eroded.
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Figure 5.11 Cut stone foundation adjacent to Complexe mound.

Artifacts recovered from the Complexe indicate the possibility of a slightly earlier
occupation than the Jean Illi location, with 40 diagnostic ceramics yielding an MCD of
1808.375. The majority of the ceramics recovered from the Complexe consist of
pearlware, whiteware, and kaolin pipe fragments (see table 5.15). The Complexe yielded
architectural materials consisting of brick fragments (n=10), nails (2 cut, 1 wrought, 7
wire, and 1 UNID), and window glass (n=8). Of the 173 glass fragments recovered from
the Complexe, the majority consisted of undiagnostic bottle fragments, mostly from
wine and case bottles.
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Figure 5.12 Drawing of North Wall Profile of Complexe Unit B (above); Figure 5.13 Drawing of East Wall Profile of Complexe Unit B
(below). Both drawings created by author.
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Additional excavations in the Habitation zone were conducted at the Poubelle
and Champs locations. The Poubelle was named such as it was originally thought to have
possibly been a midden associated with the Complexe location. After the conclusion of
excavations, however, the mixed inclusions and size of objects in the artifact
assemblage indicate that this location was perhaps instead a collection of objects
gathered as the adjacent land was prepared for agricultural use. Glass and ceramic
fragments were significantly larger overall than artifacts from other loci; European
porcelain, creamware, and pearlware were recovered from the first two levels
excavated, but whiteware sherds were present throughout the entire unit. The MCD
yielded by the diagnostic ceramics was 1821.2, but was based on only 5 diagnostic
sherds. No nails or other architectural materials (with the exception of a single brick
fragment and a single window or flat glass fragment) were recovered from the Poubelle,
and the remaining glass artifacts consisted almost exclusively of non-diagnostic bottle
glass.
Two small units (1m x 1m, 1m x 2m) were excavated in the Champs locus
southeast of the Complexe, and one (1m x 3m) southwest of it. These seem to represent
occupations of substantially smaller scale than those of the Jean Illi and Complexe
mounds, indicated by artifacts recovered and architectural remains. Unit A, seen inprogress during excavations in Figure 5.13 below, appeared to expose a packed-mud
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Figure 5.13 In-progress excavations of Unit A at Champs Locus. Photo by author.
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stepped foundation with a gravelly fill building up its interior. These units may represent
a younger occupation than the large mounds as well; MCDs from 26 diagnostic ceramics
yield the latest date of the area at 1836.462, and nails recovered from these units
include equal numbers of cut and wire, with one wrought and one unidentifiable. The
Champs units also recovered 13 window glass fragments, more than any other unit,
items which, according to documentary and oral accounts (Barrow 1900, Canot and
Mayer 1854, Moussa Camara personal communications) were not common in the
region during the early to mid-nineteenth century.
Sidibé
The Sidibé zone was the northernmost of the archaeological zones investigated
at Gambia, approximately 300 meters north-northeast of the Jean Illi mound, and was
named for the family that most recently occupied the area49. Historically, Sidibé was
quite likely occupied by British trader Edward Jousiffe (see discussion of oral historical
data below). The Sidibé zone is situated in a densely wooded forest area, ranging from
one to three meters above the high tide elevation, at the furthest navigable point on the
river inlet. It extends from the northern most tip of the river inlet 140 meters south to
the house of ElHadj Sorry (see discussion below), and from the river’s edge roughly 90
meters west where a sharp incline in the hillside occurs.

49

In an interview with Alhassan Sidibé, he explains that he is not sure exactly when his
family moved from the Sidibé area to modern day Bakoro, but that it was during the
time of Sekou Touré’s rule (Sekou Touré died in 1984). His family were the last residents
of the Sidibé area, confirming that latest possible occupation ended prior to 1984.
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Figure 5.14 Cut Stone steps of a large foundation mound in the Sidibé zone. Photo by
author.

Two very large platforms, both approximately four meters taller than adjacent
ground surface at their tallest point, with sharp vertically cut edges are closest to the
water of all features in the Sidibé zone; there is no clear road from the structures to the
river, but the ground surface that connects the platforms due east to the water is flat
and level, and goes directly to the most easily accessible of the small river inlets. The
southern and eastern walls of the northern platform are comprised of large cobbles,
while the eastern wall of the southern platform is completely vertical, suggesting that it
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may also have had stones lining the edge that have since been taken for reuse. The
southern platform has a series of five carved stone steps that rise 1.5 meters in
elevation from the adjacent ground surface (which is at a higher elevation on the north
edge than the south) to the top of the platform, and extend 2.3 meters along the
northern edge of the platform (see Figure 5.14). While the source of these stone steps is
not currently known, they are not local, and have certainly been imported. The southern
platform measures a square 5.5 meters along both its northern and eastern walls; the
southern wally gradually blends into the hillside, and there is no western wall; it is at
level with the surrounding slope at that point. The northern of the two platforms is
significantly eroded on its northern wall, so an accurate width cannot be measured, but
it is slightly longer than the southern platform, measuring 6.2 meters along its southern
wall. West of the large platforms, or behind when facing them from the river, runs a
small road, ranging from 1 to 2 meters in width, and lined with small cobbles on both
sides. Further west, adjacent to this road on the other side, were a series of at least five
tiered platforms, set off with small rock foundations. These platforms were significantly
smaller than the large ones, ranging from two- to three-meter squares, and would fit
only very small structures. Approximately five meters due south of the southeastern
corner of the southern mound a line of small cobbles seems to delineate the edge of a
neighborhood, continuing 38 meters south along a cut in the hillside (reminiscent of the
delineation cobbles of both the Sentinelle and Village zones). We were unable to locate
the cobbles in any other direction; they appear to only be present on the side of the
zone that faces the river.
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Of interesting note, the locally produced ceramics represent a dramatically
smaller proportion of the Sidibé artifact assemblage than is seen across the rest of the
site (see table 5.20) with the loci with the highest prevalence yielding 36% locally
produced ceramics, while site-wide 58.6% of the collection is comprised of local pottery.
Conversely, glass artifacts, especially at M’bemba and Youssefyah are dramatically
higher in frequency than the site-wide average of 14.77%. There are several possible
explanations for these discrepancies; first, this zone could represent a European
occupant (Edward Jousiffe and/or Theodore Canot) with greater access to imported
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Figure 5.15 Cement stepped foundation of Katyah Mound in Sidibé zone. Photo by
author.

objects and varying preferences. Second, these structures could be from a later
occupation when local ceramic production begins to decrease overall in favor of
imported goods. Or third, this complex may incorporate a higher quantity of stores/
warehouses, and not serve as direct living spaces.
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Fifteen meters north of, and in line with, the two major platforms is a slightly
smaller mound structure which was identified as Katyah, per historical accounts given
by site visitors. We began excavations at Katyah with a 1m x 4m trench into the side of
the mound, hoping to identify construction techniques for comparison to other
platforms in Sidibé. In only the second level we came down onto a cement-coated
stepped foundation. Five steps of varying lengths (see figure 5.15) appeared to be
constructed of packed-mud and coated on their surface with a friable, chalky mortar.
This may have served as a type of whitewash for aesthetic presentation, or possibly
adhered to stone treads as in the first mound which have since been removed. This is a
construction technique not yet seen anywhere else among the Rio Pongo sites,
rendering the stepped mounds of Sidibé unique.
As we did not uncover any artifacts in the Katyah trench, we excavated a small
1m x 2m unit one meter southwest of the wall trench in hopes of recovering artifacts to
provide greater context for the Katyah mound. At the beginning of the third level, 20
centimeters below the mound surface, we encountered a very compact red sandy clay
layer, mottled with charcoal flecks that was level across the entire unit, and continued
for roughly 3-5 centimeters; likely the floor of a structure built on the surface of the
platform. Underneath this floor layer was a very thin layer of slightly less compact
yellowish brown sandy clay, which was on top of a much looser, very gravelly dark
brown fill. This fill layer continued for 20 centimeters, arriving at a layer of dispersed
medium-sized cobbles (roughly 10-15cm in diameter) that appeared to be mixed in with
the fill, and correlating with a dramatic decrease in artifact density. Despite not reaching
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a sterile soil, we halted excavation of the Katyah unit B at this point, as we were still
over a meter above the surrounding area ground surface level, and believed the fill
would continue until that point. The artifacts recovered from the Katyah unit included a
French gunflint, a writing tablet slate fragment, lead shot, 6 nails (3 cut, 3 wire), case
bottle and other bottle glass, and imported and local ceramics. Ten diagnostic imported
ceramics yielded an MCD of 1846, and no other artifacts were chronologically
diagnostic.
The Youssefyah locus was selected for excavation based on a suggestion from
Moussa Camara that the area represented an occupation from the older portion of
Sidibé (a hypothesis the MCD would corroborate). The Youssefyah unit was excavated

Figure 5.16 Compact floor layer of Katyah mound in Sidibé zone.
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west of the large platform with cut-stone steps, on a small platform across the rocklined road. The platform was relatively flat, four meters west of the constructed stone
wall marking the road’s western edge. The unit was opened as a small 1m x 2m trench,
intended to be an exploratory unit to generate an artifact assemblage that could
establish general dates for the area.
The first three levels were comprised of slightly compact dark brown silty sand,
with a small amount of charcoal appearing in the third level, and increasing with unit
depth. By 25-30 cmbs there were substantial quantities of charcoal mixed throughout
the unit. No architectural features were identified, but a fairly high density of artifacts
were recovered, including wine, case, and demi-jean bottles; a medicine bottle
fragment with a patent finish that most likely dates to the 1850s (Lindsey 2018); lead
shot and a shotgun shell base; a twisted aluminum bracelet; three nails, all cut; tobacco
pipe stems; and imported and locally produced ceramics. Of the imported ceramics,
nine were chronologically diagnostic and yielded an MCD of 1823.6, roughly 20 years
earlier than the MCD of the Katyah mound.
Two other loci, the Tailleur and M’bemba, were excavated in the Sidibé zone.
The M’bemba locus was situated in a densely wooded area, where a very slight mound
was identified on a level area in the center of a cluster of 3 mango trees. Unfortunately,
one of the mango trees had a very large nest of bees which swarmed the unit as soon as
we started screening level one, rendering it impossible to continue excavations in that
location. From what was excavated in the first level we recovered 3 whiteware sherds,
only one sponge painted sherd chronologically diagnostic; 3 cut nails, 1 with a
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handwrought head; case and wine bottle glass. This locus would be an ideal location to
return to in a future season when the bees have moved on.
The Tailleur locus was free of bees and much more successful. Located 25 meters
south of the southern large platform adjacent to the wall of delineation cobbles, we
excavated a 1m x 1m test unit (an additional 50 cm was opened on the north edge of
the unit to better explore a wall that was exposed in the second level). The excavation
at Tailleur exposed the intersection of two walls, possibly an exterior and interior of a
structure. The walls were uncovered 15 cmbs; the E-W oriented wall was wider, and
appeared to be constructed of small cobbles mixed into packed clay, the N-S oriented
wall was composed of a single course of large lateritic cobbles (see figure 5.17). The
walls continued for only about 10 centimeters, the height of the course of laterite
cobbles. Abutting the north side of the E-W wall a nearly-complete turn-mold wine
bottle with a very deep kickup and mamalon, and no embossed lettering, was recovered
(might have been complete before accidentally found via shovel hit). This bottle dates
between 1880-1910 (SHA 2018), and based on architectural remains recovered, may
significantly post-date the construction of the building. The bottle was level with the
ground and parallel to the wall, indicating that perhaps it was intentionally deposited or
buried. Local ceramics were the only other artifacts to come from the level in which the
bottle was recovered (exterior to the structure). Artifacts recovered from the Tailleur
unit included case and wine bottle fragments; four nails, two cut, one wrought, and one
of unknown manufacture; 45 fragments of cast iron cooking pot (likely from the same
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Figure 5.17 Exposed interior and exterior walls of structure at Tailleur locus. Photo by
author.

vessel); twelve fragments of a single sponge-painted whiteware serving dish; and local
ceramics. As all imported ceramic sherds were from a single vessel an MCD could not be
calculated, but the presence of exclusively cut nails indicates a likely construction in the
earlier portion of the nineteenth century.
Alanoufaya
The last excavations of the 2017 season at Gambia were conducted in the zone
of Alanoufaya (pronounced by some villagers as Alanoumfaya), which I was told means
“place of my father” in Susu. Coincidentally, documentary evidence suggests that the
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chief of Gambia during the early nineteenth century was Ali Nimfa (Canot and Mayer
1854) suggesting that this locus could have been housed the residence of the village
chief. Alanoufaya was located approximately halfway between the Jetty and Sidibé loci,
roughly 160 meters south of the southern edge of the Sidibé locus, 10 meters west of
the river’s edge. We identified a possible small mound, near the dead trunk of a very old
fromagier tree, but could not confirm whether or not the mound was an architectural
feature. As we were running very close to the end of the 2017 field season, we
excavated a quick, exploratory 1m x 2m unit in the side of the possible mound. While we
did not uncover any structural features, artifacts recovered included 1 window glass
fragment, six cut nails, and a ceramic roofing tile fragment. Additional artifacts included
whiteware and pearlware, with eight chronologically diagnostic fragments yielding an
MCD of 1843.75; local ceramics, wine and case bottle glass; one whetstone, and two
polished tube-shaped stones, possibly used as polishing tools. The excavation at
Alanoufaya confirms the presence of a nearby structure, and would be an ideal place to
continue excavations in a future research season.
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5.3 ORAL HISTORICAL DATA
In addition to the tangible data recovered through archaeological excavations,
oral historical data was collected from residents of Gambia and Bakoro, through formal
and informal interviews. Most often these interviews were conducted via a translator,
between my French questions and the respondent’s Susu responses; I later transcribed
recorded interviews in French and then translated them into English. Susu translators
who assisted in these interviews were usually an assistant employed as a member of my
field crew (Fodé Issa Sylla in 2016 and Boubacar Diallo in 2017). As these individuals
were not familiar with anthropological methodology in the context of collection of oral
histories, I conducted brief trainings with all translators, highlighting the importance of
asking open questions and not leading responses. While I am confident that these
translators performed their tasks well, on several instances I was told that we didn’t
need to ask a particular question I had posed, as we already knew that answer from
another source. For this reason, as I go forward with future work on this project I will
seek to have the Susu portion of the recorded interviews transcribed and translated as
well, to verify whether any adjustments were made either to my questions or
respondents’ replies. English translations of all interview transcriptions are available by
request to author.
While I engaged in frequent informal discussions with local residents and site
visitors concerning their knowledge of historical occupation of the site during daily
interactions, several main informants were formally interviewed, following comments
they had made indicating their strong connections to the site. Major respondents who
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were formally interviewed and recorded in the 2016 and 2017 seasons50 include Ali
Camara of Sarabé, Moussa Camara of Gambia, Elhadj Sidibé of Bakoro (former occupant
of the archaeologically identified Sidibé zone), ElHadj Sorry of Bakoro (occupant near
historic Gambia), and Tory Sekou of Bakoro51.
Ali Camara, the eldest resident in the village of Sarabé at the time of interview,
was known throughout neighboring villages as the resident historian of the region52. Ali
Camara provided valuable accounts of early settlements of the region as well as
information on the original founding of Bakoro (referenced in Chapter Four). After
emphasizing that all these historical facts he knows are not written so they may be
incorrect (see further discussion of this in Chapter Six) Ali Camara explains that the first
residents to settle the historic village of Gambia were the family of Moses Camara
(grandfather to informant and only modern resident of Gambia, Moussa Camara) who
immigrated to the area from the country of Gambia, thus providing the village its name.
Mohammed Sylla, the current chief of Bakoro, who was also participating in this
interview, asked Camara whether there had been a strong historic connection between
Sanya Paulia, Gambia, and The Gambia. Ali Camara responded:

50

In 2013 ElHadj Fall conducted oral historical interviews with residents Farenya,
Bangalan, and Sanya Paulia for research on his Memoire de Farenya project. Transcripts
of those interviews were not available for comparison at the time of this dissertation.
51
Tory Sekou turned out to only have more recent knowledge of the occupation of Nabi
Bakoro (mentioned below) and his interview will not be discussed at length here.
52
I was informed by the chief of Bakoro (Mohammed Sylla) that Ali Camara passed away
shortly after the conclusion of our 2016 field season. Sylla lamented that younger
generations are no longer interested in learning historical lore from their elders, which,
combined with large-scale migrations to Conakry, are leading to a potential epidemic of
lost oral histories.
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Yes, there was a relationship. The proof is that there was a boat there that would
come and park often. It left Gambia for Sanya Paulia. […] it transported people.
Evidently, during this period, people didn’t have the means for travel. So,
generally, the people moved around in boats. So the transport, they put their
bags, everything in the “boite maritime.” So that’s why the boat was parked
there. He says that the place is indicated. It’s where they made the jetty there.
(Ali Camara, personal communications)
This description matched other accounts I had been told in informal interviews with
Bakoro residents, in which informants reported that the jetty constructed at the Gambia
site was produced by itinerant Wolof fishermen. While archaeological and historical
accounts have not been able to definitively prove that alternative motivations were
responsible for the jetty’s construction, ethnographic observations of contemporary
fishing practices have indicated that traditional fishing is a small-scale operation, with
minimal financial gains that would not have been worth, or required, the construction of
a large jetty. Furthermore, this version of the historic construction was particularly
interesting when compared with explanations of jetty construction (of similar size and
magnitude) at other archaeological sites, which residents attribute to activities of
transatlantic slave trading operations.
When asked specifically of individuals involved in the slave trade in the region,
Ali Camara responded that he knew only of an American who married Nyara Belli in
Farenya, Old Paul at Sanya, and a British man named at Sarabé. He noted that residents
of the Rio Pongo were not afraid of being sold into slavery explaining, “they sold blacks
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here. But here was just a loading zone. The people came from Upper Guinea and Middle
Guinea, but not the coast here, we didn’t sell them. Rather, their parents even could
profit from buying certain slaves so that they’d stay here” (Ali Camara, personal
communications). He also explained, as a bit of an aside, that the foreign names were
difficult for him to pronounce and remember, as they were not written down, so there
may have been others that he was told but does not remember.
Finally, Ali Camara introduced a theme that would appear repeatedly among
several informants, notably constructions of and references to time in terms of traumas
or violent events, rather than using numerical date estimations. When asked to state his
birth origins, Ali Camara explained that he does not know his age or the year he was
born, but that it was at the time when the poll tax was still in effect and was at four
francs per person, and therefore must be before the second world war. This was
accompanied by a brief description of how the poll tax was enforced and what
punishments were inflicted upon individuals or families who could not pay the strict
indigénat commissioners. This format of memories constructed around and in relation
to additional traumas appears in several other interviews as well.
ElHadj Sorry is one of the wealthiest descendants of Bakoro who still maintains a
residence in the rural village53. He has a house near the Sidibé zone, where one of his
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Interactions with ElHadj Sorry initially posed significant challenges for our research
endeavors in the village. Having recently seen an American-produced pop culture film
about the history of slavery in Africa, ElHadj mistakenly believed that our project was
making contributions to, or had the potential to, a similarly profitable endeavor. He
used his status as a respected elder of the village to convince other residents to deny us
access to historical data they possessed without substantial financial compensation.
Fortunately, after months of discussions, witnessing the support we received from the
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wives and several children live permanently, but he spends most of his time at his
residence in Conakry, mostly due to poor health conditions and access to medical care.
He has over 20 children and is seen as an elder of the village. In one formal interview at
Gambia, ElHadj Sorry led us on a tour of the historic Sentinelle and Jetty areas,
explaining construction techniques of the surface features, and attributing the

Figure 5.18 ElHadj Sorry with members of the 2016 field crew at a small mound in the
Sidibé zone.

Chief of Bakoro, and likely not wanting to be excluded from the accounts provided by
the other village elders, ElHadj Sorry adjusted his position, and began to support our
work and encourage others to do so as well. Interactions with him were tense
throughout the remainder of the 2016 field season, however, and again in 2017 he tried
to ban our access to archaeological resources at the Sidibé zone (which we later found
out was not his land) until receiving a sizeable payment.
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construction to his grandfather and great-uncle. He then continued the site tour and
showed us several mounds in the Sidibé zone, which he described as being the first
structures of the area, built as homes for his grandfather and great-uncle. As this was
our first time seeing the Sidibé area, and it was the last week of the 2016 field season,
we took detailed photo and written documentation of the structures in the area, and
produced rough sketched maps to facilitate research at Sidibé in the planned 2017 field
season.
Moussa Camara is the sole living descendant of Gambia currently residing in the
village, where he lives with his wife and two sons. Moussa Camara was born at Gambia,
educated in Boffa, and then left Guinea for a self-described adventure, working in Sierra
Leone, and Liberia, where he learned English. He then returned to Gambia at a prior
bequest of his grandfather, noting,
[my] grandfather told [my] father to not abandon here. It’s why he left the
commerce, he came to stay here until he died. So when he started to tire, he
told [me] also to not leave here. Otherwise, [I] would regret it one day. [… I]
thought that about [my] father, the message that [he] had said. [That’s] why [I]
came back to settle here with [my] wife. (Moussa Camara, personal
communications)
Moussa Camara explained that his grandfather, Moses54, and great-uncle
immigrated to the area from The Gambia, were the first to the region, and established

54

Moussa explains that he was named after his grandfather Moses, but during his time in Gambia people
wouldn’t say the name that way, so he is instead called Moussa.
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the village of Gambia. His great-uncle left, but Moses remained and raised his family at
Gambia. While Moussa Camara at first said that his grandfather and great-uncle were
the first to arrive at Gambia, he later recounts descriptions his grandfather gave of
mango trees that were already present in the area when he arrived, saying they were
planted by white men. Moses worked as a fisherman in the village prior to the existence
of a tangible currency and exchanged his catch for other food for his family. Later Moses
worked as a personal cook for a white Englishman, who Moussa Camara believed to be
Jean Illi, and constructed an oven (four) along the sloped hillside of the Sentinelle where
he cooked Jean Illi’s meals. Moses continued to engage in his fishing endeavors while
working as a cook, separating his catch into three portions: one for his family to
consume, one to trade at market, and one to use in the food he cooked for Jean Illi.
At some point, the year currently unknown, Jean Illi and other British citizens in
the area left in conjunction with the installation of French colonial forces. Moussa
Camara tells a story (detailed in Chapter Four) in which Moses was unable to pay the
poll tax of the French collected from the Rio Pongo citizens. In order to spare his father
the strict punishment of the indigénat, Moussa Camara’s father, Bobo, agreed to enter
into a six-month conscription with the French in order to pay of the tax debt. After the
six months were done, Bobo continued to work with the French for [minimal] pay, and
wanted to go back with them to Conakry, and then possibly France, when they were
evicted from the Rio Pongo. Bobo’s mother strongly lamented the possible loss of her
son, and forbade the French from taking him, crying that more than half of her children
had already left and never returned. We learn here a major contributing factor to the
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current lack of residents in Gambia; as Moussa Camara and Ali Camara both noted, as
residents died and left the village, there was no influx of new immigrants, and those
who left did not return, leading to a gradual decline of the Gambia population. Over the
first half of the twentieth century, with the installation and expansion of a major
commercial center near modern-day Bakoro (a location that has now been renamed
Nabi Bakoro after a wealthy merchant who lived at the main house of the trading

Figure 5.19 Moussa Camara and his children at residence at Gambia
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center55) for easier access to resources. Indeed, Gambia is quite isolated from Bakoro; it
is nearly a two kilometer walk to get potable well water from the village, rendering it
difficult to maintain a necessary stock of supplies at Gambia.
ElHadj Sidibé was born at the area referred to as the Sidibé zone likely sometime
in the mid- to late 1920s to early 1930s56. He was among the last families to stay in the
area and had moved up to modern day Bakoro at least by 1984 (see discussion of Sidibé
occupation above). ElHadj Sidibé explained that his grandparents had immigrated to the
area from the interior of Guinea, near the Fouta Djallon. They, along with many other
residents from the interior, had come to the coast in search of salt sources for
consumption and economic prospects. When they arrived in the area, his grandparents
helped establish the settlement at Sidibé, which, according to ElHadj Sidibé, was an
important settlement between Gambia and the developing commercial center at Bakoro
in the twentieth century. While he confirms that his grandparents were here during the
time of slavery, he does not know any names of major slave traders who resided at
Gambia. Like Ali Camara, he notes that Europeans and Americans have names that are
very foreign to him, so it is difficult for him to remember, even if he has heard them in
stories.

55

Nabi Bakoro was an extremely wealthy Guinean merchant who had numerous wives
and over 120 children. As such, the family is now quite sizeable, and have an annual
reunion at the family homestead, ensuring that the location of Nabi Bakoro continue to
maintain strong associations with the family origins.
56
ElHadj Sidibé does not know what year he was born, but was old enough to
remember World War 2.
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The area of ElHadj Sidibé’s birthplace and childhood home was an important
location archaeologically, as well as an interesting case study of oral historical
transmission. While we had named the zone Sidibé as we were initially told that was the
family who had lived there, an interesting revelation came about while our team tried to
come up with nomenclature for individual loci. While we were setting up to open an
excavation trench I began paperwork and asked a local resident who was visiting the site
how they referred to this location. The individual replied that they call it Youssefyah57.
When I verified this with several other residents of Bakoro they confirmed that was
another modern name for the same place. Multiple families, they explained, lived at the
same location over time. Depending on who one knew or remembered to be associated
with the site, it was referred to as either Sidibé, Youssefyah, or Katyah. As is discussed in
detail in Chapter Four, Edward Joseph is referred to in many documentary records as

Figure 5.20 Author interviewing ElHadj Sidibé.

57

In Susu, the suffix “yah” is added to a name to indicate “place of”, so Youssefyah
becomes the place of Youssef.
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Jousiffe, which would have a very similar pronunciation to the Susu Youssef.
Among all informants formally interviewed, there was a similar absence of
knowledge of the Europeans and Americans who participated in the slave trade in
Gambia. Whether due to onomastic challenges, as in the cases of Ali Camara and ElHadj
Sidibé who explained that the foreign names were difficult to pronounce and therefore
harder for them to remember, or simply because of gaps in inherited oral traditions, as
in the case of Moussa Camara, the absence of these names in oral traditions poses a
very different situation than in the villages of Bangalan, Farenya, and Sanya Paulia. In
the previously investigated villages, names and descriptions of the foreign traders
operating during the nineteenth century slave trade were widely known among
contemporary residents, and repeated in multiple iterations of oral traditions collected
by ElHadj Fall during the 2013 research. As Moussa Camara hightlights however, such
knowledge is not present in similar oral accounts of Gambian and Bakoro residents.
When asked for any names of European or American nineteenth century slave traders
he explains, “Maybe [my] father knew. But since [I] didn’t think of this, [my] father
didn’t tell [me]. [I] didn’t ask, and [my] father also didn’t mention it. […] So [I] didn’t
learn” (Moussa Camara personal communications). In the oral traditions passed along
Gambian residents, the identities of foreign traders was not significant enough to make
it into the passed down oral traditions, presenting a much different situation from other
villages in the region. Possible explanations for this variation are discussed in Chapter
Seven.
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Interviews with local residents and descendants of the historic population of
Gambia have the potential to work in collaboration with the tangible material culture
recovered from the sites themselves, and the documentary accounts that describe
them, to increase our understanding of the Rio Pongo environment during the
nineteenth century slave trade. Descriptions of places and individuals alongside family
histories inform us as to the historical composition of the local population. At the same
time, simple observations of the format in which informants consider and portray past
events contribute to an understanding of the way in which oral accounts pertaining to
areas of slave trade activities are passed down over time. In the following chapter, I
highlight the intersection of these data sources, the tangible, the written, and the oral,
to propose answers to the questions regarding variation in nineteenth century slave
trade environment that have driven this dissertation research.
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CHAPTER 6
“WITH RESPECT TO THE STATE OF FOREIGN CO-OPERATION”: THE ROLE OF
MULTINATIONALISM AND MULTICULTURALISM IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY SLAVE TRADE

The Rio Pongo region of nineteenth century Guinea was a cosmopolitan center
that embraced multinational and multi-ethnic communities amid on-going shifts in
global economic and power structures. Rural communities of the nineteenth century Rio
Pongo were comprised of creolized communities of foreign traders integrating into and
operating from a native center that embraced a multinational identity and transnational
organization as a major defense strategy against British surveillance forces. This
acceptance, cooperation, and collaboration would be the driving force that kept these
villages and the traders who led them successfully engaging in slave trade efforts for
decades after the cessation of the transatlantic slave trade.
6.1 THE EMERGENCE OF THE MULTINATIONAL FAMILY
During the height of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century transatlantic slave
trade, European and American traders negotiated power dynamics and economic
relationships with local authorities, generally abiding by pre-established regional
infrastructures. While maintaining perhaps a superficial perception of the powerful
foreign force, these traders wielded minimal control over negotiation factors, and had
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limited access to interior resources. At large slave trade forts and castles such as Elmina,
Gorée, and Cape Coast, among others, “Europeans built fortifications that became
symbols of foreign might and trade, yet before the imposition of colonial rule in the
mid-19th century Europeans exerted limited military and commercial influence beyond
their forts” (Thiaw and Richard 2013: 986). Indeed, through the construction of both
symbolic and architectural boundaries local leaders confined foreign traders to
particular social networks (Norman and Kelly 2004) and limited their acquisition and use
of exchange capital.
This organizational system of social and political structures shifted somewhat
dramatically with a transition to the transatlantic slave trade of the nineteenth century.
With the ever-present gaze of British anti-slavery surveillance and constant threats to
slave trade capital, foreign traders and leaders of local polities had to reorganize their
political and social relationships to ensure the continuation of their economicallyprofitable endeavors. As the major loci for slave trading endeavors shifted to zones of
limited visibility, foreign traders became more enmeshed within local communities, and
social connections tightened; multinational and transnational familial structures
emerged, maintaining close-knit connections to serve as a brace against the onslaught
of surveillance that threatened great harm to the transatlantic slave trade economy. As
evidenced in the preceding chapters, this situation is clearly observed in the Rio Pongo
region, where foreign traders formed strong bonds through marrying into the families of
local elites.
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Definitions and the Basics
Since the mid- to late-eighteenth century, European and American traders began
migrating to the Rio Pongo and Rio Nunez regions where they entered into the local
commerce, introducing European and American goods in exchange for slaves and other
“coastal products” such as hides, ivory, rice, and other produce (Mouser 1973; Newbury
1971). Upon arrival in the region, these traders engaged with local elite in order to gain
access to such products through local markets. In the eighteenth and nineteenth
century Rio Pongo, these interactions often took the form of a “landlord-stranger
relationship” in which the foreign trader (stranger) paid an annual rent and head tax on
all slaves exported to a local leader (landlord) in exchange for access to land on which he
could build a slave trading factory, or for the use of one already in existence (Mouser
1975). Inherent in this relationship, the landlord took responsibility for the protection of
the life and property of the stranger (in essence securing a continued return on rental
profits) and backed the stranger’s debts; in exchange the stranger supplied the landlord
with weapons and ammunition in order to guarantee such protection. Evidence of this
physical exchange has been identified through artifact assemblages collected across the
Rio Pongo sites. Gun flints, lead shot, bullets, shotgun shell casings, and percussion caps
have been recovered across all four villages where excavations were conducted (see
figures 6.1 through 6.7 below). Furnishing their landlord with such products would have
benefitted the strangers twofold: first, as weapons and ammunition are difficult to
access in the Rio Pongo and carry significant value, this would have curried favor with
the landlord and improved relations. Second, the more sophisticated the weaponry
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Figure 6.1 to 6.8 Artifacts relating to weaponry and ammunition recovered from Rio Pongo sites. Left to right row 1: a. French
gunflints from Bangalan Comptoir, b. gunflint from Gambia Jean Illi, c. gunflint from Gambia Complexe, d. gunflint from Gambia
Complexe; row 2: e. lead shot and percussion cap from Gambia Jean Illi, f. bullet from Sanya Madame, g. pinfire cap from Sanya
Madame, h. bullet from Gambia Complexe.

to which the landlord had access, the better he and his men could protect the stranger
against potential threats. As there was no local production of firearms in the region
during this time, owners of European weaponry maintained a significant advantage over
any opponents who do not.
In order to enter into such a relationship, a trader, upon arrival, presents himself
to a host chief, who would then organize a conference with neighboring leadership to
generate a formal contract, introduce the trader to nearby allies, and establish the
boundaries of the territory which the stranger has access to. In this way, the landlord
could also lay public claim to the operations of the stranger, and make it clear to
potential competition that he would serve as interlocutor between the stranger and any
additional financial deals.
In the Rio Pongo, these relationships were often accompanied by a marriage
alliance between the recently arrived foreign trader and a daughter of his landlord or
another local chief or elite official58. As payment for his role as “wifegiver”, the father of
the bride would receive tributes from the trader, tying their fortunes together,
expanding his family’s economic reach. In exchange, the trader would gain social capital
and access to greater market resources, expand his contact network, increase his
guaranteed regional protection, produce offspring with the potential to contribute to
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In some instances, rather than marry a free woman who was the member of a local
family, traders would purchase or receive as a gift an enslaved woman to marry or
procreate with. This could prove politically challenging, however, as it further violated
social norms, removing the power of local leaders as “wifegivers” (Mouser 2016),
stigmatized potential offspring (Canot and Mayer 1854), and created problems of
inheritance. As this situation is not known to have occurred at any of the four sites
mentioned in this current research, it will not be discussed further here.
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and eventually take over slave trade operations, and benefit from ties to a native status
(the benefits of a connection to a native status is discussed in detail below).
Several iterations of familial organizations have emerged as a direct result of
these intercultural interactions in the Rio Pongo. Mouser (2016) highlights the presence
of transnational families in the region as those which had active branches in multiple
countries, were aware of each other’s presence, and traveled and participated in a panAtlantic economy. Such familial organizations benefited from their transnational status
as they expanded the scope of trading networks available, and increased their quantity
and variety of global contacts. Additionally, individuals in transnational families in the
Rio Pongo benefited from multiple active branches that could provide protection to
members conducting illicit activities under the gaze of British surveillance. By
maintaining strong connections to multinational branches, residents of the Rio Pongo
who fell under suspicion of participation in illicit slave trade activities by surveilling
British forces could claim instead to be operating in order to fill product needs of a
globally distant family branch. Additionally, traders who maintained residential
occupations in multiple countries could flee their Rio Pongo establishments, if
necessary, to previously existing alternate operations they may have had in Charleston,
Baltimore, or Havana, for example, without risk of losing their complete financial
investments.
Transnational families were almost exclusively multinational, created through
international marriages, incorporating members of various national and cultural
backgrounds. These marriages, and the offspring they produced, resulted in the
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generation of a creolized population that would alter local socio-political dynamics, and
inevitably come to represent the trading class of the Rio Pongo through the production
and reproduction of transnational family entities:
Creolization also resulted in the establishment of local families who, having
integrated into host societies, identified with both their respective local
residence and their American or European background [….] their limited number
and dispersal throughout the area facilitated their gradual integration into local
kin networks and power structures characterized by landlord-stranger
relationships. (Knörr and Kohl 2016: 3; Sarró 2009)
The geographically transnational characteristics of such families combined with cultural
or physiological features that persisted in reifying inclusive and/ or exclusive boundary
markers and self-identifying separateness, resulting in the creation of a creolized
population that incorporated genetic and cultural features from a variety of sources. In
looking at this creolization as a transgenerational process, we can consider how a
population of disparate newcomers, and their native partners, generated a new cultural
group over time (Gundaker 2000). In this way, creolization is not a static phenomenon
that occurs in a single instance, but rather incorporates “multiple historical currents that
intersect across diverse objects and events” (Gundaker 2000:129).
As a newly established cultural group on the Rio Pongo landscape, these
creolized populations that were formed through the unions of foreign Euro-American
traders and local native Rio Pongo citizens experienced very mixed responses in local
community settings. Although natives had entered into these creolized structures, the
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resulting populations were neither foreign nor native, thereby at once receiving both
the benefits of an increased socio-economic status and wider opportunity for
advancement while remaining socially stigmatized. “Depending on their social
contextualization in a given historical situation, creole groups or sections among them
have enjoyed elevated status and privileged lifestyles, or suffered ridicule and
discrimination, as the result of their being heterogeneous, (relatively) foreign in origin
and more or less distant from (more) native populations” (Knörr and Kohl 2016: 3).
An example of this complicated status is seen through the treatment of
education of creolized or metis offspring. Many offspring of transnational, creolized
families were sent to an education abroad, as schools available to Rio Pongo
populations were few, and did not have the intellectual or physical resources to meet
Euro-American standards. This advanced education would permit trading class children
to gain a skill set necessary to manage operations of a slave trading factory inherited
from their parents, and better prepare them for a global market. While they leave for
this education a semi-native of the Pongo, upon return their exposure to European and
American environments have cemented their “otherness”, and often exposed them to
ridicule and exclusion from the social organizations of peer groups (Knörr 1995, 2009a,
2010a, 2010b; cf. Kopytoff 1987; Eriksen 2002). While international travel exposed metis
populations to greater multicultural experiences and may have influenced their notions
of fluidity in citizenship, it may simultaneously have caused them to question their own
membership in one particular group (Mouser 2016; Ong 1999).
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Archaeological evidence from Rio Pongo slave trading villages support the
observations of the presence of creolized transnational families. As demonstrated in
Chapter Five, Artifact collections recovered from all loci at Gambia, as well as those from
excavations at Bangalan, Farenya, and Sanya Paulia, include high percentages of both
imported and locally produced products, confirming that these populations had access
to a wide and varied catalog of global goods. Locally produced ceramics constitute 50%

Figure 6.9 to 6.12 Mixture of locally produced and imported artifacts recovered from
Gambia excavations. Left to right (top row) a. forged iron hoe blade from Gambia Jean
Illi; b. imported gin bottle from Gambia Poubelle, (bottom row) c. locally produced check
stamped pottery from Gambia Complexe, d. imported whiteware with Blue Willow
transfer printed pattern from Gambia Sentinelle.
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or more of artifact assemblages at each site, along with locally forged iron objects and
stone tools. Both locally produced and imported pipe stems were recovered as well
across sites, demonstrating an example of an activity (tobacco smoking) that was shared
among multinational, creolized populations, but yet still allowed for differentiation
among individual national identity based on which implement (pipe), native or foreign,
the user chose. These accompany imported glass bottles (both for alcohol and
medicines), ceramic tablewares, architectural materials (nails, tacks, roofing tiles), and
items for personal adornment (beads, buttons, etc.). Sorting through such an
assemblage can pose particular challenges to the archaeologist trying to identify cultural
markers or make specific observations on the residents who used and altered the
objects. Gundaker identifies this situation not so much as a problem, but as an
opportunity for the archaeologist conducting research on and among a creolized
community. She optimistically observes:

Figure 6.13 and 6.14 Locally produced pipe bowl from Farenya Church (left) and
imported kaolin pipe from Farenya Betya (right)
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Although ambiguity and complexity mean tough luck for hypothesis testing they
do not mark a dead end for research. […] the sensible solution to the problems
of ambiguity and complexity is not to reduce them away but rather to try to map
the networks of associations and contexts from which they emerge. One strategy
to this end that historical archaeologists […] have employed with some success is
to use several types of information instead of just one: material culture,
documents, and folklore so that each type complicates interpretation of the
others. (Gundaker 2000:129)
With Gundaker’s suggestions in mind, that is the approach I have taken in the sections
that follow in this chapter, incorporating a variety of evidence to consider the lived
experiences of transnational creolized families in the Rio Pongo, and how such
experiences affected their ability to achieve success in the continuation of the
transatlantic slave trade throughout the nineteenth century. Ambiguity aside, we can
certainly say that, based on a nearly even split between locally produced and imported
artifacts among the assemblages recovered, creolized populations of the nineteenth
century Rio Pongo not only had access to a range of globally sourced goods, but were
actively selecting to incorporate multicultural materials into their daily lives.
Examples from the Rio Pongo
Several examples of transnational and multinational families were present in the
Rio Pongo region throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth century slave trade
occupations, however:
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Those with the strongest American ties in the upper river continued to be the
Lightbourns and the Fabers, but all the trader families were mature enough and
into a second or third generation of creolization by the early 1820s so that their
loyalties were unevenly divided between the Pongo and the Atlantic. Their
identity as African, American, or British depended entirely on circumstances of
the moment. (Mouser 2013a: 95) 59
Perhaps the most iconic example of this situation is the account of Nyara Belli, matriarch
of the Lightbourn family established at Farenya. Married to South Carolina trader Stiles
Lightbourn, Nyara Belli represents several facets of the complexities inherent in
multinational and transnational families, and demonstrates how she used her
transnational identity as a tool for political advancement and the proliferation of her
slave trading endeavors throughout several decades when the cessation of the trade
was strongly enforced.
Nyara Belli (née Elizabeth Bailey Gomez) demonstrates a transnational family
identity that is particularly complex, as she is a descendant of the Luso-African Gomez
lineage, a family who had obtained and maintained regional positions of power for
decades in the Rio Pongo. Louis Gomez, grandfather of Nyara Belli, was either
descended from, or was from himself, a Portuguese Lançado population that
immigrated to Guinea (Botte 1991). Profiting from his intercultural interactions with
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As explained above, transnational families have active branches simultaneously
operating in multiple countries, maintaining an awareness of one another. Multinational
families, on the other hand, are comprised of members of varying nationalities, but may
be single-sited, or unaware of additional family branches.
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local polities, Louis rose to become the chief of Bakia, a position that his son Emmanuel
(and Nyara Belli’s father) would hold as well (Mouser 1973, 1975, 2013a).
The Portuguese Lançados have a complex history of their own; these
communities were most often comprised of New Christian and Jewish individuals fleeing
the Portuguese Inquisition (Forrest 2003; Mark and da Silva Horta 2011) and seeking
religious shelter abroad. The term Lançado is derived from the Portuguese lançar (to
throw), indicating that the Lançados represent individuals thrown from their home
country or residence into a foreign situation (Pardue 2015). In the Rio Pongo region,
they eventually became intermediaries between local polities and European merchants,
gaining valuable skills in intercultural interactions and establishing a unique status for
themselves among Rio Pongo and Rio Nunez communities. It is likely from this
background that Nyara Belli gained her experience in navigating multinational
situations, and prepared her for the significant role she was to play in a marriage
alliance with Stiles Lightbourn.
It should be noted here that, while considered to have the status of a “free
woman”, Nyara Belli, like other daughters of elite families in the region, likely had little
to no power in deciding her participation in a marriage alliance with foreign traders.
Indeed, such a role conveys an inherently complicated and uncertain status; united with
a foreigner, these women were not foreign themselves, yet now became outsiders to
their own home communities. Any offspring produced were often phenotypically
stigmatized, and faced significant challenges relating to land inheritance (Canot and
Mayer 1854; Thayer 1978). With several exceptions (Nyara Belli being one) such a role
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was not often coveted, and included artificial perceptions of power that would be
wielded by the foreigner’s wife.
By 180960, Nyara Belli had married Charleston trader Stiles Lightbourn, and the
couple had established themselves at Farenya. It was at this point that Nyara Belli,
already the product of a Luso-African creolization, became an active member of a
transnational family unit. Stiles Lightbourn remained in communication with his
Charleston family members, and maintained property in the city. Indeed, it is quite
possible that Nyara Belli herself travelled at least once to the United States with her
husband. A court case on file with the South Carolina State Archives (roll L10018, item
0491A) indicates that in 1808 F. Stiles Lightbourn sued the executors of the will of John
Seabrook for $6,300 that was owed to his wife, Eliza Bailey Lightbourn. The case was
settled five years later in 1813 in favor of the defendants, with the reason that the
plaintiffs (Stiles and Eliza Bailey Lightbourn) failed to show up for the court date. The
case was dismissed, and not only did the Lightbourns not receive the money they
believed to be owed to them, but they were assessed, in addition, a $25 fee to pay for
the cost of the court proceedings.
While again highlighting the transnational characteristics of the Lightbourn
family, this court case does bring to the forefront several other considerations of
transnational identities. Principally among them, while there are clear benefits to such
arrangements and identities among Rio Pongo communities, how are these families
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There are conflicting data regarding the specific date of the couple’s marriage, but
several lines of evidence that do mention them present at Farenya in 1809 (see Mouser
2013a).
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perceived at locations of their active branches outside of the African settings? It seems
odd, for example, that a resolution to the above court case took five years, a seemingly
long time compared to other court cases of the era. Similarly odd, given that the debt
was such a substantially large sum, is the fact that neither of the plaintiffs were present
for the court hearing, knowing that their absence would result in a forfeiture of the
lawsuit. Is it possible, however, that we might be seeing the socio-political response to a
multi-racial, transnational family that is not accepted among early nineteenth century
Charleston society? If that were the case that we are seeing here the rejection of a
multinational marriage that resulted in a transnational family that, while globally
beneficial to the participants involved, violates cultural and social norms of the loci of
the secondary branch, we may interpret the result of this court case in a different light.
One could hypothesize, for instance, that an early nineteenth century court in
Charleston, South Carolina, not respecting the rights of a Luso-African woman,
particularly one married to a white American male, to own property or to hold debts
from white men would make a significant effort to find against her favor. It would not
be such a stretch then to wonder if the delay in court resolution might not have been an
intentional one, waiting for the transnational couple to return to their Rio Pongo
residence, when they would no longer be able to make an appearance if called to court.
While such a hypothesis is certainly not proof alone, it does bring to light the complexity
inherent in such transnational family structures, and demonstrates the potential for
challenges in their continued function in multiple loci.
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On the other hand, back in Farenya, Nyara Belli clearly understood the benefits
of the fluidity inherent in her transnational identity, employing and manipulating it to
serve her political and financial purposes in various settings. An account from an
anonymous British naval officer on May 1, 1856 provides a detailed description of his
encounter with Nyara Belli, with a particular focus to the care she takes in presenting
herself and selectively representing her identity:
Half an hour's pleasant pull up the river (Bangalong) brought us to Farringia,
which I found to be a very considerable town, laid out as usual in shady lanes.
[…] I then called at Mrs. Lightburn's. This most interesting old lady dwells in a
commodious house surrounded by huts and stores, etc., which form quite a
village. Standing on a large piece of ground, it is walled in by a stout stockade of
mud and wood. One side of the establishment overhangs the river, the banks
being high and precipitous. I was politely offered a seat by a mulatto who spoke
good English, in a piazza that overlooked the yard, in which was collected a
number of idle Fulahs and other traders from the interior, all curious to get a
glimpse of me. In a short time Mrs. Lightburn made her appearance, followed
by a large number of female attendants and three children, whom I
ascertained to be her grandchildren. They were dressed in European clothes,
and had had some education. Mrs. Lightburn herself, was dressed in strictly
native style, that is, a large cloth wound round the body close up to the arms
and reaching to the knees, bare-footed, and covered with massive gold
ornaments. In her hair which, although woolly, was carefully dressed, she had
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a magnificent gold comb. She appeared to be about fifty61 years of age,
possessing striking traces of beauty. Her colour, although very dark, had a depth
and richness that cannot be understood by those who have never seen an
African beauty; her hands and feet would be a study for a most imaginative
sculptor. I had been told that she disliked English naval officers, and therefore,
although herself well able to speak English, conversed through the medium of
an interpreter, which always renders these visits tedious. I put, however, some
home questions on the subject of the slave-trade. She answered that she
considered that trade was broken up; referring to the number of traders that
filled her yard as a proof that legal trade now fully occupied her time; certainly
a large trade appeared to be going on. I left Mrs. Lightburn in a good humour,
having carefully avoided anything which I thought might ruffle her temper. An
idea exists that she is not a slave-dealer; such an idea must be wrong. She was
married many years ago to an American from whom she has her name, who was
largely connected with the slavers of the river. Lately she has given up her direct
support of the slave-trade; but her immense influence with the traders from
the interior gives her the power of monopolizing any trade; consequently she is
one of the leading heads of the Pongas country. (Barrow 1900: 58-60; emphasis
added).
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While the exact year of her birth is not known, it is highly like that in 1856 Nyara Belli
was at least in her sixties if not older. She had already married Stiles Lightbourn and
moved with him to Farenya by 1809, suggesting she was probably born around 1790, if
not earlier. Some sources indicate she may have been older than Stiles at the time of
their marriage, further pushing back this date.
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In this 1856 account we see an example of Nyara Belli’s use and manipulation of her
multinational identity and membership in a creole population to reaffirm her position of
power. By accenting her “nativeness” in presentation in contrast to her educated family
members in European clothes and the “mulatto who spoke good English”, and
insistence on speaking through a translator (when it has been documented that she
speaks fluent English, for example see below) Nyara Belli reinforces the culturally
ascriptive boundaries of the Rio Pongo creoles, highlighting her inclusion in this group,
and ensuring the visitor see himself, and is seen by others, as an outsider. Forcing the
visitor to communicate through a linguistic translator, she indirectly nods to his lack of
understanding of local practices and traditions.
Nyara Belli’s attentiveness to presentation and personal adornment in order to
emphasize her native identity, as described in accounts above and in chapter 4, was a
common practice among Rio Pongo residents, as evidenced by artifacts recovered
throughout the region. Engaging in selection of personal adornment objects sends
cultural signals to individuals with whom one interacts, reifying the culturally ascriptive
boundaries formed in the creolization process, as well as indicating one’s economic
status. Beads, earrings, and bracelets have been uncovered throughout the Rio Pongo
archaeological sites, indicating that this creative selection was occurring in the region.
Nyara Belli clearly understood the unique status afforded her by this
transnational identity, and employed it as well as a defensive tactic against the
patrolling British anti-slavery gaze. In the account above, it is likely not an accident that
Nyara Belli’s yard was filled with traders from the interior, who are confirmed to be
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Figure 6.15 to 6.18 Personal adornment items from Rio Pongo sites. Top row (left to
right): a. twisted silver earring from Bangalan Comptoir, b. twisted silver bent open
bracelet from Gambia Youssefyah; bottom row: c. copper earring from Bangalan
Comptoir; d. beads collected from Gambia Complexe (beads strung together for
museum display.)

dealing in non-slave trade goods, “all curious to get a glimpse of [the naval officer]”. By
1856, Europeans were not a rarity in the Rio Pongo; British naval officers made frequent
raids and surveillance trips in the region, and European and American traders were well
established among several trading villages. Perhaps the traders’ appearance in the yard
was due not to curiosity at seeing a white British citizen, but rather a strategic maneuver
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intentionally planned to demonstrate that Nyara Belli is “one of the leading heads of the
Pongas country” holding monopolies of non-slave trades. Indeed, we know that this is
not a true representation of her participation in the slave trade at the time of this
account, as it is only three years later that a British Admiral reports, “On the north coast,
with the exception of Mrs. Lightbourne’s establishment in the Pongas, and that of Faber,
there is no reason to believe that there is any preparation for shipping slaves” (Grey
1859: 95).
Nyara Belli again provides a deceptive front through selective presentation of
cultural identity attributes over the course of various interaction with missionary clergy.
In 1864 Mr. Duport of the West Indian Church Mission indicates that in an effort to
construct a missionary footing at Bangalan, “Mrs. Lightburn is our opponent,” (Barrow
1900: 91) and strongly resists the establishment of a missionary center in the region.
Tensions had been high between slave traders of the Rio Pongo and European
missionaries, as the latter were strongly against the continuation of the slave trade, and
were known to have reported to the British navy the activities of traders in the region.
Duport even noted that the only reason Bangalan was a possible location for a church
now was due to the fact that “John Ormond the incendiary […who] burned out the first
missionaries at Backia, and afterwards shot himself,” (Barrow 1900: 91) was now dead.
1864 marked the last known slave ship that successfully made it from the West African
coast to the Americas, suggesting that Nyara Belli, among others, may not have yet
accepted that participation in the transatlantic trade would no longer be a profitable
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endeavor; resistance to Christian missionaries would have seemed sensible to preserve
her endeavors.
By 1878, however, it would certainly have been clear to all Rio Pongo traders
that the transatlantic trade was truly over, and an attempt to sell slaves abroad would
no longer prove to be a profitable venture62. Once the presence of European
missionaries was no longer a threat to her economic prospects, we see Nyara Belli again
shift in the perception of her multinational identity to manipulate a situation. During an
1878 visit from the Bishop of Sierra Leone to the Rio Pongo region, he stops at Farenya
and observes the following of Nyara Belli:
The clergy were hospitably entertained and welcomed by the lady chief, Mrs.
Lightburn, Mr. Lightburn, Mr. Marsden, and others. At the end of the service the
Bishop pronounced the blessing, placing both his hands on the old lady's head.
He was very much struck with her devotion. She was old (upwards of eighty63),
very infirm, and unwell; but still she would not be prevailed on not to kneel. She
said: " I am not able to remain sitting while you are kneeling in prayer. I fear
God. I am not his equal; I fear him." The old lady spoke a good deal of English
while in conversation with the Bishop. (Barrow 1900: 117-118; emphasis added)
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As discussed in Chapter Four, while the transatlantic slave trade ended in 1864,
domestic slavery continued in Guinea until possibly the mid-twentieth century, if not
even through today in some locations. Nyara Belli remained an active participant in the
domestic slave trade until her death as noted by French officials, “At her death in 1880,
Mammy Lightburn, a Eurafrican matriarch in the Rio Pongo, controlled 6,000 slaves”
(Klein 1998: 143).
63
As mentioned earlier, these estimates of Nyara Belli’s age based on her phenotypical
appearance are likely off; it is likely that by 1878 she was at least in her early 90s.
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Rather than emphasize her native status and ostracize the European visitor as she had
done in the past, Nyara Belli repented, embraced Christianity, and communicated with
the Bishop directly, in an inclusive manner. In this instance, Nyara Belli’s ability to
embrace her “European-ness” has the potential to bring to her village the benefits of
free education and missionary financial and structural support.
Education is a tool highly valued among transnational Rio Pongo families, and a
means of further reifying cultural boundaries and setting creole groups apart from their
native surroundings. All of the well-known trading families among the Rio Pongo villages
sent at least some of their children abroad for education, serving three purposes: first,
with the exception of a few newly established missionary schools, which suffered from
limited access to both intellectual and tangible resources, there were no quality schools
available in the Rio Pongo region, especially from a European perspective. Sending a
child to school abroad would ensure their exposure to a higher quality education that
what could be available in the region.
The desire for a higher quality of education leads to the second purpose of
education abroad; providing one’s offspring with a higher quality education would
guarantee that they be better prepared to engage in slave trading endeavors, and either
assist or take over factory operations for their parents in the Rio Pongo. This was the
case with the Ormonds, Fabers, and Lightbourns. John Ormond, Junior, William Faber,
and Nyara Belli were all educated in Liverpool (Mouser 2013a), with the last of those
three again being an exceptional case. It was uncommon during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries (as it is today) for girls to receive significant education, even in
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cases where schools are available (Gibba 2011). For the Gomez family to have spent the
substantial resources requisite to providing a foreign education for their daughter again
indicates a strong understanding of the corollary between education and socioeconomic success among leaders of the Rio Pongo. Several sons of Nyara Belli and Stiles
Lightbourn were also educated abroad, although sources conflict as to whether it was in
England or the United States.
Finally, an education abroad serves as a strong reinforcement of divisionary
cultural boundaries between creole and native populations. While the education itself
provides children of these transnational families with an intellectual toolkit not available
to their native peers, the exposure to European or American cultures further pulls
transnational children into an “other” category. They depart the place of their birth as a
Rio Pongo resident among their peers, and return as a foreigner to their own homeland,
with acquired cultural attributes not before seen by their Rio Pongo counterparts. This
system perpetuates the separation and isolation of multinational families as unique
among the region, cementing their socio-political status as leaders of the Rio Pongo
(Mouser 2016).
In addition to their transnational status, several families and traders in the Rio
Pongo operate as multi-sited entities as well. “A select number of these families or their
most commercially successful branches became multi-sited, with units operating on the
Nunez and Pongo Rivers and residences maintained in Liverpool, England; Charleston,
South Carolina; Havana or Matanzas in Cuba; and in one case Boston, Massachusetts”
(Mouser 2016: 22). As mentioned above, maintaining multiple functioning residences
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permits traders the advantages of expanding their global networks, while at the same
time providing a safety net if it became necessary to quickly flee one’s Rio Pongo
establishment due to an imminent threat of capture by the British government for
illegal participation in slave trading ventures. Such was the case with Edward Jousiffe,
who maintained simultaneous operations in the Rio Pongo and Havana, seemingly
splitting his time between Africa and Central America. His benefits from this multi-sited
approach have been observed, “Jousiffe had been involved in the slave trade between
Guinea and Cuba for many years. His ventures brought him influence in both locales”
(Graden 2014: 16-17). While the origins of the connections between Jousiffe and
Ormond are not currently known, Ormond, as well as Canot, also engaged in operations
in Havana (Mouser 2016; Sparks 2016; Thomas 2013).
For Ormond, he may have engaged in travels to Cuba in an effort to gain social
capital, as well as increase his global reach. “John Ormond, the principal slave-dealer in
the Rio Pongo, is a mulatto, and son, I am told, of a Genoese, formerly occupied in this
traffick. I believe he has himself made more than one voyage to the Havana, with a
cargo of negroes, although he now styles himself a king or prince of the country”
(Macleay 1829: 77). Ormond demonstrates his own perceptions of his status as being on
par with other global elite, drawing on his transnational identity while in Cuba,
transcending local racial norms and expectations. While on a trip to Havana to resolve
legal issues it was reported that “he moved freely in the city and socialized with the
members of the white elite,” yet later the argument made against him in court was that,
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Figure 6.19 Artistic rendering of the port of Havana, Cuba, 1859. Image credit: The Illustrated London News, 19 March 1859.
Courtesy of University of Missouri Libraries.

“Ormond Jr. lacked the judicial standing, since he was a ‘black savage’ living in the heart
of Africa64” (Gates 2017: 198)
Like Jousiffe, Canot’s participation in the transatlantic slave trade follows a
reverse chronological order to Ormond’s, beginning in Cuba, and through connections
there eventually integrating into the Rio Pongo network. While Canot’s principal
connections and residence in Cuba are based in Matanzas (Canot and Mayer 1854;
Jousiffe 1833) it was perhaps on a visit to Havana that his attention was first drawn to
what he perceived as the allure of the transatlantic slave trade. Canot was intrigued by
the appearances of traders like Ormond and Jousiffe, whose transnational identities, to
outsiders, at least, gave them an aura of mystery and intrigue. Indeed, “many
professional slave merchants in the nineteenth-century were semi-gangsters like Mungo
John (alias John Ormond), the half-caste ex-Liverpool slave trader of the Rio Pongo,
Pedro Blanco himself” (Thomas 2013 n.p). Upon his arrival at Havana and survey of the
vibrant ports, Canot describes how his first view of the slave ships operated by these
traders in the harbor dazzled him:
It is strange how our lives and destinies are often decided by trifles. As I sailed
about the harbor in idleness, my nautical eye and taste were struck by the trim
rig of the sharp built “slavers,” which, at that time, used to congregate at
Havana. There was something bewitching to my mind in their race-horse beauty.
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Ormond’s attorney successfully got the plaintiff to drop the charges in this case with
the arguments that his client was mulatto, not black, and that if the plaintiff had no
qualms in borrowing money from Ormond, he should have no reason to use his race as a
reason not to pay him back. (Gates 2017).
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A splendid vessel has always had the same influence on my mind, that I have
heard a splendid woman has on the minds of other men. These dashing slavers,
with their arrowy hulls and raking masts, got complete possession of my fancy.
There was hardly a day that I did not come home with a discovery of added
charms. (Canot and Mayer 1854: 60).
Canot’s introduction to the transnational slaving community at a young age in Havana
gave him a unique perspective on the multicultural and multinational characteristics of
transatlantic slave trade environments that would influence and direct his future
involvement in the trade.
Slave traders from the Rio Pongo maintained multi-sited operations in the
United States as well. Styles Lightbourn was well known for engaging in frequent travels
across the Atlantic, splitting his time between operations in the United States and
Africa. With family ties through his brother who worked as an attorney in Charleston,
Lightbourn frequently returned to the city. Whether with the motivation of maintaining
family ties or for a need to micromanage trading arrangements to minimize any
challenge to economic security in his business dealings, “Lightbourn chose to captain or
accompany his own vessels across the Atlantic and to deal directly with commercial
partners in America” providing him the opportunity to check in on his Charleston
residence (Mouser 2015: 33). It is interesting to hypothesize, had he not perished at sea
prior to the complete conclusion of the transatlantic slave trade, whether Lightbourn
would have considered retiring in South Carolina and bringing his Rio Pongo family
across the Atlantic.
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Unique Exceptions to the Rule
While marriage alliances and international educations were powerful tools that
reinforced the power structure of transnational families in the Rio Pongo, there are
several exceptions to these social organizations that persisted among trading villages.
One of the most notable, perhaps, is the situation of Mary Faber, wife of Paul Faber, and
a powerful participant of the transatlantic slave trade of her own right. Mary Faber was
the daughter of a Black Nova Scotian family who had settled in Sierra Leone in 1792
(Gibba 2011) where she may have later met and married American ship captain Paul,
with whom she shared initial American origins65. The Black Nova Scotians were former
American slaves who had fought for the British in the American Revolutionary War;
after the success of the Americans, they were settled in the then British colony of
Canada (modern day Nova Scotia and New Brunswick). In response to a fear of being
captured and re-enslaved (and in conjunction with a dislike of the frosty climate), they
took an offer from the Sierra Leone Company and British Government and settled in
Sierra Leone (Fyfe 1962, Gibba 2011). While it is not clear whether Mary herself was
born in Sierra Leone, Canada, or the United States, she is a member of a transnational
family prior to her introduction into the Rio Pongo trading networks, and is the
descendant of African American parents, or at least Africans who had lived in America.
The circumstances of Mary’s Black Nova Scotian family were not unique; beginning in
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Alternative hypotheses suggest that Mary may have been born closer to the turn of
the century, and sent from Freetown to the Rio Pongo missionary school as a child,
where she may have met Paul Faber, who may at that point have been already
established at his factory at Sanya. (Mouser 1980)
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the late eighteenth century, many liberated slaves were “returned” from England and
the Americas, or rescued from ships bound for the Americas captured off the UGC, and
sent to settle in Sierra Leone and Liberia (Knörr and Kohl 2016: 2-3; Peterson 1969; Shick
1980). While not native to their new residences, these populations would play complex
roles in creolizations of UGC slave trade era communities.
Interestingly, when Mary and Paul established themselves at Sanya, while they
surely engaged in a landlord-stranger relationship with the local chief or headman, there
was no marriage alliance or strong familial bond made with the local community; they
were both outsiders. This did not seem to inhibit the couple’s success, however, as by
1823 Paul Faber is described as the “principal trader on the river” (Gregory and
Fitzgerald 1823). Yet, like Nyara Belli, Mary Faber also managed a heavy majority of
factory operations in her husband’s absence, as Paul continued to work in the capacity
of ship captain, and traveled frequently to transport cargo and manage additional
operations he had abroad (Mouser 2013a).
Again like Nyara Belli, Mary Faber demonstrated a sophisticated understanding
of the power conveyed to her through her complex transnational family origins, and
situationally manipulated this power accordingly. Partially based on her phenotypically
black identity, Mary was often perceived and represented in historical literature as
being a native of the Upper Guinea Coast, if not the Rio Pongo region specifically, her
complicated origins documentarily erased. As Mr. Leacock of the West Indian Church
observed on a tour of the Bangalan river, “[… we] landed at Sangha, a village which
stands on a creek running into the Bangalong. This was the home of a chief named
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Faber, a wealthy colored gentleman, son of an American by a native woman, one of the
most influential chiefs in the country66” (Barrow 1900: 56).
Able to shift fluidly within her transnational identity, Mary used the ambiguity of
her origins to her advantage in obtaining power and status among Rio Pongo traders.
Realizing the inherent benefits to her by claiming a local identity, she was able to
demonstrate that “She was utterly a creature of the Rio Pongo environment, and
mastered its rigors” (Foster 2010: 111). A very strong example of Mary’s manipulation of
her transnational identity is demonstrated through her means of navigating severe
discord among Pongo traders. In the mid- 1830s, Mary herself instigated conflict among
the coalition of Rio Pongo traders when she violated the previously agreed upon system
of dividing ship slave quotas among the major traders of the region, and instead filled a
complete quota herself with slaves sold exclusively from Sanya. This started a small war
among the Pongo traders, drawing a strong response from William Ormond (brother of
deceased John Ormond, Junior), who was perhaps targeted by Mary for his perceived
weakness and lack of authority as compared to his brother. Hearing of the troubles
brewing in the region and fearing an actual outbreak of war, several traders in
legitimate commerce from Freetown came to the Pongo in an attempt to dissuade
tensions. Resenting their interference and fearing that they sought to take control in the
region, “Mary now portrayed herself as representing the "native" faction against the
"Mulatto" or Freetown oriented group,” initiated hostilities with the backing of the local
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The account refers to William Faber, son of Mary and Paul, who inherited the factory
and operations at Sanya after his father’s death.
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Fula government, resulting in the deposition of Ormond (who died two years later), and
with a new governor of the Bangalan district appointed by the Fula rulers. (Mouser
1980: 7)
With no capable successor to maintain Bangalan, the center of trade in the
Bangalan branch shifted to Sangha, with Bailey Lightburn also enjoying
commercial success at Faringuia. Mary Faber now was supported by a resident
Fula governor and clearly had become the most powerful trader in the upper
river. She had, in effect, inherited the power base held by John Ormond, Jr., in
the early 1830s. (Mouser 1980: 7)
Backed by the security of a transnational network that could support her should she fail
in the Pongo, Mary Faber identified the potential for increasing power and status by
preserving a native identity among populations that superficially seem to be directed by
foreign power bases. Her high status among regional slave traders is similarly conveyed
throughout oral tradition; on an initial tour of the Sanya archaeological site in 2013,
local residents declared that of the two mound remains of interest, the larger was the
residence of Madame Faber, and the smaller belonged to her husband Paul, the
explanation being that she did all the work for their family factory operations. While
archaeologically it appears more likely that the larger mound served as the single
occupational residence and the smaller an observatory platform or storage location, the
underlying tone of the inherited oral tradition conveyed the important notion that it
was Mary Faber, not her husband, who held the commanding role and was responsible
for the factory’s success in the nineteenth century slave trade.
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Théodore Canot and his occupation at Gambia present another exception to the
normalized pattern of marriage alliances facilitating entrée into local community
networks. Uncertainties about the accuracy of his journal account aside (see discussion
in Chapter Four), Canot mentions on several occasions his intentions to not accept a
bride when approached by several local chiefs (Canot and Mayer 1854). In Canot’s
example, it seems that perhaps his failure to integrate into local systems through a
marriage alliance directly affected his [lack of] success in slave trade operations at
Gambia. Under his direction, Gambia faced multiple threats, and structures were
burned down on at least one occasion by neighboring residents, in addition to several
structures that were at other times burned by British naval forces. Canot reports several
threats made to his own life, despite being under the protection of local chief of Gambia
and landlord Ali Ninfa (Canot and Mayer 1854). Canot’s failure to integrate into the local
community leaves him vulnerable to increased external pressures, and may be a major
contributing factor towards his short period of residency in the region.
Canot’s business partner Edward Jousiffe did marry a daughter of a local elite,
but had to flee from an imminent British raid shortly after this union, and no
documentation has yet been found suggesting that this relationship was continued after
his departure, nor that any offspring resulted from this union. Jousiffe may have
attempted to integrate into native practices, as Canot notes, “his residence in Africa
gave him a taste not only for its people, habits, and superstitions, but he upheld
practical amalgamation with more fervor and honesty than a regular abolitionist.
Joseph was possessed by Africo-mania” (Canot and Mayer 1854: 111; emphasis added).
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While Jousiffe clearly could never be considered a member of a native class, he
recognized the importance of integration into local communities to whatever degree
possible. Unfortunately for him, he was forced to leave the region, due to imminent
threat of capture, before learning whether these tactics would have brought him
success.
While Nyara Belli and Mary Faber exploited their native (real or fictive) identities
to gain and maintain power in their respective villages, archaeological evidence suggests
that Edward Jousiffe, Theodore Canot, John Ormond, and other traders in the region did
the opposite, emphasizing their “other-ness” as a means of establishing control. In the
Sidibé zone at Gambia, believed to be the possible location of the historic residence of
Edward Jousiffe and referred to as “Youssefyah” by local residents, architectural
remains atypical for the region dominate the immediate landscape. The main platform
(named Platform A) present in the Sidibé zone is accompanied by an adjacent staircase
made of packed clay steps each topped with a large cut stone slab (Figure 6.20). The
stone used for these steps appears to be non-locally sourced, and likely would have
been difficult and expensive to import during the first half of the nineteenth century.
The side of the staircase was coated in a plaster or stucco; the front of the platform is
too far eroded to determine whether it had any coating as well. This coating on the
staircase would have provided architectural stability to help reinforce and preserve the
mud walls of the structure while simultaneously highlighting the aesthetic grandeur of
the platform. The platform itself is significantly taller than others identified and
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Figure 6.20 Cut stone steps on staircase of Platform A in Sidibé zone.

excavated at Rio Pongo sites, with a height of nearly four meters above the adjacent
ground surface in some locations. As a grand, foreign construction, any structure that
was built on this platform was both literally and symbolically removed from its physical
and cultural surroundings.
To the north of the central platform was a second unique architectural structure
among those found at Gambia and the other villages. This platform was composed of a
packed mud stepped foundation, with each step coated in a very thin layer of plaster or
stucco (see Figure 6.21 below). Different than the cut stone staircase, the stepped
portion of this platform extends the entire length of its east wall, and the top of the
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Figure 6.21 Stepped Katyah platform in Sidibé zone at Gambia.
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platform is just over one meter higher in elevation than the surrounding area. Due to
time limitations for excavations, we were unable to excavate units in other walls of the
platform’s foundation to determine whether the steps were present around the entire
circumference of the platform, or just on the eastern wall.
At both of these platforms in the Sidibé zone the steps were located on the
eastern side of the platforms’ foundation, facing the river access, and the platforms are
situated roughly 50 meters west of the water’s edge at high tide. Had the foliage
between the platforms and the river been cleared, not only would the platforms be
visible from the water’s edge, but would provide a striking image for the newly arrived
visitor. These platforms were clearly constructed with the intention to impress and
emphasize their foreign nature as compared to other local constructions. Excavations
conducted at the Youssefyah and M’bemba loci confirm that there were smaller
dependencies or local housing near these platforms, but all located to the west and
south, so they would not have impeded a view of the main structures from the river.
Additional examples of monumental architecture constructed with the
intentions of emphasizing variation rather than assimilation were located at the
Complexe at Gambia and the Betya locus at Farenya. At both of these locations cutstone platforms were identified that appear to be not only atypical when compared with
other nineteenth century historic architecture located thus far, but also that may not
have served a direct residential or occupational function. As seen in Figure 6.22 below,
the excavation unit at Betya revealed a primary cut stone wall that extends east and
west beyond the extent of the excavation unit, and appears to form the foundation of
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Figure 6.22 Cut stone foundation/ platform from Farenya excavations at Betya
(Emerson).
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Figure 6.23 South side of cut stone platform at Gambia Complexe.

Figure 6.24 East side of cut stone platform at Gambia Complexe.
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the platform. A secondary cut stone wall, south of the first, is larger, and appears to
have been constructed on top of the fill placed inside the foundation wall to build up the
platform. The west corner of this wall was uncovered in the unit; based on the erosion
of the mound, it could not continue much more than a meter further to the north,
rendering its width under two meters, too small to have supported a residential
structure. This mirrors the situation of the cut stone platform at the Complexe
(discussed in greater detail in Chapter Five, and seen in Figures 6.23 and 6.24 below).
The stone platform at the Complexe is just over three meters wide, but the northern
most meter descends in a slope, possibly forming a ramp to ascend to the top of the
platform.
While the functional purpose of both of these platforms is not definitely known,
it is evident that they were constructed with a symbolic intent to convey cultural signals.
The Betya locus was originally named as such during the 2013 field season as local oral
accounts indicated it was the home of Nyara Belli’s daughter Elizabeth. We now know
that Elizabeth was married to John Emerson, an American who had been working as a
partner in the Freetown law firm of Smith and Emerson (Barry 1998; Kennedy and
Dalrymple 1841; Mouser 1980) before moving to the Rio Pongo. At the Complexe there
is no conclusive proof who the resident of the structure(s) built atop the Complexe
platform were, but documentary records (see Chapter Five) and oral traditions that
indicate a Frenchman lived at that location, make a strong case for the possibility of it
being the home of Theodore Canot. If that is the case, then we see here examples of
both Emerson and Canot using architectural construction to convey cultural signals. The
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presence of these cut stone platforms, whether for ceremonial presentations,
surveillance, or other purposes, emphasize that while they may be engaged in
multinational families or relationships, it is their foreign nationality or “otherness” from
which they derive their political and economic control.
6.2 Multinational Networks as a Defensive Strategy
While the previous discussion has made clear that multinational and
transnational identities assisted trading families of the Rio Pongo in forming strong and
beneficial ties with their local communities, these multinational networks served as well
as defensive strategies against the onslaught of British surveillance after the legal
cessation of the transatlantic slave trade. Through intricate communication systems, an
understanding of the fluidity of national identity, and strong inter-site collaboration,
traders of the Rio Pongo were able to continue to profit off the transatlantic slave trade
well into the nineteenth century, despite the challenges posed by the ever-present
British gaze.
Communication
Archaeological, oral historical, and documentary evidence indicates that
residents of villages in the Rio Pongo were well skilled at, and often employed, cross-site
communication throughout the region. Level and protected platforms at high
elevations, such as those identified at the Sentinelle and Village loci at Gambia, enabled
a guard or Sentinel to keep watch over the nearby river front with a significantly distant
visibility (see Figure 5.6), alerting local residents when a stranger approached. As noted
in an oral tradition from Gambia
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As you see the hill here, we can’t see the ocean, we can’t see it from here, when
we’re here. So, it was here now that they made the sentinelle, they placed a
guardian there. So he, he would stay, and see all that came on the ocean, on the
other hill towards Bangalan, all that. All that you could see there. When he sees
an aggressor coming, he takes the trumpet and sounds it. It’s a way of informing
the people. (Moussa Camara, personal communications)
These warning calls could travel through the river valley from the Sentinelle or Village
platforms at Gambia to the Monsieur platform at Sanya or the Magazine area at
Bangalan, and from there to the high elevations of the Yenia or Betya loci at Farenya.
Advance notice of foreign arrivals via transmission of audible signals would take great
collaborative efforts from Rio Pongo communities, but would provide residents valuable
time to take necessary precautions if the incoming stranger posed a physical threat, or
to hide slaves or other traces of participation in the transatlantic slave trade in the event
of an anti-slavery raid.
Historic documentation demonstrates additional modes of communication
available between villages throughout the region. With a thorough knowledge of the
local landscape, residents could take advantage of connecting paths through waterways
unknown to strangers to transmit urgent messages in times of danger. As British naval
officers observed of the region, “The river is sometimes called Bashia River. The
principal resident at present is Paul Faber, an American. Lightburn and Ormond have
places of trade on this branch also, which has communication with the other by some of
those creeks and channels which are so frequent” (Gregory and Fitzgerald 1823: 12).
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These could be the same channels that were used by residents to alert Edward Jousiffe
on two separate accounts when the West African Squadron of the British Royal Navy
sailed up the river to Gambia on raids intended to capture the trader (Canot and Mayer
1854; Findlay 1831; Temple 1836). In both cases, efficient and organized communication
among the multinational populations of Rio Pongo communities saved Jousiffe from
capture, thereby prolonging his participation in, and by default increased the lifespan of,
the transatlantic slave trade in the region.
Collaboration and communication among slave trading families of the Rio Pongo
provided great regional defense against threats that sought to end their prosperous
financial endeavors. When it was announced that the slave trade would legally end in
1807, but with a grace period for those involved to finish their current endeavors by
mid-1808, Rio Pongo traders anticipated and prepared for a slave rush of increased
orders for captive Africans by those making a last ditch effort to get rich, which never
came (Mouser 1975). After traders who had come only to participate in this rush
departed, and others retired due to the legal cessation of the trade, only a small group
of trading families remained. Therefore, in 1809, with increasing pressures coming from
the threat of British anti-slavery patrols, and in an effort to minimize competition the
traders that remained, they formed a syndicate that controlled who could participate in
the local slave market, and established a quota system wherein the participating traders
would divide orders for slave cargos and normalize prices among them (Mouser 1975).
This collaboration, if successful, would save traders time and effort worrying
over competition among their neighbors, and would help defend against threats to the
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regional slave trading operations. With multiple traders contributing slaves to fill a ship’s
cargo, its departure from the river could be expedited, reducing the window of
opportunity of capture by the British. Additionally, traders would not be obligated to
maintain high quantities of captives among their personal stores, reducing the risk of
slave uprisings, as well as the likelihood of drawing suspicion from the prying eyes of
local missionaries or surveying British patrols. These efforts were more or less successful
until Mary Faber’s violation of the pact in the late 1830s (see discussion below). The
collaborative work of these syndicates demonstrates an embrace of multinational
communities, and a transcendence of interethnic cooperation over racial and gender
norm bias that would fuel the successful continuation of the transatlantic slave trade in
the Rio Pongo region despite the forces that threatened it.
National Identity as Boon and Blight
Ironically, while slave traders in the Rio Pongo region were able to thrive at an
illicit commerce due to a reliance on international collaboration and communication, it
was the absence of these same features that so thwarted the entities trying to bring the
trade to an end. As discussed in Chapter Four, British naval forces faced severe
challenges in their efforts to stymie slave trading participation along the coast of West
Africa, particularly resulting from lack of support and cooperation from fellow European
and American governments. Although the British Anti-Slavery patrol was established in
1823, it wasn’t until much later that the British signed treaties with other nations
granting them power of seizure of non-British citizens and property; even when such
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permissions were eventually granted, it was within the confines of strict regulations and
limited circumstances. Rio Pongo traders were well aware of these circumstances, and
engaged in international collaborations aboard slave ships as well as on land to avoid
risk of capture. Just as local Rio Pongo residents had a well-developed knowledge of the
local landscape, so too did ship Captains of nautical terrain, with an acute awareness of
territorial jurisdictions. Ship captains and cargo owners were prepared for encounters
with various surveillance entities with documentation that allowed them to evade
capture if questioned by any authorities. This practice is evidenced through an account
of the capture of the Spitfire in Rio Pongo waters:
The Spitfire carried three sets of books, charts, and flags – American, French and
Spanish […] even the passengers were suspect. Members of the Spitfire’s crew
reported that a French passenger, Adolphe Fleuret, had occasionally stood watch
while on the outward voyage, had kept a record in a French captain’s journal and
carried a French flag, and had entered notations on a French chart. Don
Francisco Ruiz, a Spaniard, had performed the same tasks, kept a separate
journal, and made notations on a Spanish chart or map. It was as though there
were three captains, with papers to prove whatever registry and nationality was
necessary. There were no slaves on board the Spitfire when it was seized, but
there were three hundred slaves waiting in a nearby barracoon (holding pen) at
Sangha to be loaded, and there was testimony that those slaves were destined
to be Spitfire’s cargo. (Mouser 2015: 25-27)
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The captain and crew of the Spitfire, who were engaged in a deal with Paul Faber and
expecting to pick up a cargo of slaves from Sanya, manipulated their apparent national
identities as a defensive mechanism that would allow them to continue to participate in
slave trading endeavors in direct view of the British gaze. That they invested such time
and effort in this farce, generating documentation in triplicate, not to mention the
salaries paid to the additional crewmen who kept such records, speaks to the likelihood
that such schemes had previously been successful, and inferred decently good odds of
success.
Because of such struggles in obtaining international collaboration with their
European and American governmental peers, the British navy, for the majority of their
surveillance years, were effectively limited to the apprehension of known British
citizens. Unfortunately for him, this rendered Edward Jousiffe the major target of British
forces within the region, as the sole British slave trader established in the Rio Pongo
during the nineteenth century. John Ormond was of British descent, yet he is able to
draw on his multinational identity, highlighting his birth origins in the Rio Pongo, and
emphasizing his ability to phenotypically and culturally blend with native populations.
Just as with Nyara Belli and Mary Faber, while international and transnational
connections may have expanded Ormond’s political and socio-economic networks, it
was his ties to a native identity that afforded him protection against British control.
Indeed, whether due to confidence in his untouchable status, or merely drunken
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stupidity67, Ormond openly shared his intentions to remain active in the transatlantic
slave trade despite its legal cessation. He confessed to an unknown author in an account
held among British naval records:
Mr. Ormond told me that he had recently refused to purchase Slaves
brought to him for sale […] He, at the same time, avowed plainly his intention to
resume the trade if favourable opportunities should offer. His reason for not
purchasing Slaves at present was that he should have the charge of maintaining
them too long without a chance of getting rid of them, as the Merchants of the
Havannah would not venture to send their vessels into the River for some time,
in consequence of the recent captures. He was also apprehensive of exciting
unfavourable suspicions, and incurring unkind treatment from the cruizers68 if he
should be found collecting Slaves in any considerable number. This man used no
disguise in respect to his attachment to the slave trade. (Author unknown 1823)
Ormond was so confident in the protection afforded by his multinational identity and
affiliations that he had no fear of repercussions in declaring his intentions to continue
participation in an explicitly illicit activity.
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John Ormond, Junior, is well-known among historical documentation as being
abrasive and violent, and often observed for his tendencies to over-imbibe (Barrow
1900; Canot and Mayer 1854; Mouser 2010).
68
In his mention of “unkind treatment from the cruizers” Ormond is likely referring to
the British practice of burning establishments known to be associated with transatlantic
slave trade participation. While they could not arrest non-British participants or seize
their property, there was little recourse available to traders whose property was
destroyed by British raids (for examples see descriptions in Chapter Four).
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The same cannot be said, however for the resident slave trader of Gambia in the
early 1830s. Edward Jousiffe was well-known among British naval officials, and several
times targeted as the cause of of anti-slaving raids on the Rio Pongo. While hesitant to
take action until they had definitively confirmed his British nationality (for discussion of
nationality doubts see House of Lords 1834), British naval officers described him as “the
notorious Edward Jousiffe, who has so often been denounced to His Majesty’s
Government as a trafficker in Slaves in the Rio Pongas on the Coast of Africa,” (Temple
1836: 11) and noted that “We cannot conceal from your Lordship our indignation
against Jousiffe. He has long been suspected of being deeply engaged in slaving
pursuits” (Findlay and Smith 1830: 281-285). Jousiffe faced the consequences of the
absence of a native nationality that provided protection to the other traders of the river,
was forced to flee the Rio Pongo on several occasions, and was eventually captured and
convicted for his participation in the illegal slave trade.
Summary Conclusions
Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, European and American
traders demonstrated a sophisticated understanding of how to navigate intercultural
interactions among Rio Pongo communities. Upon arrival, these traders engaged a
landlord-stranger relationship with a representative of the local elite, integrating into
social, political, and economic networks. They often engaged in marriage alliances to
strengthen their local ties, and contributed to the generation of a creolized
transnational trading class. These populations used their transnational identities as
effective defensive strategies against the powerful anti-slavery British gaze of the
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nineteenth century to continue their participation in the illicit slave trade. Through
multinational communication, organization of collaborative syndicates, and a
heightened awareness of the power of the fluidity inherent in a transnational identity,
the residents of these trading villages in the Rio Pongo generated a powerful force that
made significant and lasting contributions to global networks of the nineteenth century
transatlantic slave trade.
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CHAPTER 7
NO MEANS […] TO SUPRESS THAT DIABOLICAL TRAFFIC: CONCLUSIONS AND
A GLANCE TOWARDS THE FUTURE
Aye, lad, and I have seen those factories,
Gambia, Rio Pongo, Calabar;
Have watched the artful mongos baiting traps
Of war wherein the victor and the vanquished
Were caught as prizes for our barracoons.
Have seen the nigger kings whose vanity
and greed turned wild black hides of Fellatah,
Mandingo, Ibo, Kru to gold for us69.
The transatlantic slave trade persisted for centuries throughout the African
coast, significantly altering the physical and social landscape. From the initial arrival of
exploring Europeans to the departure of the French colonial forces, native populations
in coastal Guinea have adapted and readapted to external forces influencing group
dynamics and community development. This chapter considers how such forces of the
nineteenth century transatlantic slave trade specifically contributed to these long term
adaptations, as well as suggestions for additional work to be done to help contribute to
a greater understanding of such interactions.
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Excerpt from Hayden 1962.
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7.1 REVIEW OF DISSERTATION GOALS, RESEARCH QUESTIONS, AND ANSWERS
This dissertation set out to investigate the effects of the continuation of the
transatlantic slave trade into an “illicit” era upon local communities in West Africa. To
do so, I explored the variability of cultural, social, economic, and political characteristics
among sites of slave trade participation in nineteenth century coastal Guinea. The Rio
Pongo region served as an ideal location to investigate such topics, as it served as home
to several successful and long-running trading families. I sought to investigate not only
what intra-site variation existed, but how it was caused, and how such variation is
manifested in the creation of institutionalized memory passed down across generations
as oral tradition.
Question 1: Intra-Site Variations
How did social, political, and economic situations vary across slave trade sites in
the nineteenth century Rio Pongo? Over the course of three field seasons in 2013, 2016,
and 2017, excavations were conducted at Bangalan, Farenya, Sanya Paulia, and Gambia,
historic sites in the Rio Pongo known to have played significant roles in the nineteenth
century transatlantic slave trade, and each associated with one or more renowned
traders of historical import. Variations in site organization, socio-political and economic
situations occurred at each site as a direct result of the trader’s degree of integration
into the local community, and ability to navigate and manipulate a transnational
identity. At Farenya and Sanya Paulia, leading traders Nyara Belli and Mary Faber
embraced their [perceived, in the case of the latter] native identities to maintain control
over their village operations.
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At Bangalan and Gambia, however, evidence indicates that John Ormond,
Theodore Canot, and Edward Jousiffe, while still surely integrating into and operating
within local systems, emphasize their European connections or “other-ness”, setting
them apart from their Rio Pongo contemporaries. Archaeological remnants at Gambia
include atypical stepped-platform constructions (one including carved stone steps of a
material not local to the region) that fall in clear contrast to local architectural styles.
These men travelled with some frequency to Havana and other ports where they
engaged in slave trading negotiations from their statuses as leading traders within the
Rio Pongo environment, while reinforcing their transnational identities.
Artifact assemblages collected across all four sites indicate that residents of Rio
Pongo villages had access to goods of widely varying cultural associations. The degree to
which traders were integrated into their local communities would affect which items
were imported into their communities, and to whom they would be made accessible.
This situation extends to the structural organization of the trading site, with the
particular trader’s desire to [or to not] assimilate into the local population determining
the organization and operation of site activities.
Question 2: Oral Traditions and Institutionalized Memory
How do historical sites that experienced temporally and geographically similar
occupations yield such extreme variation in oral historical memorialization? What
conditions could explain the dramatic discrepancy between the presence of material
evidence and lack of oral recognition among local residents and descendants? Given
that Bangalan, Farenya, and Sanya have such strong connections between their
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contemporary residents and the historical pasts of the sites, why is that not similarly the
case at Gambia/Bakoro?
Among Rio Pongo trading class populations, national identity plays a critical role
in terms of one’s degree of integration into the local community. While documentary
records confirm that Edward Jousiffe and Theodore Canot, among other possible
traders, engaged in slave trade operations at Gambia, of all sites on the Rio Pongo it
represented the one whose lead traders were least connected to the local community,
and though both operated transnationally, neither could claim a native identity.
Architectural remains, archaeological data, and documentary accounts indicate that
both Jousiffe and Canot emphasized their status as foreign, or other, minimizing their
community assimilation, even if their participation in local activities continued. Similarly,
although Jousiffe did marry a local woman, neither trader is known to have produced
offspring, resulting in a single generation of traders at Gambia. While descendants of
the traders at Bangalan, Farenya, and Sanya could pass along oral traditions regarding
their family’s occupation of the site, at Gambia it was only the populations whom
Jousiffe and Canot had ostracized as “others” who remained to transmit oral historical
accounts.
A series of multiple migrations to the villages of Gambia and Bakoro may also
have served to “water down” the presence of historical accounts of the Gambia slave
trading operation in oral traditions. Confirmed by oral traditions collected from local
residents, over the last two hundred years Gambia and Bakoro have received a series of
immigrant families coming from multiple locations. These groups would have varying
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cultural and ethnic backgrounds, and while eventually assimilating into the local creole
population, would not necessarily merge oral traditions. In conjunction with the outmigration of Gambia residents over time, oral traditions pertaining to the slave trade
occupation have been discarded or transmuted. Such accounts have likely also been lost
as a result of a perceived preference for written rather than oral data. As informants
indicated in multiple interviews, information that is presented in a textual form is
believed to be more accurate than anything that is conveyed orally. As more historical
accounts are converted to text, residents who may have known a different version of a
particular event will discount their own knowledge if it disagrees with a textual account.
Finally, oral traditions are not static, but rather fluid constructions that change
over time, and are subject to influence by circumstantial environment. After the
eventual conclusion of the transatlantic slave trade, residents of the Rio Pongo
continued to experience major political and economic stresses over the next century.
While the transatlantic slave trade had ended, domestic slavery continued in the region
well into the twentieth century; this complicates oral accounts, as inquires into “the
time of slavery” often yield responses that may refer to either transatlantic or domestic
slavery occurrences. The installation of the French colonial forces in the region also had
a grave affect on local communities; punishments for failure to pay the requisite poll tax
resulted in traumatic experiences for local residents, and often indentured servitude not
significantly different from the slavery it was intended to replace. In this way, particular
accounts within oral traditions are subjected to a “hierarchy of tragedies”, wherein
those events that have a stronger direct impact on the populations who experience
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them are more likely to be passed on to the next generation. Therefore, the more
severe traumatic experiences a descendant population is subjected to, the less likely
accounts from the period of the transatlantic slave trade, from which later residents
were temporally and culturally removed, will be inherited with the oral histories
transmitted to the next generation.
Question 3: Proliferation of an Illegal Trade
How did slave trading operations in the Rio Pongo continue to experience
substantial success in the face of strict surveillance of the British anti-slavery forces?
Despite the well-developed monitoring systems employed by the British Royal Navy,
Euro-African, European, and American traders continued participation illegally in the
transatlantic slave trade well into the nineteenth century. They did so by employing the
fluidity of their transnational identities as a defensive strategy, and engaged in wellorganized intra-site collaboration and communication, presenting a unified force against
opposing threats.
As explained in Chapter Five, leading traders in the Rio Pongo contributed to and
were products of a unique creolized population of European an American immigrants
marrying into local community populations. This system resulted in transnational
families whose members benefitted from a fluidity of identity that could be
manipulated, when necessary, as a defensive strategy against potential threats, or to
garner political favor. As evidenced by Nyara Belli, her transnational identity gave her
the power to manipulate her linguistic and cultural identity, increasing confusion among
foreign visitors, adding a defensive layer of ambiguity to those who would seek to
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dismantle her endeavors. Conversely, Edward Jousiffe used his status as “other” to
magnify his importance among local populations, encouraging others to assist in his
protection to benefit their own financial interests. Through grandiose architecture and
increased imported goods (among the Youssefyah artifact assemblage the incidence of
locally produced goods was only half of what it was among other loci at Gambia)
Jousiffe accented his importance as foreigner, sending cultural signals of potential
benefits to those who would be his allies. Given these two contrasting approaches, we
can conclude that while a transnational identity gives one entry into the varying Rio
Pongo community, it is by claiming one extreme, either native or “other”, as opposed to
the creole metis, yet remaining open to accept cultural variation, that provides the
maximum support for continued success in slave trade endeavors.
Additionally, head traders from nearby villages engaged in multinational and
intra-site communication to form a united front that could better resist against the
pressures of British (and later other nations) anti-slavery efforts. Archaeological
evidence of architectural features designed to allow surveillance and communication
confirms that villages contributed to and engaged in a regional security network
designed to provide maximum warning to traders who may be in danger of capture if
evidence of their participation in the slave trade was discovered. This communication
system was further benefitted through a detailed knowledge by residents of the
complex local riverine geography, which enabled them to quickly navigate a landscape
their economic predators could not. In conjunction with the syndicate formed among
Rio Pongo traders to divide ship quotas in order to minimize the amount of time slave
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ships sat at the Rio Pongo harbor, this regional collaborative communication facilitated
the proliferation of the slave trade for decades after its legal cessation.
7.2 RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND ETHICAL CONCERNS
Analysis Challenges
While conducting research for this dissertation, significant challenges were faced
and overcome during data collection. Reflecting on these challenges will better prepare
myself and/or future researchers looking to do work in the region, and allow for more
nuanced planning of fieldwork preparations. Perhaps the largest of these challenges
concerned the limitations to local facilities and resources. The lack of electricity at the
field site (discussed in Chapter Five) made it difficult to conduct analysis concurrently
with excavations, and caused occasional problems using electronic field equipment. Cell
phones and flashlights could be recharged on solar-powered battery packs, but
computers, camera batteries, the GPS, and the total station required use of a generator
to charge, the total station needing recharging after ever second day of use. While I had
purchased a portable generator for this very reason, I quickly learned upon arrival that
using the generator, which was a rare entity in Bakoro, affected local social dynamics
and interfered with our assimilation into the local community. Indeed, I learned several
weeks into the 2016 field season that our host had been charging neighboring residents
1000 Guinea Francs (equivalent to about 15 cents in USD, but a somewhat substantial
fee for the region) to recharge their phones on the circuit each time we ran the
generator, despite the fact that I paid for both the machine and the gas. As there was
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not always enough space for everyone’s devices, he gave selective access to certain
individuals, causing political tensions that were attributed to me. In future return trips, I
will endeavor not to bring or use my own generator, but instead to pay for gas to use
another’s, if need be, to remove myself from potential politically-charged situations.
The limited facilities also rendered laboratory analysis particularly challenging. As
described in Chapter Two, there was no local running water source, so artifacts had to
be washed next to a small stream approximately two kilometers from our residence.
While we were able to construct a small table where they could dry, local free-range
livestock meant that artifacts could not be left unsupervised while drying. Once they
were dry, in Bakoro we did not have access to a building or anyplace sufficient to
conduct analysis and catalog the processed artifacts; I tried several times on the porch
of our house, but an onslaught of chickens, cats, and visitors, paired with a lack of
electricity and poor lighting, rendered the porch a poor location. In 2016, I attempted to
conduct analysis during visits back to Conakry, but was plagued with the similar problem
of poor consistency of electricity due to the neighborhood in which I was living; the
government controlled and limited power resources to certain regions of the city, and
by early March it was available only from 6pm to 6am, resulting in mostly nighttime
analysis. In 2016 and 2017 I attempted to do some cataloging and analysis work at a
“lab” at the National Museum in Conakry, but this too proved to be difficult, as the lab
consisted of a dark room with a single window, with no running water or electricity. In
future return projects, I would be sure to include in a budget allowance for the rental of
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housing in Conakry in a neighborhood that had guaranteed generator access and more
hospitable situation for conducting analysis.
I came across a second major challenge to analysis in research for this
dissertation after returning to the United States. As part of the dissemination endeavors
and efforts to contribute to the acceptance of the archaeological sites as important
national heritage in Guinea, all of the artifact assemblage was curated at the National
Museum70. While I strongly believe that the objects recovered should stay as close as
possible to the site where they were recovered, this arrangement did inhibit the ability
to investigate follow-up questions that arose in post-field analysis, after the completing
the initial cataloging of artifacts. Anticipating this inability to interrogate data when back
in the states, I took detailed notes of all artifacts cataloged, and took photos of as many
artifacts as possible, including all locally produced and imported ceramic sherds with
any decoration or diagnostic form, and any artifacts with diagnostic features.
Finally, as mentioned earlier, there are currently no archaeological education
programs in the country, resulting in a lack of skilled archaeological laborers available.
On both the 2016 and 2017 field seasons I trained archaeological assistants who worked
on field excavations, mapping, survey, and basic artifact processing. While in 2017 this
served as a tool for better integrating into the local community networks, this training
added a significant amount of time to our overall field schedule. On future trips, I will
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With the exception of beads collected from all four sites and faunal specimens that could not be
analyzed in Guinea, and samples of locally produced ceramics. These items were brought to the historical
archaeology laboratory at the University of South Carolina with the permission of the Guinean Ministry of
Culture and the National Museum.
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plan to add at minimum an extra week to any planned excavation schedule to account
for this additional training needed. Additionally, as there are no current archaeological
projects active in the country, this particular skill set does not connote any immediate
benefits to trained assistants beyond the completion of my research project, unless
myself or other archaeologists return to conduct further research. For that reason, I will
also plan, on any future research trips, to substantially compensate any local residents
for their time spent engaging in archaeological training, as they will not continue to reap
any benefits from such training beyond the scope of the current project.
Community Connections and Responsibility for Dissemination
Before, during, and after the fieldwork conducted for this dissertation, I deeply
reflected over a variety of ethical issues relating to project research. One of the most
significant ethical concerns of archaeological projects, particularly those conducted on
the African continent by foreigners, centers around project dissemination. There is a
deep and repeated history in Africa of foreign researchers entering into local
communities, working in isolation and failing to integrate local populations, and leaving
without sharing the information acquired. To that end, I have striven to engage both
local and national communities in dissemination of on-going project results. As a
primary component of the 2017 field season, I worked in collaboration with the National
Museum in Conakry to develop a temporary exhibit focusing on the archaeology
conducted at nineteenth century slave trade sites in the Rio Pongo, including a sample
of artifacts, maps, images, and textual information. This exhibit incorporates not only
the data and results specific to the sites, but also includes a basic explanation of
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archaeological techniques and highlights the importance of conducting archaeology and
preserving cultural heritage sites in the country. While I was happy with the immediate
results, I must remember that the exhibit is only temporary and will eventually be taken
down. Additionally, with the exception of two interns at the museum who spent several
weeks at the site, most of the staff are not familiar with the work, and will not be able to
provide significant information to inquiring visitors.
While the exhibit at the national museum shares information with residents of
the capital, most residents of the local villages where the archaeological research has
been conducted will never travel to the city. Fortunately, I was able to arrange for
transportation to have the chief of Bakoro and the village Imam visit the city for the
exhibit opening ceremony, with the hope that they would share what they had seen
with local village residents upon their return. Additionally, I had English and French
pamphlets printed with summaries of the exhibit panels and information that visitors
could take with them to share information from the exhibit after they’ve gone. This still
does not help with rural dissemination among rural villagers, as the majority of the
residents of Bakoro do not speak French; of those that do, even fewer are literate. To
that end, I have striven to make what efforts I can to engage the locally community in
excavation endeavors, and have tried to share what results I can. At the conclusion of
each field season I have returned to Bakoro after analysis was completed in Conakry,
before leaving the country, to share summaries of what I had learned to that point.
Additionally, in an attempt to overcome language barriers, in 2017 I produced
professionally bound hardcover photo books (from Walgreens.com) providing a basic
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introduction to archaeology in Guinea using photos from our previous field seasons. The
book progresses through the stages of an archaeological investigation from site
identification (surveying, metal detection, etc.), components of the actual excavations
(digging, screening, measuring, documentation), artifact processing (washing,
cataloging), and collaboration (showing artifacts at the museum, site visits with
government ministers and US ambassadors, etc.). While each page has a French title
and brief, one- to two-sentence description, the photos are intended to be self-evident
explanations of the process. I left copies of these books with each village where we had
conducted excavations, in a small effort to contribute to an increased awareness of the
importance of archaeological work and preservation of cultural heritage resources.
7.3 FURTHER WORK AND FUTURE PLANS
Additional Work with Current Collections
Beyond the completion of this dissertation, there is a substantial quantity of
work yet to be done with the artifact assemblages collected from the Rio Pongo sites.
First of all, an in-depth analysis has yet to be conducted of the beads recovered from the
Rio Pongo. Due to the limitations of laboratory settings and tools available in Guinea, in
2013 we deemed it imprudent to attempt to attempt an analysis of the bead collection
in-country, and brought them back to the South Carolina for further work.
Unfortunately, given the time period of the site occupations, there is not much
pertinent data that these beads can provide, rendering their analysis disproportionately
time consuming. That being said, it is possible that an expert in the field may be able to
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make some beneficial observation that could contribute to a better understanding of
site dynamics. To assess whether there is potential to gain any valuable insight from the
collection gathered thus far, I will be consulting with senior Africanist archaeologist
Christopher DeCorse of Syracuse University, who is experienced in bead analysis, and
has agreed to look at the collection and provide recommendations regarding the
continuation of future research.
As I have mentioned several times throughout this dissertation, there has been
extremely little archaeological work done in Guinea, and therefore there are relatively
few opportunities, if any, for comparison of material culture with other local examples.
While imported goods (ceramics, glass, ferrous and non-ferrous items, etc.) can be
compared to other global collections, there is currently no method for comparison of
locally produced ceramics. This poses a significant challenge to an analysis of Rio Pongo
archaeological collections, as to date there have been 16,618 sherds of locally produced
pottery recovered (including 2013, 2016, and 2017 excavations). Recently, West
Africanist archaeologists researching the Atlantic era have increased their attention on
analysis of locally produced pottery (Gokee 2011), explaining it to be “the most
prevalent class of artifacts…and the most important locus for understanding African
ethnic identity” (Ogundiran and Falola 2007: 14). While imported goods can speak to
interactions between native and foreign populations, locally produced ceramics have
the potential to inform on national and regional migration patterns, as well as socioethnic shifts over time. A next stage of research of the Rio Pongo collection should
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Figure 7.1 Sample of locally produced ceramic variation from Gambia assemblage. Photos taken by author.
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focus on developing a typology of the locally produced ceramic collection, enabling a
better understanding of ethnic variation and regional dynamics
Expansion of Archaeological Scope
In addition to further work on the already completed excavations of the Rio
Pongo sites, there is substantial work to be done to further expand our knowledge of
the extent of the nineteenth century slave trade in the region. As four known sites have
now been explored, the next step of increasing an understanding of regional dynamics
in the Pongo should engage a survey to identify all of the slave trade sites of the region,
allowing them to be documented and preserved for future research potential. According
to historical documentation and maps, there are a number of slave trade sites in the
region that, while they may be known to local populations, have not been brought to
the attention of the national heritage preservation team, and may be in danger of
historical erasure due to erosion or land development. A survey of the complete stretch
of river could serve to fill gaps in historical literature while also contributing to heritage
preservation.
Finally, future research steps could expand the temporal and geographic scope
of research into the extent of the slave trade in the Rio Pongo, and turn to the Iles de
Loos for additional investigations. Historical documents indicate that Joseph Ormond
Senior, before establishing a factory at Bangalan, had a settlement on one of the islands
that form the Iles de Loos where he participated in the slave trade while it was still legal
to do so. Explorations of his establishment at the Iles de Loos could provide essential
information on how slave trade participation shifted in the local region with the
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abolition of the trade. Similarly, such investigations could also explore the variation in
operation between a first generation immigrant trader (Ormond Senior) and his second
generation metis son (Ormond Junior) and increase our understanding of the various
factors contributing to the creolization process.
Community and National Contributions
This dissertation is situated to contribute to a globally developing dialogue on
how archaeology of slave trade sites is conducted in West Africa, what questions can be
asked, and how such research contributes to efforts of cultural heritage identification
and preservation. In drawing attention to the less-researched small-scale sites of the
later period of the slave trade, I have demonstrated the importance of considering this
period in a narrative on how ramifications of the slave trade affected local communities
within the Rio Pongo region specifically, as well as how these interactions generally fit
into a global network. I have also discussed the importance of recognizing such sites as
notable cultural heritage resources, which necessitate identification and preservation in
order to ensure their possibility of inclusion in future research endeavors. Finally, my
investigations into the formation of institutionalized memory of slave trade activities
and operations in the Rio Pongo, in conjunction with an acknowledgement of the threat
of losing oral historical resources as the current generation of elders struggle to find
interested individuals to pass on their oral traditions, highlight the need to expedite
research that includes various sources, such as oral accounts and documentary sources,
to conduct more nuanced interpretations of these valuable historic sites.
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